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OBJECTIVES FOR SECTION ON INTRODUCTION

GENERALIZATIONS.

1. Individuals know'a foreign culture as a set of
images and pictures created for them by commun-
icators; they react to these,images rather than
to the real world and real people.

2. Whether or not a country's size provides more
advantages or dicadantages depends upon the
prdblems inhabitants face at a particular time,
upon their goals, and upon their level of tech-.
nology.

3. There are many sources or bases of national power
in dealing with other countries.

a. Military capacity is an important factor in
the development of national power but not the
only one or even the daminant one.

b. Industrial capacity is an important component
of national power.

c. Differences'in population and resources may
be reflected in differences in national power.

,4. The world is a community of interdependent countries.
(Important happenings in one part of the world affect
other parts.).

5. Any decision is, in part, alproduct of the internal-
ized values,-the perceptions, and the experiences.of
the persons making the decision.

SKILLS

1. Attacks problems i a rati n

a. Sets up hypotheses.

b. Sets up ways of testing h

c. Considers the releVance o
science disciplines, and
questions asked and the a
used in the relevant disc
analyze the problem.

d. Considers possible hypoth
ternative courses of acti

2. Gathers information effectiv

a. Interprets cartoons.

3. Uses effective geographic sk

a. Compares areas with known

4. Evaluates sources of informs

a. Detects inconsistencies.

5. Organizes and analyzes info
conclusions.
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SKILLS

1. Attacks problems i#a rational manner.

a. Sets up hypotheses.

b. Sets up ways of testing hypotheses.

c. Considers the relevanceof each of the social
science disciplines, and uses the type of
questions asked and the analytical concepts
used in the relevant disciplines to help him
analyze the problem.

.

d. Considers possible hypotheses i al-
ternative courses of action.

2. Gathers information effectively.

a. Interprets cartoons.

3. Uses effective geographic skills.

a. Compares_areas with knoim areas.

4. Evaluates sources of information.

a. Detects inconsistencies.

5. Organizes and analyzes information and draws
conclusions.



a. Applies previously-learned concepts and

generalizations to new data.

ATTITUDES

1. Is curious about social data and wishes to
read and study further in the social sciences.

2. Feels a sense of:responsibility for keeping
informed about current problems.



OBJECTIVES

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Interprets cartoons.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Detects inconsistencies.

S. Applies previouslylearned
concepts and generalizations
to new data.

G. Individuals know a foreign culture-
as a set of images and pictures
created for them by communicators;
they react to these images rather
than to the reel world and real

. people. .

S. Compares areas with known areas.

. S. Applies preViously-learned concepts
and generalizations,

G. There are many sources or bases of
national power in dealing with
other countries.

-1-

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. What Red China does affects the life of

A. China is larger than.the United States;
is smaller than the U.S.S.R., it has th
population of-any country in the world.

-extends further north and.south than d
States.
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. What. Red China does affects the life of every American.

A. China is larger than the United States; although it
is smaller than the U.S.S.R., it has the largest
population of any country in the world. It also
extends further north and south than does the United
States.



TEACHII. PROCEDURES MATERIALS

1. Prepare a bulletin board showing the importance of Red China in
world affairs.

2. Project some of the cartoons found in Isaacs.' Images of Asia and
have pupils identify views (implicit and explicit) which ale
indicated by the cartoons. Have them compare their list with
samples of statements under the different classifications
arrived at by Isaacs on the basis of his interview study of
American leaders. Have each pupil check the views with whiCh
he agrees. Afterwards discuss:- how consistent are these
different views? How might each of. the views affect people's
attitudes toward foreign policy decisions in cur relations
with China?

Isaacs, Images

3. Have pupils examine wall map of the world. Ask: How does Wall map of wor
Red China compare in size with the U. S;? With Western Europe? Equal-area map
with-the Soviet Union? Have pupils check their inititial im- Wheeler, e
pressions by having a student trace these three areas on Geog. of t
pieces of acetate from en equal-area map of the world. Be Winfield,
should prepare a map overlay for projection with the over-
head projector. (In the interests of time, the teacher
could prepare such an overlay, could use one prepared by
a student in another class, or could project a map shOwing
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Isaacs, Images of Asia.

Wall map of world.
Equal-area map of world. (See

Wheeler, et. al., Regional
Geog. of the World, f771, or
Winfield, China, p. 20).



G. Difference in ... resources ... may be
reflected in differences in national
power.

G. Whether or not a country's size
provides more advantages or dis-
advantages depends upon the .

problems Inhabitants face at a
particular time, upon their goals,
and upo4 their level of technology.

S. Aliesreviousedconcepts
and generalizations.

S. Applies previously- learned concepts
and generalizations.

S., . Sets up. hyp-Aheses.

G. There are many sources or bases of
national power in dealing with other
countries.

G. Differences in population ... may be
reflected in differences in national
power.
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these three areas transposed upon one another from a geogruhy
textbook.)

Or instead a pupil might prepare a graph comparing the area
of China with that of the U. S., Western Europe, and the

U.S.S.R. Ask: Why might China's size help make it an

important world power? Would it necessarily do so?

4. Have pupils note the northernmost points in China and the
U. S. and the southernmost points in China and in the
U. S. Ask: What difference do you think it makes that
China extends both fUrther north and further south than
the U. S.?

5. Have a pupil make a graph.to compare the total population
of China, the U. S., the U.S.S.R., and India. (Or use the

,graph prepared for the unit on the Soviet Union.) Quote
estimates on how fast the,Chinese population is growing.
.(e.g., It is estimated that if China continues to grow at
its-present rate,in one decade it will add to its population
a number Equal to the total population of the U. S. at the
present time.) Remind pupils that they dismissed the
possible advantages and disadvantages of a large population
when studying the U.S.S.R.. Discuss: What problems is this
growth rate likely to make for China? for .the world as a
whole? Does the U. S. need to be concerned about a country
just because it has such a large population? Why or why
not?
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G. Any decision is, in pait, a
product of the.internalized
values, the perceptions, and
the experiences of the persons
making the decision.

S. Sets hypotheses.

G. There are many sources or bases
of power in dealing with other
countries.

G. Military capacity is an ,important-
factor in the developmefit of national
power but not the only only one or
even the dominant one.

B. The Communists have greatly increa
strength and have exploded 'atomic
though they do not have a large su
and probably will take a few years
system which will threaten the U.
in exploding bombs gives them add
Asian countries. It also arouses
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E. The Communists have greatly increased Chinese military
strength and have exploded 'atomic bombs. Even
though they do not have a large supply of atomic bombs
and probably will take a few years to build a delivery
system which will threaten the U. S., their success
in exploding bombs gives them additional leverage over
Asian countries. It also arouses concern about the
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6. Read aloud-a quotation about the way in which the Chinese
used cheer numbers of soldiers to try to overpower Americans
and South Koreans during the Korean War. Again discuss
advantages and disadvantage's of a large population for
military purposes. Perhaps quote Karol on Mao Tse-tung's
views about the importance of manpower in case of war.

. 7. Have pupils read various comments by Chinese leaders which
imply that China could withstand an atomic war better then
some other countries since its population is so large.
Discuss: Do you agree or disegree with this conclusion? Why?
Suppose that this conclusion is not correct? Would it matter at
Ull then if the Chinese leaders believe it were true? Why or
why not? Can you think of any reason why Chinese leaders
might make such a statement even if they did not believe it
to be true?

Do not analyze the possible ability of China to'withstand
nuclear attack in any detail at this time, since such analysis
requires some study of land use, industrial patterns, and pop-
ulation patterns. Rather, tell the class that it will return
to such an analysis later in the unit after it has found out
more about China's geography. At this time, however, list
possible factors which should be studied in order to analyze
the validity of such statements.

8. Read aloud a quotation or have pupils read articles or state-
ments about measures taken by the ComMunists to improve China's
military strength.

Show the class pictures of young people being trained and even
children marching.

Karol, China, Th

P. 35.

"Selected Readin

Lewis, Communis
Change pa

Swisher, China (

Use Readers' Gu
recent, art

For pictures, s
Ribound,

PP. 72-73.
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"Selected Readings on China."

Lewis, Communist China: Crisis, and
Change (pamphlet), pp. 36 -3S.

Swisher, China (pamphlet), p. 90.
Use Readers' Guide to locate mor,

recent articles.
For pictures, see:

Ribound, Three Banners of China,

PP. 72-73.



G. There are many sources or bases
of power-in dealing with other
countries.

G. Industrial capacity is an important
component of national power.

Sets up hypdtheses.

future, since Chinese Communists take
militant attitude toward war and show
of the atomic bomb than do Soviet Con

C. China's economic growth during the 19
that in the U. S. and India and even
during its early plans. Its growth h
but still offers a challenge because
propaganda effect in underdeveloped c



ny sources or bases
dealing with other

apacity is an important
national power.

heses.

future, since Chinese Communists take a much more
militant attitude toward war, and show much less fear
of the atomic bomb than do Soviet Communist leaders.

C. China's economic growth during the 1950's surpassed
that in the U. S. and India and even the Soviet Union
during its early plans. Its growth has slowed down
but still offers a challenge because of its possible
propaganda effect in underdeveloped countries.
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9. Tell pupils about the explosion.ofthe first Chinese atomic

bomb. Then have pupils read differing interpretations of what
this explosion meant for the U. S. Have pupils also read
MacNamera's later statement which revised the early U. S.
position. Discuss: How important do you think this achievement
was for U. S. security now and in the future? Why do you think
many observers thought it dangerous to have China explode a
small bomb when the Soviet Union already had many nuclear bombs
with far-superior means of delivering them to targets in the
U. S.? (Discuss in terms of what pupils have learned about
Soviet-Chinese relationships and differences in attitude toward
war.)

Have a pupil investigate and report on nuclear developmentS since
the first explosion.

10. Project a graph comparing economic growth in China during the
1950's with economic growth in U.S.S.R., in India and U. S.
during this same period. Discuss: Do we need to worry about
the rate of economic growth in China? Why or why not? Tell the
class that China has not published figures on economic output
and growth since the late 1950's. 'Why might this be so?

Swisher, China (p
Karol, The Other

p.. 31 .

"Selected Reading
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G. The world is a community of inter-
dependent countries. (Important
happenings in one part of the world
affect other parts.)

S. Considers ) theses
and or alternative courses of
action.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA
AND WISHES TO READ AND STUDY
FUR1BtR IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

S. Detects inconsistencies.

9 -

D. The U. S. and Red China have a number
policy differences which threaten pea
citizens need to consider all aspects
life before choosing among policy alt
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ABOUT SOCIAL DATA
TO READ AND STUDY
PHE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

onsistencies.

D. The U. S. and Red China have a number of serious
policy differences which threaten peace. U. S.

citizens need to consider all aspects of Chinese
life before choosing among policy alternatives.
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11. Remind pupils of what they have learned already about the conflict

between China and the U.S.S.R. Point out that they will study
this.conflict in more detail during this unit. They should try
to decide whether or not they wish to change their minds about
how the U. S. government might best act, given this controversy.

32. Have pupils read recent newspaper and magazine articles about
important internal affairs in China or about Chinese policy
conflicts with the U. S. or other countries. Discuss these
articles in tens of their possible implications for the U. S.

13. After identifying some of the chief issues between China and the
U. S., have pupils try to identify possible courses of'action_
which might be taken on these issues and possible consequences
of each course of action. Suggest that they try to keep these
alternatives in mind and add others as they study the unit. They

will come back to them at the end of the unit.

14. Give pupils the 1967 Foreign. Policy Association opinion poll on
possible policies to follow in our dealings with china. Have them

check the supporting statements from the list provided with the
poll. After the class has compiled the results of the poll in
class, discuss the extent of agreement or disagreement among class
members. Then ask: How consistent were members of. this class in
selecting supporting statements for each policy? For which policy
were they least consistent? most consistent? Why might this be
so?

Great Decisions,
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S. Considers the relevance of each of
the social science disciplines, and
uses the types of questions asked
and the analytical concepts used in
the relevant disciplines to help
him analyze the problem.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA AND
WISHES TO, READ AND 8TuDY FURTHER
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT
CURRENT PROBLEMS.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA AND
WISHES TO READ AND STUDY FURTHER
IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.
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15. Go over the list of questions which pupils raised about China at
the end of the unit on the Soviet Union. Do they wish to add any
questions for study? (The teacher may wish to suggest some too.)
Discuss: What kinds of help should we be able to get from the
different social science disciplines?

Use questions or some kind of pupil unit to present an overview
of the unit. The pupil unit should include pupils1 questions,
possible individual and small-group activities, and an annotated
bibliography. Let pupils suggest other activities, and then indicate
their choices on a sheet of paper. Make assignments the next day.
(Perhaps have pupils select activities for only Parts II and III
now. They could select others at the beginning of Part IV.)

16. Have volunteers begin to collect news items about other affairs in
China. Some might focus upon political affairs, some on economic
affairs, and some on changes in the social system. They-should
be prepared to add to the class discussion at appropriate points
in the unit.

17. Arrange a browsing period, with books about China displayed on
tables and bookcases. Let pupils look for books they think
they might like and begin reading them. ,Then if they find
they would prefer a different book, they can return the book
and look for another instead.



S. Sets up hypotheses by applying
previously-learned concepts and

eneralizations.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Rivers flow from higher elevations
to lower elevations.

G. A river which moves rapidly carries
with it much sediment and frequently
cuts deep valleys; it tends to cut
relatively straight paths rather
than meandering patterns.

G. A river which moves slowly across a
plain drops gravel and sand that has
moved from higher areas; it also tends
to twist and turn back on itself
in many loops--to develop the ox-bow
river pattern.

G. Temperature is affected by the
distance from the equator, the
distance from warm water bodies,
air pressure systems, prevailing
winds, and physical features.which block
winds.

G. Places in the interior of continents
tend to have greater extremes of
temperature than places along the
coast.

;

G. Rainfall is affected by the dis-
tance from bodies of water: air
pressure systems, wind directions,
temperature and physical features
which block_ winds carrying moisture.

-13-

II. Man uses his physical environment in to
values, perceptions, and level of techno

A. Geographical limitations restrict Chi
productive land to the eastern one-th
under present technological levels.

1. The highest part of China is in it

2. The principal components of China'

a. A vast land. mass.

1) Winter: The rapid and prolo
through radiation brings abo
of an intense and persistent
atmosphere in the regions of
and Eastern Siberia.

2) Summer: When the direct ray
cross the equator and reach
heat absorption exceeds radi
brings about exceptionally 1
interior western China. I

time air masses bring moist
of eastern China.

3) China's dry winter season is
than the summer rainy season
stronger monsoon system evid

b. The West-Pacific Oceah Location

I) The Southwest Pacific waters
China's moisture.
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II. Man uses his physical environment in terms of his cultural
values, perceptions, and level of technology.

A. Geographical limitations restrict China's potentially
productive land to the eastern one-third of her area,
under present technological levels.

1. The highest part of China is in its center,

2. The principal components of China's climate include:

a. A vast land mass.

1) Winter: The rapid and prolonged heat loss
through radiation brings about the development
of an intense and persistent high pressure
atmosphere in the regions of Outer MOngolia
and Eastern Siberia.

-2) Summer: When the direct rays of the sun
cross the equator and reach further north,
heat absorption exceeds radiation. Rising air
brings about exceptionally low pressures in-
interior western China. Inrushing warm, mari-

time air masses bring moisture to large areas
of eastern China.

3) China's dry winter season is considerably longer
than the summer rainy season, in contrast to the
stronger monsoon system evident in India.

b. The West-Pacific Ocean Location.

1) The Southwest Pacific waters supply mat of
China's moisture.



1. Give each student a copy of an outline map of China, showing only
the rivers of China, no other physical features and no political
features.- Have each pupil work alone or have each two pupils
work in groups to prepare a list of all of the things they think
they can tell about China by looking at this map. (They might
develop a key and draw on lines to show where they think China's
mountains are 'located, where lowlands are, etc.) Give the class
about ten or fifteen minutes to hypothesize in this fashion.

Now project a transparency of the same rap and hold a general
class discussion. Ask: What were you able to predict about

China by using this map? Have class secretary urite the hy-
potheses on the Lthalkbo?,rd as they are listed. Another seevetary
ahculd keep a list on a sheet of notebook paper. Eneon'..n.ge

pupils to set lip a variety of hypotheses. (As they make their
predictions, have them explain their reasons.) At this point
accept all hypotheses, without any negative comments or reactions
and without any expressions of approval, except for presenting
an interesting suggestion. Have pupils hypothesize about such
things as:

a. Where are the mountains and mountain divides?

b. Where are the lowlands and plains?

c. What kind of temperatures would you expect to find in the
different parts of China?

d. What kind-of precipitation pattern would you expect to find
in different parts of China?

As necessary in order to stimulate more ideas, point to certain rivers
Such as those which stmt close together but flow in different
directions or those which rise close to the ocean but flow away
from the Ocean or those which tend to take on a braided effect with,
manyloOp01.ete. (probably indicating that rivers are flowing through
an alluvial plain), or those (in the west) which seem to stop abruptly,
rather than flowing into some other body of water (perhaps indicating
something about the climate), etc.

See map in Shaba
Map, p. 10.
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pout China by looking at this map. (They might
d draw on lines to show where they think China's
ocated, where lowlands aze, etc.) Give the class
(teen minutes to hypothesize in this fashion.

ransparenay of the same map and hold a general
n. Ask: What uere you able to predict about
his map? Have.S clap:6 cmcietary unite the hy-
3haikbo?,xd as they are listed. Another searaLary

l_st on a sheet of notebook paper. Encen":-13e

p a variaty .of hypotheses. (As they make their
ye them explain their reasons.) At this point
theses, without any'negstive comments or reactions
expressions of approval, except for presenting

suggestion. Have pupils hypothesize about such

he mountains and mountain divides?

he lowlands and plains?

f temperatures would you expect to find in the
arts of China?

f precipitation pattern would you expect to find
t parts of China?

order to stimulate more ideas, point to certain rivers
tdchstatt close together but flow in different
hose which rise close to the ocean but flow away
or those which tend to take on a braided effect with.

(frobably indicating that rivers are flowing through
in), or those (in the west) which seem to stop .abruptly,
wing into some other body of water (perhaps indicating
the climate), etc.

See map in Shabad, China's Changing
Map, p. 10.



2) In winter, low-pressure centers in the North
Pacific and northern Australia reinforce the
outward movement of the Mongolian cold waves.

3) Clockwise winds crowd north Pacific high
pressure region. During the summer, they
send moisture-laden air into China from the
Southwest Pacific and the South china Sda.

c. A wide latitudinal range.

.1) Northernmost China is cold to cool for most of
the year.

2) Southernmost China has tropical or subtropical
weather conditions.

d. Four mountain blocks are significant to China.

1) Himalaya and Tibetan High Plateau (Himalaya
blocks enterence of much moisture to N. W. China
from the South.)

2) TLe Tahsuch Shas.

(The Great Snowy mountains, bordering the
eastern Tibetan Plateau, creates a barrier
to Pacific moisture further west.)

3) The Chin Ling system (Center mountain block).
a) Protects south from Mongolian cold waves.

b) Forms a climatic barrier between north and
south China (Rain shadow effect).

11.) South-east hill and mountain complex.

(Area receives much orographic rainfall. This
region is the wettest in mainland China.
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After pupils have set up a number of hypotheses, have them
check relief maps and maps of temperature and precipitation.
to test their hypotheses. Preferably;-give them individual
maps for each two students. After a short time, hold a
brief discussion in which pupils go over their list 'of hy-
potheses, .aeciding which ones to accept, reject, or modify.

Be sure that pupils identify on their maps the high and low
pressure systems in summer and winter. Ask: How do these
pressure systems affect China's weather in summer? in winter?
Have a pupil volunteer at this time to investigate monsoons
and their effect upon China. (He should not 2:eport until
pupils have completed activity h.)

For a good relie
The Pattern
p. 158. Or
of China by

See Shabad, Chin
p. 14, for
planation o



ve set up a number of hypotheses, have them
ps and maps of temperature and precipitation.
Hypotheses. Preferably, give them individual

students. After a short time, hold a
.1n in which pupils go over their list of hy-
ling which ones to accept, reject, or modify.

pils,identify on their maps the high and.low
ns in summer and winter. Ask: How do these
ns affect China's weather in summer? in winter?

plunteer at this time to investigate monsoons
ct upon China. (He should not eport until
-Jpleted activity #3.)

For a good relief map, see Ginsberg,
The Pattern of Asia, 1958, ed.,
p. 158. Or Map of Physiography
of China by A. K. Lobeck.

See Shabad, China's Changing Map,
P. 14, for a good short ex-
planation of monsoon effects.
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S. Sets uzhyyotheses.

S. Sets up hypotheses by applying
previously-learned generalizations.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Soil in a particular region is
affected by the type of basic rock
in the region; the cli mate; the
vegetation; erosion; *And; glaciers;
and rivers which move ooil; as
well as by how man treats the soil.

G. Nature changes the character of the,
earth through biotic and physical
processes.

G. Vegetation is affected by temperature,
rainfall, and soil.

3. China has an infinite complexity o

a. China's soils can be divided in
southern groups.

l) North China's soils tend .to
veloped under Grassland and
These soils tend to be rich
nutrients.

2) The soils in South China tol
They developed under abunft
forest vegetation. They ter

and poor in humus.

3) The most important soil of
Calcatrous alluvium develop
plain of the North China lo

4) The alluvial soils of South
and non-calcateous.

b. Wetrice cultivation has develc
soils which are ideal for rice



theses.

heses by applying
earned generalizations.

eses against data.

rticular region is
!.he type of basic rock
a; Lhe eltmate; the
_xosion; 'And; glaciers;
With move i3oil; as

yw man treats the soil.

the character of the
biotic and physical

affected by temperature,
soil.

3. China has, an infinite complexity of soils.

a. China's soils can be divided into northern and
southern groups.

1) North China's soils tend to be poOocals, de-
veloped uuder Tmssland and :United :ftainfall.
These soilstend to be rich in 11_12a and plant
nutrients.

2) The soils in South China tt::nd 1..o be pedalfers.--

They developed under abundant rainfall and
.

forest vegetation. They tend to be leached
and poor in humus.

3)' The most important soil of North China is the
Calcatrous alluvium developed on the flood
plain of the North China lowland.

4) The alluvial soils of South China are leached
and non-calcateous.

b. ',let rice cultivation has developed rich paddy
soils which are ideal for rice cultivation.
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. 2. Discuss: What effect is the topography of China likely to
have upon the use of rivers for navigation? (Have pupils
set up hypotheses for ch.clsing later.)

3. Have pupils work in couples to set up hypotheses about vege-
tation zones and soil patterns in China. Hold a brief class
discussion in which pupils present their reasons for their
hypotheses and develop a class list of hypotheses.

Now have pupils check vegetation and soils maps. They should
decide whether or not to reject, accept, or modify the hypotheses
on their list. Th..: shcul.d elso disc;115 possible :',c1.;017s which

mAght ex, leiu 11.a,A*epncic-A3 bet:een tteir hypothels shout soils
and the actual map c)f soil patteras. (Be sure to 737iclIT here,

necoTsary, irhat 'pulls learned chout types of 8oil in their
study of the U.S.S.R.) Ask for a vollynter to check the class'
guesses about other possible ?actors affecting soils. Be should
not make his report until after the class has done activity #5.

4. Now have the volunteer report on monsoons in China.



S. Draws inferences from a comparison
of different map patterns of the

same area.

S. SetslYIDotheSesiyaELAL.ing
previously-learned concepts and
generalizations.

G. Population is distributed unevenly
over the earth's surface; many of
the land areas are unevenly pop-
ulated.

G. A nuuiber of factorsclimate, sur-
face featureS, natural resources,
accessability and history--affect
settlement patterns.

G. Moist areas tend to have a higher
population density than dry areas.
However, population distribution
reflects man's values and his tech-

. aology as well as physical features
of an area.

G. Differing crops need differing a-
mounts of rainfall and differing

.temperatures and number of frost-
free days in order to grow; they
need water and dryness at different
times during their period of growth.

-19-

B. There is an intense population press

1. About 75% of China's population i
cultural activities. 9C% of Chin
lives in farm villages and small

2. Only from 1/4 to 1/3 of China is k
enough, and possessed of good eno
gentle enough' slopes to be consid
agriculture under present technoli
This creates an intense popuiatio
ricultural land.
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ences from a comparison B. There is an intense population pressure upon the land.
t map patterns of the

otheses by applying
learned concepts and
ions.

is distributed unevenly
rth's surface; many of
-cas'are unevenly pop-

factorsclialatel sur-
:es, natural resources)

ty and historyaffect
patterns.

tend to have a higher
density than dry areas.
vulation distribution
n's values and his tech -
rell as physical features

:cops need differing a-
-ainfall and differing
!s and number of frost-.
Ln order to grow; they
and dryness at different
g their period of growth.

1. About 75% of China's population is engaged in agri-
cultural activities. 9C% of China's population
lives in farm villages and small market towns.

2. Only from 1/4 to 1/3 of China is huMid enough, warm
enough, and possessed of good enough soils and
gentle enough slopes to be considered of value to
agriculture under present technolcgical levels.
This creates an intense population pressure on ag-
ricultural land.
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5. Now have pupils work individually or in couples to set up hy-
potheses about population distribution and agricultural land
use. Perhaps have each decide where he would try to farm if
he had.his option. (He might.place an X on the map to'indicate
this choice. And he should also indicate what kind of farming
he would.do.)

Again have pupils look at the map transparency, and hold a
brief class session in which pupils develop a class list of
hypotheses to be tested.

Now have pupils check population density maps to test their
hypotheses about population'and land use ro.l?s to check their
hypotheses about agriculture. Hold a brief, gcaaral discumsion,

-----in vhich pv9ils accept, reject, or modify noir kvothoset-

Now have a pupil report on factors other than cliu.ate and
vegetation 'which affect soila aad upon the fertility of the
loess soils.

Land use zap
p. 173.)
map (Cre

Av..,
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pils work individually or in couples to set up hy-
out population distribution and agricultural land
s have each decide where he would try to farm if
option. (He might place an X on the map to indicate
. And he should also indicate what kind of farming

pupils look at the map transparency, and hold a
session in which pupils develop a class list of

to be tested.

ipils check population density ipaps to test their

about population and land use nabs to check their
about agriculture. ;Told a brief, goaeral discunsion,
!oils accept, reject, or modiRy tbeiv hypotheses.

pupil report on factors other then cli!Late and
which affect soils acid upon the felility of the

Land use oap of China. (Ginsburg,

p. 173.) Or land usability
map (CITscey, Land of 500
Million p. 102, 6..122:j23,
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G. Soil in a particular region is
affected. by the type of basic rock
in the region) the climate, the vege-
tation, erosion, wind, glaciers, and
rivers which move soil, as well as
by how man treats the soil.

G. Nature changes the character of
the earth through biotic and
physical proceepes.

G. Man. uses his phpical envirow.ent in
terms of his cultural values, per-
ceptions, and 1.*Yvel of t-lc.:hnology.

G. Climate may set up limitations upon
man's activities given a specific
level of technology, but man has
learned to overcame many of the
earlier limitations.

G. Types of agriculture in a region
depend upon man's cultural values)
perceptions) and technology as well
as upon climate) soils, and topog-
ragphy.
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6, Have each pupil decide whether or not he wishes to keep )is farm
where he originally marked it or whether, in the light of his new
knowledge, he would move it or raise something else. On the backs

of their maps they should indicate TAly they are moving it if they
choose to do so. If class members had originally chosen farm sites
in areas which are not used as widely by the Chinese or if they
chose to raise farm crops not raised in this section by the Chinese,
discuss the following questions: (a) Why do you think your choice
of the best farmland seems to disagree with that of the Chinese?
Because of the physical features? because of farming techniques?

because of crops desired7,etc. (Many pupils are likely to chose
to farm in the drier, more level lands where they can raise wheat
and use farm machinery. Or they may chose to raise primarily
other foodstuffs rather than rice in the wet areas of South-
eastern China. In the discussion, try to help pupils understand
the use of the environment in terms of cultural values, perceptions,
and level of technology. If pupils begin to use statements which
imply geographic determinisme.g. The Chinese grow certain crops
in certain places because of the physical features of the area- -
you might have them identify areas in the U.S. of somewhat similar
physical features (climate and relief) and have them check to
find out whether or not American farmers grow similar crops there.)
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G. Population distribution reflects
man's values and his technology as
well as physical features of an area.

G. Given cultural assumptions which
a large proportion of the population
is engaged in intensive agriculture:
the population distribution will .be
related to the distribution of
usable land.

G. A country with a large population
and aaimited amount of fertile land
will have extremely high population .

densities on the fertile land.

G. Overpopulation represents a-lack of
balance between available income and
population. The concept is relative
and is defined by the value patterns
and expectations of a particular
culture. The starvation of a large -,

proportion of the society. amounts
to absolute overpopulation.

3. The North China Plain has a popula
1200 perevare mile; while the Ya
a population as high as 3,600 per
Most people consider China overpop
its present level of development.



i
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stribution reflects
and his technology as
cal features of an area.

1 assumptions in which
prtion of the population
a intensive agriculture,
hia distribution will be
he distribution of

th a large population
d amount of fertile land
trernely high population
the fertile land.

on represents a lack of
teen available income and
The concept is relative

ed by the value patterns
,ions of a particular
e starvation of a large
f the society amounts
overpopulation.

3. The North China Plain has a population of 600 to
1200 per square mile; while the Yangtze Delta has
a population as high as 3,600 per square mile.
Most people consider China overpopulated, given
its present level of development.



7. Have the students compare land use and soil maps with a pop-
ulation distribution map of China. Ask: What would cause
the similarity between the soil map, particularly the alluvial
and loess soils, and population distribution? What would this
population distribution tend to show about the progress of
industriulization in China? Give the class figures on the
proportion of the population working on farms.

Show land use and population maps of U.S. Have students note
the correlation of population and land use is less. Ask why.
Ask students to note and.speculate about similarities in
correlations between population and mountains and deserts in
both countries.

8. Have pupils check a population density map of China once more.
Ask: How high are population densities in the rich agricultural

areas of China? Have a pupil check population densities for
places like New York City, rural areas of New York, his own
rural or urban area and his state as a whole.

9. Discuss: At what point does a country become overpopulated?
Is Western Europe overpopulated? the United States? China?

Try to get pupils to arrive at a generalization about over-
population. Be sure that they understand that overpopulation
is relative but that it does have absolute limits. .(e.g. Over-
populated if people. are starving.)

.

Cressey, .Asia's La
p. 43, Goode'

Cressey, Land Of T
p. 8 9.

Land use-and pOpul
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its compare land use and soil maps with a pop-
ution map of China. Ask: What would cause
between the soil map, particularly the alluvial
1 and population distribution ?. What would this

tribution tend to show about the progress of
ion in China? Give the class figures on the
the population working on farms.

and population maps of U.S. Have students note
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o note and speculate about similarities in
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w York City, rural areas of New York, his on
area and his state as a whole.
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ils to arrive at a generalization about over-
e sure that they understand that overpopulation
Ft that it does have absolute limits. (e.g. Over-
eople are starving.)

Cressey, Asia's Lands And Peoples,
p. 43. Goode's Atlas.

Cressey, Land Of The 500 Million,
p. 849.

Land. use and population maps of U.S.
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G. An increase in population occurs
when the birth rate plus -.1Aigra-
tion is greater than the death
rate plus emigration.

S. Draws inferences from charts.

G. Changes in the birth and death
rates and in the ratio between
sexes can have important effects
upon a society.

G. A country in which the-proportion
of the population in the age group
from 18 to 30 increases, is likely
to-show an increasing rate of pop-
ulation growth, other factors
remaining the same.

4. China's rate of population increa
more difficult to raise living le
factors will affect the future gr

a. Estimates place China's presen
at over 650 million. Given an
2%, by 2000 A.D., China's popu
over 1.5 billion or one-halt
present population.

b. The te. of population In(;z7,F.

camp;ant if the birth and
ulatioia I.eyL:An the sar,le

tumigratten or cmigration.

1) The Chinese birth rate has
constant while the death ra
drop.

1930's -- birth rate 40/1

annual. rate of in

1960's -- birth rate 37/100
annual rate of in

Traditionally China's infan
been high.. Only 60% of the
reached 10 years of age. H
knowledge is particularly .e
infant mortality.

2) China now has a young popul
18 years of age. The expan
ulation will cause a rise i
a. rapid rise in population.
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in paolation
irth rate plus iiJAgra-
ater than the dcath
migration.

rences from charts.

the birth and death
Ln the ratio between
lave important effects
iety.

which the proportion
elation in the age group
30 increases, is likely
increasing rate of pop-
imth, other factors
Ule same.

4. China's rate of population increase makes it much
more difficult to raise living levels; a number of
factors will affect the future growth rate.

a. Estimates place China's present population total
at over 650 million. Given an annual increase of
2%, by 2000 A.D., China's population will be well
over 1.5 billion or one-half of the world's
present population.

b. The to of population 111;;:

C011;; t.:).:11: if the birth and :i.r:31:13 of a E,:':-9-

ulation 1::eril:An the scRe ,:rad in not'
inatigzation or .:migration.

1) The Chinese birth rate has tended to remain
constant while the death rate has tended to
drop.

1930's -- birth rate 40/1000 .death rate 30/1000
annual rate of increase --;10/1000

1960's birth rate 37/1000 death rate 17/1000
annual rate of increase -- 20/1000

Traditionally China's infant mortality rate bas
been high. Only 60% of the children have
reacted 10 years of age. However, medical
knowledge is particularly effective in reducing
infant lortality.

2) China now has a young population: 41% are under
18 years of age. The expanding young pop-
ulation will cause a rise in total births, and
a rapid rise in population.
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10. Have class figure out present rate of population increase in

China. One student should look up statistics. At present
rate of increase, what will China's population be in 1970?

in 1980? in 2000?

11. Ask: What factors would we have to study to try to, decide
whether or not China's rate of population increase is likely
to slow dorm?

Have a class mT.Diber construct male and female populltion
pyramids for 1930, 1953, 1960 in China. This student should
explain the concept of the ropulation pyramid to the class
and point out tvonasi. (e.g. lower infant morl;ality, rise
in population of young adults, rise in birth rate.)

The class should ax,tempt to project the trend and construct
prdbable population pyramids for 1976. Discuss: If this
trend continues, what will be the probable result for China's
people?

United Nations Demo
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G. Industrialization and scientific develop-
ments which accompany it, usually
brings on eventual drop in the birth
rate; however, the death rate usually
drops firsto.resulting in an initial
Increase in the rate of population

growth.

S. Considers alternative courses of action.

G. In an agricultural economy the rate
of food production must increase as
rapidly as the population if a given
level of living is to be maintained.

-27-

3) Males are in a majority in Chip
an estimated ratio of 107:100 t

c. Traditionally, industrialization
an increase in population growth
a decline.

C. Given China's physical geography, it
difficult for its rate of increase. i
duction to keep up with the increase
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3) Males are in a majority in China's population,
an estimated ratio.of 107:100 to 124:100.

c. Tradftionally, industrialization has brought about
an increase in population growth before there is
a decline.

c, Given China's physical geography, it will be very
difficult for its rate of increase, in food pro-

duction to keep up with the increase in population.
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12. One student should present a report on the traditional model
of population reaction to industrialization., (Reduction in
infant mortality. .cauction in death rate, expanded young
adult population, riae in total births, rapid increase in
population, rise in standards of living, cultural change,
drop in birth rate.' Ask: At what stage in this cycle is
present-day China?

Discuss: If this model is accurate, and China is in the first
stage rf this model, at what rate will food production have to
rise to maintain constant levels of living for China's popu-
lation? What might happen to interfere with the working out
of this model in China? (e.g. decline in birth rate as result
of birth control before drastit decline in death rate; migra-
tion, etc.) If the model does work out in practice, what.
implications would you see for Chinese foreign policy?

13. Discuss: Given China's rate of population increase and its
present population pressure on the land, what do you think
China's leaders might do to try.to relieve the problem and
raise living levels? (Ask for possible courses of action
related to agricultural policies, industrialization, etc.)

Now suggest that the class needs to examine the potential
for some of the suggestions. Therefore the class will now
study such questions as: What is the potential for increasing
agricultural production? for induttrialization?

Winfield, China
People, pp. 3
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would you see for Chinese foreign policy?

Lven China's rate of population increase and its
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3 levels? (Ask for possible courses of action
agricultural policies, industrialization, etc.)

that the class needs to examine the potential
the suggestions. .Therefore the class will now
questions as: What is the potential for increasing
production? for industrialization?

Winfield, China, The Land And The
People, pp. 334:359
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G. The topography of a region may
present limitations given a
specific level of technology.

G. Climate may set up limits upon
man's activities given a specific
level of technology, but man has
learned to overcome many of the
earlier limitations.

S. Considers alternative. courses ofmkalawrMgedealOala.ollYall111111.17./............pm
action.

G. Types of agriculture in a region
depend upon man's cultural values,
pe.teeptions, and technology as well
as upon climate, soils, and top-
ography.

1. Only 1/4 to 1/3 of China's land is
agricultural purposes, given the pr,
of technology and science.

a. 60% of China's land surface is o
elevation.

b. Much of the land under that alti
slopes.

c. nIrAt of the soil in South Chtia
il:T11 of the North is

2. China's landscape. has refleo,ted
drive ofhor people.

a. In the past the surface of arab:
fragmented into tiny fields whit
population pressure on the diet]
among sons upon the death of the
boundary strips for these field:
as was the custom of local ceme1
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iy of a region may
,ations given a
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.et up limits upon
;les given a specific
inology, but man has
percome many of the
cations.

ternative cournes of

jointure in a region
man's cultural values,
and technolOgy as well

ate, soils, and top-

1. Only 1/4 to 1/3 of China's land is useable for
agricultural purposes, given the present levels
of technology and science.

a. 60% of China's land surface is over 6,500 feet
elevation.

b. Much of the land under that altitude is in steep
slopes.

c. Yv1.311 of 'Ole soil in South Ohivia is badly loac,hed,

:xl:Qh of the North is aria.

2. China'a landscape has refleeted egrt.I9ltuv.:31

drive of bzr people.

a. In the past the surface of arable land has been
fragmented into tiny fields which reflect the
population pressure on the distribution of land
among sons upon the death of the father. The
boundary strips for these fields were wasteful,
aa was the custom of local cemetary plots.
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14. Ask: From what you have learned about China's physical
geography, how much of China's. land do you think is now
usable for agriculture? Now project a pie chart to show
the amount of land over 6,500 feet elevation: Ack: Why
wouldn't this land be useful for farming? Project
a pie chart to show the estimated proportion of China's
land which is useful for farming at the present time.

15. Aok: What oJzht rwientiEts Pad technleins do to tA:y to

increase the area which cedbe Camlied? Now might they try
to increase Zood y6:oduction in alna? Let papils
suggestions. (They are likely to L-.2ggest such things rs
expanding are of production by irrigation projects, the
development of new kinds of seeds, etc. They are also
likely to suggest that agricultural experts might work to
increase productivity per acre in present farming areas.)

If pupils suggest that productivity per acre might be in-
crea7,ed, tell the class that it will need to study in some-
what more detail some of the present farming'techniques, land
use, and level of productivity. (Put'off the study of.irri-
gation.projects and other types of scientific developments
until later.)

16. Have a student present }a report on wet rice culture. He
should point out the factors involved: irrigation, terracing,
retaining walls, multiple cropping, intercropping, trans-
plantation; and intensive fertilization.

Make pie, graphs sho

of land in Chi
in elevation .a

the proportion
which is suita
at the present

Winfield, China, p
Ginsburg, Pattern
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ductivity per. acre. in present farming areas.)

gest that productivity per acre might be in-
the class that it will need to study in some-

tail some of the present farming techniques, land
el of productivity. (Put off the study of irri-
cts and other types of scientific developments

nt present a report on wet rice culture. He
out the factors involved: irrigation, terracing,

lls, multiple cropping, intercropping, trans-
and intensive fertilization.

Make pie graphs showing the proportion
of land in China over 6,500 feet
in elevation and an estimate of
the proportion of land in China
which is suitable for farming
at the present time.

Winfield, China, pp. 44.62.
Ginsburg, Tallgrn of Asia, pp. 92-96.
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S.. Sets up hypotheses.

G. Man uses his physical' environ-
ment in terms of his cultural
values, perceptions, and level

of technology.

S. Tests: hypotheses data.

b. Little land is used for ani

1) Hill slopes are used-to g
goats and sheep.

2) Pigs and fowl, which util
also raised.

c. Lack of farm implements redu
which it is possible for one

1) In North China using dry
0

cultivates 12 acres, eve
be available.

2) In South China, using we
tivates 3 acres or less.
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ypotheses.

his physical..envirOn-
erms of his cultural
erceptions, and level
logy.

otheses against data.

b. Little land is used for animal husbandry.

1) Hill slopes are used to graze plow animals,
goats. and sheep.

.2) Pigs and fowl, which utilize waste productslare
also raised.

c. Lack of farm implements reduces the amount of land
which it is possiblE for one man to cultivate.

1) In North Chinalusing dry farming, one man
cultivates 12 acres, even though more lana may
be available.

2) In South China, using wet farming) one man cul-
tivates 3 acres or less.
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Discuss: Given a large family-centered. population and wet
rice cultivation, how would you lay out farms in .a given area?
Draw a map on the chalkboard or ditto maps for students
showing a river and surrounding farmland. Ask the students
to draw in the fields of paddies, homes, etc., in an ideal

manner. (Encourage them to think of various possible patterns
as well as their ideal patterns. What do they see as the
advantages and disadvantages of each? )

Now have pupils compare their hypothetical maps with the photo-
graph of land. use shown in Ginsburg: If there are differences,

as there :Till be, ask for reasons, which should prove to be
basically cultural. (e.g. village rather than isolated farm-
steads., small land holdings, etc.)

Ask students to consider Chinese wet rice culture and land use.
pattern. Where would livestock be pastured? What kind of live-
stock would probably be raised? What types of .farm implements
would be used? In this type of agricultural situation, how
much land do you think one man could cultivate? Why? Have one
or more pupils check geography books on China to test these
hypotheses.

Map on chalkboard or d

Photo in Ginsburg, Pa
p. 169.

Geography books oh.Ch
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n a large family - centered population and wet
on, how would you lay out farms in.a given area?
the chalkboard or ditto maps for students
r and-surrounding farmland. Ask the students
fields of paddies, homes, etc., in an ideal

yarage them to think of various possible patterns
air ideal patterns. What do they see as the
d disadvantages of each ?).

Map on chalkboard or dittoed maps.

s compare their hypothetical maps with the photo- Photo in Ginsburg, Pattern of Asia,
use shown in Ginsburg. I: there are differences, p. 169.
be, ask for reasons, which should prove to be.
bural. (e.,g. village rather than isolated farm-
land holdings, etc.)

to consider Chinese wet rice mature and land use.
re would. livestock be pastured? What kind of live-
rObably'be raised? That types offarm implements
? In this type of agricultural situation, how
you think one man could cultivate? Why? Have one
a check geography books on China to test these

Geography books on China.



S. Comparesareas.

G. Man uses his physical environment
in terms of his. cultural values,
perceptions, and level of tech-
nology.

G. Both man and nature change the
character of the earth.

S. Man chr-Ages the character of
the earth. (Irrigation makes
it possible to grow crops on
land which otherwise would be
too dry..)

G. Man changes the character of
the earth. (Terracing makes it
possible to grow crops on areas
which otherwise would be too

steep.)
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d. In North China,. mechanization mi
It is questionable whether mec
used in wet rice culture in Sout

e. In China, the amount of cultivat
is :atlfil'Ilted at 0.43 acres.

3. Given China's intensive agriculture
man hour is low. As compared to th
for example, we find this compariso
per acre:

China
Cotton

Corn and Maize 14

Winter wheat 23

4. Given China's situation, her *twain
near an optimum.

a. China's soil fertility has been
long and continued use of organi

b.Asignificant proportion of China

69% of rice land is irriga
'15% of wheat land is irrig
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d. In North China: mechanization might increase yield.
It is questionable whether mechanization could be
used in yet rice culture in South China.

e. In Chills, the amount of cativated Vroon
is c;otlfaated at 0.43 acres.

3. Given China's intensive agriculture,
man hour is low. As compared to the
for example, we find this comparison
per acre:

China

productivity per
United States,
on man-hour input

U.S.'
Cotton 5w 1

Corn and Maize 14 1

Winter wheat 23 1

4. Given China's situation, her farming methods may be

near an optimum.

a. China's soil fertility has been maintained through
long and continued use of organic fertilizer.

b.A significant proportion of China's land is irrigated.

69% of rice land is irrigated.
15% of wheat land is irrigated.
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17. Show maps and pictures of land use in North China and Manchuria.
Have pupils note the difference in land use patterns, agricultural
methods, and crops raised. Ask: Given the use of hand tools only,
how much land do you think one man could cultivate? In which areas
(North or South) would advanced farming technology (machinery) be
more useful? Again, have a pupil check geography textbooks on China
to test the class' hypotheses.

18. Put population figures 650 million people) and figures on amount
of land in cultivation 300 million acres--1956) on board. Ask
stmdents.to figure out the amount of cultivated land per person.
At the beginning of this activity, have a student look up eomparsble
statistics for U.S. Put these on the board and have pupils compare
the figures. (U.S. acreage will bp about 4 or 5 times as much.)
Also compare the average amount of cultivated land in China to some
familiar area such as a proportion of a football field.

19. -Put a chart on chalkboard comparing productivity per man hour in
China and in U.S. Have the class summarize some of the reasons for
the difference.

Show pictures of peasants working the fields to help pupils under-
stand the intensive farming methods used. Also show pictures of
terraced hills and irrigation techniques used to illustrate the way
in which farmers have put forth tremendous physical effort in order
to make as effective use of the little land they have available as
possible.

Have several pupils use geography textbooks on China to find out the
answers to the following quentions: How many crops do farmers in
the wetter parts of southern China raise? How is this possible? .

How many crops(of wet rice and other grains) are raised in the drier
areas of the rice- raising region? How do farmers try to make the
greatest use possible of their land for -several types of crops in
the northern areas of China where the growing season is short%

See map, Cressey A
Peoples, p. 19
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pictures of land use in North China and Manchuria.
ote the difference in land use patterns, agricultural
crops raised. Ask: Given the use of hand tools only,
do you thine one man could cultivate? In which areas

th) would. advanced farming technology (machinery) be
Again, have a pupil check geography textbooks on China

lass' hypotheses.

n figures r50 million people) and figures on amount
ativation 300 million acres--1956) on board. Ask
igure out the amount of cultivated land per peruon.
ing of this activity, have a student look up comparable
)r U.S. Put these on the board,nnd have pupils compare
(U.S. acreage will be about 4 or 5 times as much.)

the average amount of cultivated Sand in China to some
a such as a proportion of a football field.

321 chalkboard comparing productivity per man hour in
U.S. Have the class summarize some of the reasons for
ce.

of peasants working the fields to help pupils under-
tensive farming methods used.- Also show pictures of
s and irrigation techniques used to illustrate the way
ers'have put forth tremendous physical effort in order

ffective use of the little land they have available as

a

pupils use geography textbooks on China to find out the
he following questions: How many crops do farmers in
arts of southern China raise? How is this possible?
os (of wet rice and other graine) are raised in the drier
rice-raising region? How do farmers try to make the
possible of their land for several types of crops in
areas of China where the growing season is short%

See map, Cressey, Asia's Lands and

Peoples, p. 191.
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G. Man uses his physical environ-
ment in terms of his cultural
values) perceptions, and level
of technology.

c. Irrigation tends to replenish
addition of silt.

d. A significant proportion of Ch
terraced. This terracing re

e. The Chinese farmer uses multip
possible.

1) In Southern China three po,d

2) In drier areas one paddy ex
by 1 or 2.1117 crops.

3) Iu NoiAhern China, tihere th
short, .intelvlanting of cro

f. While productivity 1:11" man hoi
Chinese Zarbex produces a high
the same as in the U.S.

g. While there is some livestock
China and Manchuriavfoodyiel
low. Grain is used for human
than animal feed, and natural
particularly in-the winter.

1) While much of China's land
natural grass of South Chin
content and is poor livesto
grass of northwest China i
able.

2) Animal production might be
duction of a different tip
more suitable for grazing.
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his physical environ-
,:erms of his cultural

perceptions, and level
logy.

c. Irrigation tends to replenish the soil through the
addition of silt.

d. A significant proportion of China's land is
terraced. This terracing retards erosion.

e. The Chinese farmer uses multiple cropping where
possible.

1) In Southern China three poxidy crops are raicod.

2) In drier aroas one. paddy clop is raised, followed
by 1 or 2 dry crops.

3) In Eorthern China, there he growing season is
short,.inteliaanting of crops, is practiced..

f..While productivity per man hour in China is lcw, the
Chinese :tamer produces a hi3h.vleld per acre, about
the same.as in the U.S.

g. While there is some liVestock production in North
China and Manchuriai.food yields per animal are
lop. Grain is used for human consumption rather
than animal feed, and natural feed. is scarce,
particularly in the winter..

1) While much of China's land is under grass, the
natural grass of South China is high in silica
Content and is poor livestock feed, while the
grass of northwest China is short and undepend-
able.

2) Anithal production might be increased by the intro-
duCtion of a different type of grass which is
more suitable for grazing.



Project or put on the chalkboard a
ductivity per acre for some of the
you explain the difference between
some of the means used to get high
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chart which compares pro-
same crops. Ask: How can
the'two charts? Review
productivity per acre.

20. Have a pUpil give a report on the reasons for low livestock pro -
duction in China. Then discuss: Is the low production due to

the physical geography of the countryl to cultural developments?
or to both?



F-

3) The Chinese culture has xaditionally rejected
the use of dairy produc.

h. While fish.is a popular and valuable Source of pro-

tein, the Chinese '1717.sYb;g industry AP, only partially

developed.

1) It is estimated tha. the Chinese coastal waters
could produce.10 mlaien metric tons offish
per year. In 1955. the Chineoa etch 7ras 2.4
million metric ton.

2) To optimize the ooh, the Chi se writ moaernize
and expand her ishing fleet.

3) In South China, prticylarly near 1,.%01,
culture of fish extensive.

4) While demand forfish is extensive throughout
China, refrigeraed transport is limited.
Because of the lick of refrigerated trans-
portation faciEt.ies, most, fish are consumed
locally..

5. Because
"9"
of the high popule',ion pressure) the few

cash crops, aad the lack of transportation) most
food is consumed locally.

a. The Chilese farmer must cu:tivate and adjust his

diet tc crops that yield maximum calories upon.s
minim n land areaprimarily.

1) Cueals - -85% to 90% of Chinese diet.
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21. Have a pupil give a report on the fish industry in China. Afterwards,

.
discuss reasons why more fish are not caught and eaten in China.

22. Ask: What kind of food do you think the average Chinese peasant
would eat? Why?. Would the peasant in North.China haVe the same
diet as the peasant in South China?. Why or why not? What factors
would we have to consider before we can answer these questions?
(Discuss both kinds of crops raised in different .parts of-China
and the transpOrtation'system.)

Transportation ma
of 500 Milli
1-77.1771ays p
waterways) p
ibility by 1

Chang Tu Hu, Chin
and airlines

Shabad, China's C
85 transpor
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give a report on the fish industry in China. Afterwards,
as why more fish are not caught and eaten in China.

nd of food do you think the average Chinese.pcasant
thy? Would the peasant in.North China have the same
?easant in South China? Why or -why not? What factors
to Consider beforewenan answer these questions?
kinds- of crops raised in different parts of China

Tortation system.)

Transportation maps in Cressey, Land
of 500 Million People, p. 157
railways p. 7 navigable

waterways) pp. 352-353 (access -
ibility by land, by sea).

Chang-Tu Hu, China, p. 52 (railroads
and airlraigT.

Shabad, China's Changing Map, pp. 84.
,,85 Transportation lines of China),
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G. The topography of a region may
present limitations given a
specific level of technology.

G. Man -uses his physical envircn-
ment in terms.of his cultural
values, perceptions, and level
of technology.

G. Climate may set up limitations
upon man's activities given a
specific level of technology,
but man has learned to over-
come many of the earlier limi-
tations.

G. Both man and nature change the
character of the earth.

2) Starchy tubers (sweet pota
of Chinese diet.

3) Pigs and Fowl--animals tha

6. Almost every part of China that
level is subject to floods. No
floods have been recorded in th

a. Most floods in China are due
or the breaking of dikes. M
North flow between dikes hig
of the countrySide. Flood w
often extend to the horizon
wny nonths.
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phy of a region may
niitations given a
-;;;-el of technology.

its physical envilwn-
J-as of his cultural

:reeptions, and level

.PSY.

ay-set up limitations
s activities given a
level of technology,
as learned to over-
of the earlier limi-

and:nature change the .

of the earth,

2) Starchy tubers (sweet potatoes, etc.) 5% to 10%
of Chinese diet.

3) Pigs and Fowl--animals that use water for food.

6. Almost every part of China that is approximately
level is subject to floods' Not less than 1,621
floods have been recorded in the last 2,000 years.

a. vlost floods in:China are due to excessive runoff
or the breaking of dikes. Many rivers in the
North flow between dikes higher than the level
of the countryside. Flooi- waters in this area
often extend to the horizon and may'persist for
ohuy months,



Project several transportation maps of China. Ask: If a food
shortage occurs in one area, is it possible to get food. to that
area in time to be of help if food is available elsewhere?

23. Have a pupil report on Hersey's A Single Pebble. He should

describe: (1) the difficulties of taking a boat up the river
through the rapids, (2) the ways developed by the Chinese to
overcome the rapids, (3) the ways in Which the American engineer
thought the difficulties could be overcome by different tech-
nology. Be sure to indicate the period in which the story is
set. Ask pupils to return to hypotheses set up in activity #2
and check them against this data. Show picture of.similar ways
of taking some boats up the river in very recent years, under
the Communist regime.

Then discuss: If a famine took place in the upper, region of this
river, how easy could it.have been under this kind of technology
to get food there;from elsewhere? How might it be done today?

Hersey, A Single

Fe3sler, et. al.,

21. Now point out that-pupils hove been talking about typical diets. See map of flooded
Ask:' What kinds of catastrophe might have brought famine to Land of the 5
China--or at least greatly reduced. diets? (Bring out the possibilities. -Tessler, et. al. C
of drought and floods.)

Have a pupil !give a report, on "Floods in Chinese History." Discuss:
To what degree are these floods man- made? Why have they been more
likely to lead to famine than have serious floods in the U.S.?
(Bring out such factors as already-low levele ofproduction, poor
transportation, etc.)
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teral transportation maps of China. Ask: If a food
:curs in one area, is it possible to get food to that
e to be of help if food.is available elsewhere?

it report on Hersey'S A Single pebble. He should
(.1) the difficulties of taking a boat Up the river

e rapids, (2) the uays developed. by the Chinese to
tapids,.(3) the trays in which the American engineer

a difficulties could be overcome by different tech-
sure to indicdte the period in which the story is

pupils to return to hypotheses -set up.in activity #2
them against this data. -Show picture of similar ways
some boats.vp the river in very 'recent years, under
ist regime.-

ss: If a famine took place in the upper region of this
easy could it have been under this kind of technology
there from elsewhere? How might it be done today?

7ut that pupils have been talking about typical diets.
kinds of catastrophe might have brought famine to
t least greatly reduced diets?_ (Bring out the possibilities
and floods.)

it give a report, on "Floods in Chinese History." Discuss:
gree are these floods man-made? Why have they been more
ead to famine than have serious floods in the U.S.?
such factors as already-law levels of production, poor
Um, etc.)

Herseyj A Single Pebble.

Fessler, et.'al., China.

See map of flooded areas, Cressey,
-1and of the 500 Million, p. 14.

Fessler, et. al., China.



G. Climate may set up limitations
upon man's activities given a
specific level of technology,
but man has learned to-overcome
many of the earlier limitations.

G. Man uses his physical environ-
ment in terms ofhis cultural
values, perceptions, and level
of technology.

G. Man uses his physical environ-
ment in terms of .his cultural.
values, perceptions, and level
of, technology.

S. Considers alternative courses of

action.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

b. Floods'sdestroy growing crops; del

may prevent the next planting.

c. Floods are very destructive of'li
people were killed by drowning or
the 1888 flood.

d. In 1954 floods innundated no less
square miles along the central Ya
Hwai rivers.

7. Famines may result from severe drou
from. floods.

.
8. Various proposals have been made an

out in an attempt to increase food
China.

a. While it is difficult to find MD
some possibilities may be open.

I) Because of the demands of hig
acre, some marginal land has
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set up limitations
activities given a
vel of technology,

learned to overcome
earlier limitations.

s physical a ',iron-
as of his cultural
ceptions, and level

.s physical environ-
ms of his cultural
,-ceptions, and level

CY?

alternative courses of

)otheses.

b. Floods destroy growing crops; delayed drainage
may prevent the .next planting.

c. Floods are very destructive of life. .Two million
people were killed by drowning or starvation in
the 1888 flood.

d. In 1954 floods innundated no less than 41,665
square miles along the central Yangtze and lower
Hwai rivers.

7. Famines may result from severe drooght.as yell as
from floods.

8. Various proposals have been made and even carried
out in an attempt to increase food production in
China.

a. While it is difficult to find more useable land,
some possibilities may be open.

1) Because of the demands of high production per
acre, some marginal land has been neglected.



25. Have another pupil give a report en ?amines in Chiza. He

should compare ruMbers killed with total population of some
city or area in U.O. He should also point out reason for each
famine he dascvlbes. Discuss: How might these pel'iodic famines
affect attitudes of Chinese toward the world in vhich they live?
toward the government in cases of famines caused by floodsl.

-

26. Discuss: Given the situation of an expanding population and a
limited amount of arable land which is being cultivated intensively,
what would you do if you were a leader. in China's government to
increase food production? Have pupils add various possibilities
to the list they made in activity #15. Encourage (through questions)
suggesLions such as following: (a) increase productivity or bring
new land into production through new machines, seeds, fertilizer,
insect control, etc., (b) Increase productivity or bring new land
into production through better farming methods such as soil conser-
vation, irrigation, mechanization, raising livestock or fish in
areas that are not now being used, etc.

Stavriano0,11eang.

PD. VA-7A (F.r.
White and Jacoby,

pp. 166-176 ,

"Selected Readings o
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give a report on "Famines in China. He
vaibers killed with totn1 population of come
!LS. He should also point out reason for each
bes. Discuss: Haw might these ix-A:iodic famines
of Chinese toward the world in which they live?

went in cases of famines caused by floods2.

the situation of an expanding population and a
f arable land which is being cultivated intensively,
o if you were a leader in China's government to
oduction? Have pupils add various possibilities
made in activity #15. Encourage (through questions)
as following: (a) increase productivity or bring

oduction through new machines, seeds, fertilizer,
etc., (b) Increase productivity or bring new land
through better farming methods such as soil conser-
.on, mechanization, raising livestock or fish in
of now being used, etc.

Stavrianos, 'Reading:3_1n yorld Ristolv,

0.714-716 (From next book.)
White and Jacoby,. 'AlyonderOut of Chir_al

pp. 166-176.

"Selected Readings on China."



2) It could be possible to use som
slopes for fruit, nut, or vine

3) It might be possible to open up
increase productivity through i

4) It'might be possible to use lan
been wasted in boundary stripe
plots.

b. Insect nontrols, discaqe coavol,
strains and commercial facW:!,!7k*cd

the yl, la. par acre.

c. Mgcblinintion and imprond tool9 m
' duction and even open up now lcwida

d. Improved transportation far:I:Utica
easier to move fish and other food
where they are produced to areas w
needed; or an improved fishing fle
possible greater catches of fish.

e. The Communist government has attew
agricultural production per acre a
farm land into production.

1) The Communist government has re
by removing large land holders.

2) The government has collectivize
may make possible the use of th
strips which were wasted land
plots which have wasted almost
arable land.
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om data.
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2) It would be possible to use some land on steep
slopes for fruit, nut, or vine crops.

3) It might be possible to open up new lands or
increase productivity through irrigation.

4) It might be possible to use lands which-have
been wasted in boundary strips and cemetery
plots.

b. Iseet neutrals, disease cox11;rol, better seed
strains pad commercial raf:t:ilcs Aight JnoKease
the ylela per acre.

c, MechaaizltiOn.and improved teols Alight raise pl,o-
duction even open up now laOs to cultivuttoP.0

d. Improved transportation .faottitics might wake it
easier to move fish and other food from areas
where they are produced to areas where they are
needed; or an-improved fishing fleet might make
possible greater catches of fish.

e. The Communist government bas attempted to raise
agricultural production per acre and to put more
farm land into production.

1) The Communist government has redistributed land
by removing large land holders.

2) The government has collectivized farms. This
may make possible the use of the old. boundary
strips which were wasted land and the cemetery
plats which have wasted almost 3% of the
arable land.
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, 27. Divide the class into a number of research teams. Each team should
investigate one of the above possibilities for increasing food pro-
dL::Ition in China.. Give pupils two or three days to work. Then
have each team give a report on the probable effectiveness of.its .

method for increasing productivity per acre of land or increasing
land in use. Have a volunteer serve as Oass secretary to record
results of these reports and possible objections whibli pupils raise
to some of the conclusions.

See bibliography f
materials--will in
The Pattern of Asi
Chi.la; Winfield;-C
sia's Lands and P
500°Mlilion; Wheel
Regional Geography
nabad, China's C.:
The Two China's; K.
The World Today; S.
East by South; Wil,
the Wbrld Today; S
Side of the River.

II
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s into a number of research teams. Each team should
of the above possibilities for increasing food pro -

'ive pupils two or three days to work. Then
give a report on the probable effectiveness of its
asing productivity per acre of land, or increasing
ave a volunteer serve as class secretary to record
e reports and possible objections whiCh pupils raise
conclusions.

See bibliography for lie', :A' research
materials--will include Ginsburg,
The Pattern of Asia. Chang-Tu Hu,
China; Winfield, China; Cressey,
.Asia's Lands and Peoples, and Land. of
500 Million;74heeler, et. al.,
Regional Geography of The World;
Shabad, China's Changing Map; Bell,
The Two China's; Kohn and Drummond,
The World Today; Spencer, Asia,
East by South; Wilcox, Economies of
the World Today; Snow, The Other
Side of the River.



3) The government has introduced large-scale
machinery and developed general mechanization.

a) Mechanization depends upon industrial develop-
ment.
In 1955 there were 100 mechanized farms.
In 1956 in Manchuria there were 19 tractor
stations or one tractor for 52,000 acres
as compared with 1 tractor for each 19 m4nres
of cultivated :land in U.S.

b) T%e,tors and moilet.o. Implments have made 7.t

cx:aible to use 6.ea,:s lanils in less humid
Vc;r6ollan frin6ollnls. Theic ia a great
Oeal of Onrger or eil)Jon In area3,
however Lack of .ent:IM.1 nacos these aroas
onegirtal.

:4) The government has done much to increase ivri-
gated areas. The government. claims that 17.2
million acre-8 have been brought under cultivation
during the first five year plan to provide
China with a total of 75 million acres of irri-
gated land orone-fourth of her crop land of
500 million acres in 1956.

a) Much of this irrigation was derived from
wells, which may mean that this irrigation
is very limited. Some 900,000 wells were
sunk in three.northern Chinese provinces in
1956 (Ho-pei, Hon-nan,.Shan-tung).

b) There are plans for building a major.canal to
join the Han River with the Huang-Ho near.
Chenz-cheu. This would provide Han River
water to irrigate the Huang end Huai River
plains.



"China's Agriculture," Focus #8
1960; Gourau, P., "Notes on

China's Unused Uplands, Pacific
Affairs; Spencer,Joseph1-7AWITulture
and Population in Relation to Econothic
Planning," Annals, A.A.P.S.S.

See Readers Guide for current articles.

See map of irrigated areas, Cressey,

P. 9.



-S. Considers alternative courses
of action.

S. :Checks on the completeness of
.hdata.

S. Applies previously-learned concepts
ard generalizations.

c) While irrigation is of great
not a 'panacea. It may ruin
lands by concentrat'.ng.alkal
face layers. There must be 0
drain away added water under,

water table must be more tha:
surface, and initial content
minerals in the soil must be

d) Most acres of North China'wh
water would. be helpful have
source of supply.

D. China's natural resources are sufficient
industrialization, but the Chinese face
culties in developing them.

Note:.
It is very important that the teacher re
of this pArt of the unit as new informat
available. Uhina's industrial developme:
constant change,. and:the content below m
before it is taught if.it is not revised

The source material listed will also bec
as new material appears, and appropriate
must be substituted as it becomes avails

1. China needs trained. manpower, mineral

better transportation system, better
greater investment itit is to Indust
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c) While irrigation is of great -value, it is
not a panacea. It may ruin the soil in dry
lands by concentrat!.:16alkals in the sur-
face layers.; There must re enough slope to
drain away added water underground. The
water table Must be more than 41 below the
surface, and initial content of harmful.
minerals in the soil must be low.

d) Most acres of North China where additional
water would be helpful-have no feasible
source of supply.

D. China's natural resources aresufficieut for considerable
industrialization, but the Chinese face great diffi-
culties in developing them.

Note:
It is very important that the teacher revise the content
of this part of the unit as new information becomes
available. China's industrial development is under
constant change;And the content below maybe obsolete
before it is taught if it is not revised.

The source material listed will also become out of date
as new mater:Lal appears, and appropriate new material
must be substituted as it becomes available.

1..China needs trained manpower, minerals, power resources,
better transportation system, better technology, and
greater investment if it is to industrialize greatly.
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28. The class has discussed Chinese agricultural potential, and found
that it is limited: At this point,, it would be appropriate to
attempt to develop several alternate approaches to Chinese
.econoL:x development.

Ask the class: "If Mina can not realize her projected economic
development through the development of agriculturevwhat other
methods are open to her?" Review and add to earlier suggestions
made in activity #15. The class will probably arrive, at such
methods se expansion, industrialization, etc. List all of these,
methods for checking during the remainder of the unit.': In all'
probability, the class will agree that the most appropriate method
to discuss at this time will be industrialization.

Point out the difficulties of getting acCuratel up-to-date figures
tam/nem,. xesourees and nutput.

29. Ask: What factors do you think are needed. within & country if it
is to industrialize? Ask follow-up questions if necessary to try
to get mils to suggest mineral and power resources, trained
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G. At any specific time the total
economic output is affected by
the qUality and quantity of
productive resources (land or
natural resources, labor, and'
capital goods), by the level
of technology, and by the
efficiency of the organiza
tional structure.

S. Sets up hypotheser

S. Tests hypotheses against data."

G. Economic output is affected by
the quality of labor or labor
skills as well as by the
quantity of labor.

a. China has a large population, bu
have an excess of trained Indust

1) China has 83 million people w
areas. With the present effo
ization, she could perhaps dr
million from rural areas and
the food output.
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theses against data.-

tput is affected by
of labor or labor

ell as by the
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a. China has,a large population, but she does not
have an excess of trained industrial workers.

1) China has 83
areas. With
ization, she
million from

million people who live in lizan
the present effort toward mechan-
could.perhaps draw anotHO 180
rural are and still maintain

the food output.
4.
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workers, transportation and communication facilities, capital
goods, management, and markets for trade. (This should be a

review of ideas learned in earlier units and Discuss:
Do you think that Chinn has these necessary factu:s? Let.pupils
set up hypotheses, but ..;elp them see the need for further

research.

30. Set up two groups of students to do research. One should be
assigned to draw a map showing the distribution of mineral
resources. The other should drww a map showing transportation,
including water transport, railroads, highways and aircraft.
'These maps should be done on an 8" x 10" sheet ofpaper in
India-ink. or pencil, so that they can be made into transparencies
and shown on an overhead projector. Each group should also
do research-on the background, the. present status and.the develop-
ment of the topic it is studying. It should present this data
to the class. The tirst group should also consider the particular.
resources they are studying in relation to the all-over develop.=
ment of China's industry.

31. Review Thinese population figures with the class. Have one
class me.cer look up the population of China's largest urban
centers.

Ask: Can you think of any place else that the Chinese could get
industrial workers? (Try to ask questions aimed at getting pu,:,11c4

to suggest that as agrie. lture is mechanized, more people will
free to work in industry.) Also ask: Suppose many Chinese peasants
could be released from agriculture and brought to the cities.
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S. Draws inferences from graphs.

S. Tests hypotheces avinst data.

S. Uses scatter diagram to test
hypotheses.

S. Jects assuations of cause-
effect relationship in_correla-
tions; looks for another factor
which may affect'both parts of
a correlation:

2) In 1953, China had only 11
labor force in mining and
compared to 23% in Japan a.
States.

3) A large perentage of inO:o.
engaged in transportation
A low industrial output fo
In 1930, China had. 20% of 3

gaged in transportation, a
in most other industrial n
transportation network wo
for industry.
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ferences from graphs.

cotheoes awa-xlst data.

tter dipgrom to test
es.

-:sun 1ptions of cause-

elationship in-correla-
ooks for another factor
y affect both parts of
action.

2) In 1953, China had only 11% of her estimated
labor force in mining and manufacturtng, as
Compared-to 23% in Japan .and 30% in the United
States.

3) A large fparcentage of 1/10113hial

engaged in tranaportation to indicate
a lov iadmsLrial outp-:t for a gilizn nation.
In 1930, China 'had 20% of her mmDover en-
gaged in transportation, as coiApared to O.
in most other industrial nations. A better
transportation network would release manpower
for industry.
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What problems would there be in using them in industry? (Compare
with problems faced by the Soviet Union in its early year ".)

2. Have a pupil make a graph to compare the percent of the pop-
ulation engaged in mining and manufacturing in China and the
U.S. Discuss the implications in class.

33. Present Ginsburg's generalization to the class. (See 3 in out- See Broek, Jan 0..
line of content.) Pak the class if they think that it sounds __ Scope and Sp.....------
c.:insible. Present the scatter diagram as a method of checking on

. nininar Seri
hypotheses:. Have several members of the class look up figures C, E. Merril
:pertaining to the percentage of manpower engaged in trans- a descriptio
portation for the U.S., France, England, Portugal, Italy, Chile, diagram.
Japan and China. Another group should look up the value of See World Almanac
manufactured goods for the same countries for the came year. for figures.
Construct a scatter diagram on the chalkboard, and check correla-
tion.

When thediagram is complete, ask the class if this correlation
allows us to say that there is a cause and effect relatimship
present.. Does a ;5w percentage of industrial manpower. engaged

in' ransportation cause a country to produce a large quantity
of manufactured goods?(If necessary, point out that correlation
does not prove cause and effect relationships. Use examples to
prove this point.)
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ms would there be in using them in industry? (Compare
ES faced by the Soviet Union in its early years.)

1 make a graph to compare the percent of the pop-
aged in mining and manufacturing in China and the
ss the implications in class.

sburg's generalization to the class. (See 3 in out-.

tent.). Ask the class if they think that it sounds
Present. the scatter diagram as a method of checking on

Bave several members of the class look up figures
tOthe percentage of manpower engaged. in trans.
'or.the U.S., France' England, Portugal, Italy, Chile,
hina. Another group should look up the value of.
d goods for the same countries for the same year.
scatter diagram on the chalkboard, and check correla-

agram is complete, ask the class if this correlation
,o say.that there is a cause and effect relationship
oes a low percentage of industrial manpower. engaged

-tation cause a country to produce a large quantity
ured goods?(If necessary, point out that correlation
ove cause and effect relationships. Use examples to
point.)

See Broek, Jan 0.M., Geography, its
Scope and Spirit, Social Science
Seminar Series, Columbus, Ohio.
C, E. Merrill Books, p. 61, for
a description of the scatter .

diagram.

See World Almanac and Book of Facts,
-7EF-EF1757:
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r-.

G. People use their physical environ-
ment in terms of their cultural
values, perceptions, and level
of technology.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Power for industry is obtained
from the use of coal, oil, natural
gas, water, wind, and nucleii:
energy.

G. The significance of location
depends upon cultural develop-
ments both within and outside
of a country.

b. China has the mineral base for
dustrialization. Recent disco
mineral potential for indIstri
much better than it seemed onl

(Note: Dccause the Communist
putting mueh effort into INinei

recent yea:;:s0 the picture of Ch
sources is cbacging too xapi81
here. It is necessary to use
articles and books possible in
up-to-date figures on mineral r

c. China has a high water power p.o

million kilowatts),2/3 of the U
potential, and 3.3% of the worl

1) Nbst of the potential lies i
populated, and uliderdevelope

the South andV7v.is where the
and high rainfall.

2) Most of the potential is in
and ice formation restrict d
Not tip China.
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fn

e their physical environ-
terms of their cultural
perceptions, and level
)logy.

ypotheses.

otheses against data.

industry is obtained
use of coal, oil, natural
:is, wind, and-nw.lear

Lficance of location
Apon cultural develop-.
di within and outside
try.

b. China has the mineral base for considerable in-
dustrialization. Recent discoveries have made its
mineral potential for industrialization appear
much better than it seemed only a few years ago.

(Note: Because the C(immist gol.ertnt leen
putting lx. eh effort into r2linc_Ixal :_ixplov5tins in

recent yca:i:s2 the picture of Cbina's
sources is cliaaging too xapidly to.p:esent
here. It is necessary lito tie the most recent

articles *Lnd books possible in order to obtain
up-to-date figures ,on mineral resources.)

c. China has a high water power potential, (300
million kilowatts),2/3 of the United State's
potential, and 3.3% of the world's potential.

1) Most of the potential lies in remote, sparsely
populated, and underdeveloped mountain areas in
the South and.W.vosiS, where there are swift rivers

and high rainfall.

2) Most of the potential is in the South. Silt
and ice formation restrict development in the
North. China.
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34. Ask the class: : What is a "natural re source" ? By this point,
the class probably has .the cultural definition well in mind,
but it would. be a good idea to reinforce it. This could be

done, if necessary, by asking when, in historyjbauxite became
a "natural resource."

The group doing research on minerals. should present its map,
using the overhead projector. It should point out the dis-
tribution of minerals. The teacher should see that any im-
portant content that the group does not cover in its report
is brought out in-the discuSsion following the report.. Be sure
to discussthe location of minerals in relationship to area of
-dense population. The distribution map should be posted on the
bulletin board. The committee should be sure.to check recent
alticles and books for findings which may contradict earlier
accounts of limited resources. Discuss: To what extent de
you -think that China has the mineral resource base to become
a highly industrialized nation?

35. Project a physical map of China showing her river systems.
Ask the class to estimate China's water power potential from
the evidence of the map. Ask them to locate the best possible
locations for power dams. Would South or North China be better
for water power? Why? (Ask questions about the map designed to
bring out factors of ice formation and slope of land forms.)

Also discuss: Why do you think that China has not developed its
water power potential to a greater degree. (If necessary, ask
the class to note possible sites for dame in relationship to
industrial areas. How far are they away :from such centers?
Also ask: Given China's other resources, is it important for
China to develop water power to any great extent? Why or why
not? (How .else is electricity made? Does China have the re-
sources needed to produce electricity in this fashion?)

See recent editio
books and use the
locate new refere

Overhead project
Transparency of

China showi
systems.
Or large ph
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Ise is electricity made? Does China have the re-
ed to produce electricity in this fashion?)

See recent editions of geography text-
books and -use the Readers' Guide to
locate new references.

Overhead projector.
Transparency of a physical map of

China showing major river
systems.
Or large physical map of China.
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a). The government plans to build 4
Control the .Huang River. These
completeds will produce 110-bi.
electricity per year.

b). A great deal of development was
churia under the Japanese.

.3) A nation with a plentiful-supply o
finds that thermal electricity is
than hydro-electricity.

G. Output can be increased by d. Inadequate transportation has serious

technological-progress., the development of modern China.

S.. Sets up h*Dtheses. 1) Mina has developed a transportati
that is based heavily upon animal.

.,

S. Tests hypotheses against 7 labor; such transportation is expe

data. . .
effictent and slow.

a) "Coolie" transportation'was Ve
The sedan chair carrier darned
per day, and he traveled slowly
short distances. It is estimat

sort of transportation cost fro
cents per mile as compared to 2
per mile by railroad. This t
portation restricted the radius
as well as the variety of marke
any one place.

b) Relative Costs of Transportatio



) The government plans to build. 46 dams to help
Control the Huang River. These.dams, when
completed, will produce 110.billion KWh of
electricity per year.

b). A great deal of development was done in Man-
churia under the Japanese.

3) A nation With a plentiful supply of coal often.
finds that thermal electricity isjoss expensive

than hydro-electricity.

d. Inadequate transportation has seriously retarded
the development of modern China.

1) Chins has developed a transportation network
that is based heavily upon animal.and"coolie"
labor; such transportatiOn is expensive, in-
efficlent and slow.

a) "Coolie" transportation'was very, expensive.
The sedan.chair carrier earned about 75 cents
per day,. and he traveled slowly .and for

short distances. It is estimated that this
sort of transportation.cost from 25 to 30
cents per mile as compared to 2' to 3 cents
per mile by railroad. This type of trans-
portation restricted the radius of trade
as well as the variety of market goods at
any one place:

b) Relative Costs of Transportatian in China 1937.
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36. Show pictures to illustrate animal and coolie labor. Tell the
eXaDs that this network of transportation has existed for
several centuries. Say: After all, why wouldn't this system
work well under modern conditions? China has a large pop-
ulation and labor is very inexpensive. HopefUlly the class
will arrive at the idea that such labor is very inefficient,
slow, and expensive'in comparison with modern transportation
methods. If not, ask pupils how Euch labor would compare on
these three criterid. Let them set up hypotheses. Then pro-
ject a table showing comparative costs for different kinds of
transportation.

See Ginsburg, The Patt
for a tdble on ca

See Winfield; Gerald F
Land and the Peop
for a discussion
transportation.
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See Ginsburg, The Pattern of Asia,
for a.table on comparative costs.

See Winfield; Gerald F., China, The
Land and the People, pp. 100-103
for a discussion of traditional
transportation.
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S. Draws inferences from a com-
parison ofhifferent map patterns
or t e same area./ ,% gam.1011.

G. Improved transportation facil-
ities make possible wider and

abigger markets for goods as
well as greater and less costly
access to resources.

,Output is affected by the
quality_as well as the quantity.
of natural resources, and the

.'quality is affected by-access
as well as by richness.

G. The significance of location
depends upon cultural develop-
ments both within and outside
of a country.

River Steamer

Railroad

River Junks

100 Handcr

112 Pack A'

175 "Coolie

2) In 1954, China had only 96,00i
Most of these highways were a:
though the main routes were me

highways are used primarily
official purposes.

a) China has only a few pans
motor vehicles, mostly -bull

b) China produces, little petn
expensive and scarce.

3) China has only 2 miles of ri
people as compared with 250 i)
and 50 miles per 100,000 in W(

.a) China's railroads were ini1
interests, and her railroac
coherent plan of developmer

b) The northeast has the best
in China, as a result of JE
ment' during World War II.
half of China's trackage of
1956.
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River Steamer 100 Handcrafts 450

Railroad 112 Pack Animals 425

River Junks 175 "Coolie" carriers 890

2),In. 1954, China had only 96,000 miles of highways.
Most of these highways were dirt surfaced) al- .---

though the main routes were macadamized. These
highways are used primarily for strategic and
official purposes.

, a) China has only a few tens of thou%ds of
motor vehicles, mostly tvucks for ,nilitary use.

b) China produces. little petroleum, and fuel is
expensive and scarce.

3) China has only 2 miles of railways per 100,000
people as compared with 250 in the United States
and 50 miles per 100,000 in Western Europe.

a) China's railroads were initiated by foreign
interests, and her railroad network shows no
coherent plan of development.

b) The northeast has the best railroad network
in China, as a result of Japanese develop-
ment during World War II. This area had one-
half of China's trackage of 16,800 miles in
1956.
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37. The transportation group should present its ma?, using an over-

head. projector. The group should point out the distribution of
China's transportation facilities in relationship to area of
population density an ninc.eal rcsourcE'a. The teacher should
make sure that any important content that is not covered by the
group is covered in dlacussion fc22oing the report. W.sevss:
What effect does the tranp-fortation sya!;;:m have upon the use of
:orirral resources? Me dIstribution of food? How hard All it
be to Industrialize Mina to ally great extent without hiueh
g.-tter development of tc:losportation

See transportatior
Hu, Chang-tu, Chi-

airlines, p.

P. 55.
Shabad, Theodore,

Map) Transpo
China, p. 84

Crossey, Ceorge B
Million, Wav

acceesibilit
accessibilit
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ation group should tresent its map, using an over-
r. The group should point out the distribution of
portation facilities in re3ationship to area of
nsity and to minezal resources. The teacher should
It any important content that is not covered by the
red in diacuSsion fsa2oTAng the 2:e03rt. T.scues:.

:cos the traA4-Tortation cip%:-Jm have upon the use of

xces? the 'distribution of ford? How hard All it
.ializa Thir.a to any uhat tent without hluch.

of traosportation facilities?

See transportation mops as follows:
Hul Chang-tu, China, railroads and

airlines, p. 53, major highways,

p..55.
Shabad, Theodore, China's Changing

Mhp, TransporT.Tition fines of

p. 84.
Cressay, Ceorge B., Land of,500

Million, Navigable cnteri:igys,

P:-87"; railways, p. 157,
accessibility by land, p. 352,
accessibility by sea, p. 353.
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G. Some things can be produced better
in one place than in another be-
cause of climate, resources, trans-
portation routes,. access to re-

sources, access to markets, people's
skills, etc.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Tests hypotheses agaizlst data.

G. People in most societies of the
world depend upon people who live
in other communities, regions and
countries for gopds and services and for

markets for their.goods.

c) The railroads in south China
spaced. Many'areas are loca
from the nearest railroad;
parallels the Yang-Tzu river
number of lines feed into it
system.

d) North-south railroad lines c
northern. Siberian and Korean
Vietnam and the Kueat-tung c

4) While about 24,200 miles of inl
are considered nartaF-ble by atc
types of craft in China; 2/3 of
are usable only by flat bott;7:
sampans.

5) China is also short of coastal
shipping. She has under 500,00
her estimated minimum needs.

2. Before 1937, Chinese industrial deve
fined to six areas, all of which were
-accessable to foreign- intercourse.

were located near the eastern China

a. Liao-ning province in Southern Mar

There are, iron and steel mills at
railway shops, shipyards and ceme
well as important chemical plants
the area. An automobile plant ca
ducing 30,000 trucks per year was
at Ch'ang-ch'un.
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nities, regions and
Goods and services and for
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c) The railroads in south China are more widely
spaced. Many areas are located 200 miles
from the nearest railroad. Norailroad
parallels the Yang-Tzu river, although a
number of lines feed into its river transport
system.

d) North-south-railroad lines connect the
northern. Siberian and Korean borders with
Vietnam and the Kuang-tung coast.

4) While about 24,200 miles of inland yatervays
are coneidered nnviaable by qiffevint sizes cad
types of craft in China, 2/3 of tll.ne mut-Jen/N-3
are usable only by flat bottd junk 6 and
saw pans.

5) China is also short of coastal and 'deep water
shipping. She has under 500,000 tons short of
her estimated minimum needs.

2. Before 1937, Chinese industrial development was con -
fined to six areas, all of which were relatively
acces;Jable to foreign intercourse.. All except one
were located near the eastern China coast.

a. Liao-ning province in Southern Manchuria.

There are iron and steel mills at Fu-shun. Large
railway shops, shipyards and cement factories as
well as .important chemical plants are located in
the area. An automobile plant capable of pro-
ducing 30,000 trucks per year was completed in 1956
at Ch'ang-ch'un.
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38. The class should be asked: "What factors are necessary for the
production of steel. (Physical plant,-labor, iron ore, coal and
limestone.) Using maps, the cla.zs should locate the-most ral;ional
.locations for the production of:steel. These locations should be
placed on a map. This map shoi.:1r1 then be checked against a map

of Chinese manufacturing centers.

It should be evident from this. activity that there are several
portant factors that the clast bas not considered. The -class should
attempt to guess what these factors are. If necessary, project maps

Overhead. Projecto

Maps of distribut
resources.

For maps of China
centers, see
Shabad, Chi
p. 54.

Cressey, Land of
industry, p.

Note: These maps
It may be necessa
or a talented stu



d be asked: "What factors are necessary for the
steel. (Physical plant, labor, iron ore, coal and
sing maps, the clae.3.thould locate the most ra'zional
the production of steel. These locations should be
p. This map shoi.;la then be checked against a map
ufaeturing centers.

vident from this activity that there are several tol-
e that the class has not considered. The class should
ss what these facsors are. If necessary, project maps

Overhead Projector.

Naps of distribution of Chinese
resources.

For maps of China's industrial
centers, see:
Shabad, China's Changing Map)
p. 54.

Cressey, Land of the 500 Million)
indUstry) p. 150.

Note: These maps are rather complex.
It maybe necessary for the teacher
or a talented student to draw a



S. Draws inferences from a comparison
of different map patterns of the
same area.

G. Man uses his physical environment
in terms of his cultural values,'
perceptions) and-level of tech-
nology.

b. The lower Yang-tzu plain contain
textile production. Shang-hi is
and industrial headquarters of t'r

c. Northeastern Ho-pei province fro
Great Wall. K'ai -lan has coal mj
industrial centers. Tiensinl-ha
mills and flour milling; it is al
for north China.

d. FrILern Shaa-tung po),/in.;e llas el

icon industry along with.cota
flour miils @ad oll

TIle [Jiang ,Uu V/sin hldicon ;lad

7oayang based on the Ta-p-Al Lio
Wu- Kan metropolitan a.om there ai
mills and factories preparing to
tong oil and vegetable oils. In
are textile amd flour mills and
In 1956, a new iron and steel pl
strv.cted with Soviet aid, at Ta-

f. The Hai River delta has silk fil
factories, and factories that prc
goods, light bulbs, electric fixt
sugar refineries and small shipy
is a part of this area..

3. The loss of many of these areas to
Sino-Japanese War forced a shift of
industry to the northwest and south



nces from a comparison
map patterns of the

s physical environment
his cultural values,
1 and level of tech-

b. The lower yang-tzu plain contains 2/3 of China's
textile production. Shang-hi is the commercial
and industrial headquarters.of the country.

c. Northeastern Ho-pei province from Peking to the
Great Wall. K'ai-lan has coal mines and three
industrial centers. Tiensin, has cotton textile
mills and flour milling; it is also the chief port
for north China.

Eastern Shan-rung pi:a/that:11as aeal aad. an

iron industry along vith eottc,a
flour mails and.vegeT)le

c. The iang.Uu his icon flad WO,43 at
T!aa-yang based on qle Ta yoh lion .M In the
Wu-Han metropolitan axaa theca are lace,e
mills and factories preparing tea, oggs, cotton,
tong oil and vegetable oils. In Ch'ang-sha there
are textile amd flour mills and antimony refineries
In 1956, a new iron and steel plant was being con-
strreted.with Soviet aid, at Ta-yeh.

f, The Eat River delta has silk filatures, ceramic
factaries, and.factories that'produce rubber
goods, light bulbs, electric fixtures, as well as
sugar refineries and small shipyards. Hongkong
is a part of this area.

3. The loss of .many of these areas to Japan during the
Sino-Japanese War forced a shift of some of China's
industry to the northwest and southwestern provinces.
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showing the distribution of transportation, population
distribution, and agricultural production. Ask: What
possible effects did the historical patterns of population
distribution and trade have upon the development of industry?

Several members of the class should check the literature to
find out why the class was in error in their location of
steel centers.

Now have pupils examine a map of industrial centers more
carefully. Perhaps have a committee-prepare a bulletin
board display showing such a map. Attach cards describing
the different industrial centers by string to their appropriate
location on the map. Have pupils compare the map of industrial
centers with maps shoqing minerals, trarspotntion routes, pop-
ulation distribution, and land use. What relationships do they
notice?

390-Use a map to point out changes in industrial locations after the

Sino-Japanese War and after the revolution.

simpler map based
and the production
China pp. 535-540
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trfbution of transportation, population
nd agricultural production. Ask: What
s did the historical patterns of population
d trade have upon the development of industry?

of the class should check the literature to
le class was in error in their location of

examine a map of industrial centers more
chaps have a committee prepare a bulletin
showing such a map. Attach cards describing
Lndustrial centers by string to their appropriate
e map. have pupils compare the ilap of industrial
aps shoqing minerals, transportation routes, pop-
bution, and land use What relationships do they

point out changes in. industrial locations after the
War and after the revolution.

simpler map based.on the maps above
and the production tables. in Hu,
China, pp. 535-540.
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G. A'nubber of factors--climate,
surface features, natural re-
sources, accessibility and
history--affect settlement
patterns.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

a. Chunking developed small steel

b. S Lest Ssu- ch'uan province ar

p duced sugar, salt, paper, si
and cotton textiles, using coal
as power sources. After 1953, a
area. was built at T'ai -yuan, alo

electric plant.

4. After the war and the revolution,
agreement provided Soviet aid for t
of two new i'eon n ld steel p.Mts in

a

a. Tha plant at Ta4eh.in the Lizw3

b. A plant at Pao-t'ou In T.ir
based on lo.mi iron and coal s: e:

5. The Chinese cultural background"did
the development of industry or indu

a. The method of science did not de
did nct enter the Chinese pictur
from the Occident.

b. Social prestige did not allow th
Chinese to do.any sort of manual
engineering.

c. Because of social bias, investme
more acceptable than investment
trade.
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Cactors--climate,

es, natural re-
assibility and
act settlement

dheses.

.a. Chungking developed small steel and cement plants._

b. S L.

/"4
1 est Ssu- ch'uan province around Lo-shan

p duced sugar, salt, paper, silk, matches, pottery,
and cotton textiles, using coal and hydroelectricity
as power sources. After 1953, a heavy industrial
area was built at T'ai -yuan, along with a thermo-
electric plant.

4. After the war and the revolution, a Sino-Soviet
agreement provided SoViet aid for the development
of two ney ivon n?id steel p34yi.ts la alma.

a. The plpnt at Ta.yeh in i:ee .t1,1a-13 PaAin,

b. A plant at Pao-tIou in I.o.rnAlgolia, -Ini6h 15
'based irOn and coal re,2e,ree.s.

5. The Chinese cultural background did not encourage
the development of industry or industrial workers.

a. The method of science did not develop in China; it
did nct enter the Chinese picture until imported
from the Occident.

b. Social prestige did not allow the upper class
Chinese to do.any sort of manual labor emph as
engineering.

c. Because of social bias, investment in land was
more acceptable than investment in industry or
trade.
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4o. Ask: Why do you think that.the Chinese government made little
effort to industrialize before 1911? The class will probably

develop several hypotheses. no not analyze them at this time.

These hypotheses should be listed and checked later in the unit.
Tell pupils that the study of the history of China should help
them check their hypotheses.

The teacher might
Yang, C.K., Chine

The Fawn a

Hu, Chang-tu, Chi
Its 5oc12Iyi

Chang, Perry, Chi
Force
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chink that the Chinese government made little

ialize before 1911? The class will probably

ypotheses. Do not analyze them at this time.

should be listed and checked later in the unit.

the study of the history of China should help

hypotheses.

The teacher might-use:
Yang,'C.K., Chinese Communist Society.

The Famtli-aaLn2MMI

Hu, Chang-tu, Chinajapegle,
Its SocieIly Its Culture

Chang, Ferry,. China Development BE

Force
M.. IOU .0.111,1111



G. Capital formation through
saving is a major means of
increasing an economy's
economic output over time,
because it increases pro-
ductive capacity.

G. Savings are required for
investmeat in capital
formation.

S. SetiLuzivotheses.

G. Whether or not a country's size
provides more advantages or dis-
advantages depends upon the prob-
lems inhabitants face at a partic-
ular time, upon their goals, and
upon their level of technology.

-65-

6. In all probability, Chinalagreatest
industrial capital to increase this
their own efforts, the Chinese must s
value of each year's production and
developing resources which will incre
in future years.

E. The great size of China has had advantag
advantages; these are being changed some
nological developments.
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cation through 6. In all probability, China's greatest i.tck .uas and is
major means of industrial capital to increase this capital, through
n economy's their own efforts, the Chinese must save some of the
put over time, value of each year's production and must invest it in
creases pro- developing resources which will increase productivity

city. in future years.

required for
n capital

theses.

of a country's size
e advantages or dis-
epends upon the prob-
ants face at a partic-
pon their goals, and
evel of technology.

B. The great size of China has had advantages and dis-
advantages; these are being changed somewhat by tech-
nological developments.
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4l. Ank the class to iomilder what they have lswed so. far and
yllat they have learned in past units and couses about ecmoAic
growth. What' are some factors which they have not considered
so far which would affect the rate of growth? How could capital
accumulation be financed? What chances do they see for. financing
it through increased agricultural production of savings brought
about by reduced consumption of present agricultural production?

Have each pupil prepare a written summary of how he views China's
potential for industrialization. Read aloud several of these
papers. Tell the class that they should keep their ideas in
mind to check as they study the rest of the unit.

42. Review with pupils the genalizations they developed during
their study of the U.S.S.R. .bout the possible advantages and
disadvantages of size to a country under different levels of
technology. Ask: Does the data you have studied about China
tend to support or contradict these generalizations?, (Deal with
size in relationship to potential resources and varied climate,
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S. Eerisesenzationsif 1. Great size might make possible a
necessaru. in the light of mineral base for agricultural an
new data. ment.

S. Sets up hypotheses. 2. Great size combined with the fac
further north and south than doe
more likely that China will have
and thus a base for more agricul
the U.S.

a. The range of latitude 0)

frm huroid ;21lb-tropical to s':

b. The astance of interior Ilsrtl
ocean gives the interior a co!
cold winters and hot 6ummen.

3. Great size might make it easier
support a large population, alth
is not so important as the size
man can use productively.

a. China's population density pe
as compared to 49 for the U.S

b. China's population density pe
cultivated land is 1625 as co
figure of 219. .

4. The large size makes possible de

5. The large size also creates prob
and transportation within the co
prior to modern technological de



meralizations if
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otheses.
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1, Great size might make possible a large soil and
mineral base for agricultural and industrial develop-
ment.

2. Great size combined with the fact that China extends
further north and south than does the U.S. makes it
more likely that China will have a more varied climate
and thus a base for more agricultural crops than does
the U.S.

a. TI.e range of latitude gi7ca Chi pa a eltma:te-rangtlg

from humid aub-tropical to sI;7r).,:(Aic.

b. The diatance of interior 1.arr; of' Chlua ri.-Jm the

ocean gives the interior a conl'.ir'Jatal cLima` e of
cold winters and hot summer 3.

3. Great size might make it easier for a country to
support a large population, although size itself
is not so important as the size of the area which
man can use productively.

a. China's population density per square mj.le is 179
as compared to 49 for the U.S.

b. China's population density per square mile of
cultivated land is 1625 as compared to U. S.
figure of 219.

4. The large size makes, possible defense by retreat.

5. The large size also creates problems of communication,
and dtransportation within the country, especially
prior to modern technological developments.
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to ease of .developing transportation14o,potential for supporting
a large population, to potential "defense by retreat" in times of
foreign invasion, etc.) Some of these generalizations need to be
tested against historical data. Therefore, ask pupils to keep
them in mind as they study 'Chinese.history. They should consider
the following questions (among others) as they study Chinese
history: What kinds of problems do you think China's large size
may have led to during its history? Do you think they would be
as important today as in the past? Why or why not? What ad-
vantages has China's size provided-it in the past? Do you think
these advantages are as likely to occur today as in the
Why or Ity.not?



OBJECTIVES FOR SECTION ON

CHINA'S HISTORY

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Although culture is always changing, certain
parts or elements may persist over long
periods of tlfie.

a. Culture ;-r.aj Q11nge by a ilrczs of
diffusion,

b.. Culture may aange as a result of .

innovation from within a society.

c. Persistence of cultural traits may
result from a reluctance to change
or from lack of conditions which
further change.

1) Some values are conducive to change;
some make change difficult.

2) Family structure may make change difficult.

d. Attempts to introduce change may fail if those
trying to bring about the change do not try to
make changes Congruent with existing structures.

1) Fravently, change introduc
is 3.. -cepted for a tio, wit

of %aditional v&.v
gciwi:9,1ty,ations.

:t6ty discover that,

folly ln the dominant
socicty), or as they ,1,;110
s;?.oqrity, they react by tli:

movements to reject the.fo:c
restore their old cultural

_e. Changes in one aspect of a cu
effects upon other aspects; c
whether they are technologica
izationvin ideology, or what
of the cultural system.

2. A given culture is an integrated
fundamental pOstulates or values

1

3. Ideologies ar important for the
to the politi al system.

4. An institution is an interrelate
and the attached meanings are va
stitutions are consumated by cha
consequently by changes in relat



OBJECTIVES MR SECTION ON

CHINA'S HISTORY

IZATIONS

ature is always changing, certain
ements may persist over long

change by a proess of
,n.

may change as a result of .
ion from within a society.

nee of cultural traits may
from a reluctance to change
lack of conditions which
change.

values are conducive to change;
make change difficult.

ly structure may make change difficult.

s to introduce change may fail if those
to bring about the change do not try to
tinges Congruent with existing structures.

1) Frequently, change introduced :from the outside
is accepted for a time, with resulting loss
of 1..raditional valu;:s fuld conflict betueen
genalatzations. ,etiors-of
v_1(0.aty discover that i;?-v;:y ,:onnot paltiote
fully In the aomlannt rnAt,,ke (or 0.1:,cilrAt!g

society), or as they ,,,-;ia3op rcelings of in-
secarity, they react by 0:::in7obing natiiiztie
movements to reject the foreign culture rnd
restore their old cultural values.

e. Changes' in one aspect of a culture will have
effects upon other aspects; changes will ramify)
whether they are technological, in social organ-
ization, in ideology, or whatever else is a part
of the cultural system.

2. A given culture is an integrated whole, based on
fundamental postulates or values.

3. Ideologies-are important for the structure they give
to the political system.

4. An institution is an interrelated cluster of roles
and the attached meanings are values; changes in in-
stitutions are consumated by changes in roles and
consequently by changes in relations between these
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members and outsiders. Unless these roles
relations dhange, the institution does not
change despite changes in the particular
people who assume the roles.

5. The existence of culture is dependent
upon man's ability to use symbols in
communication.

6. The structure of the family varies from
society to society.

a. All cultures have the ntwl.-:.,av

even if the 111211 ontIbluos the :-.13/1,ar

&oily in a, tmily
3ystcm.

7. !,'..c.t'aods of i...ate bazetion vary ov,r, time and

Prom one society to another. They itre in-

timately tied up with the position of women,.
with attitudes toward property, with the
stratification of society, and with other
aspects of culture.

8. Families in different societies have different
functions and differing emphasis upon similar
functions.

a. The impact of common patterns of child
rearing and many other situations in .any
culture tend to develop personalities with
sore common Characteristics (modvl person,
ulties) different frAll those in other
societies.

10. Every society provides for a differen
status among its members on the dimen
and sex plus additional aspects of di

11. Whenever things valued by a society
will be differential access to and co
varied and scarce things by sub -grow
society. These scarce thiw may he
non-material.

a. Con!,.ol of one or a 1:::1 thi

a ;-1f. d 1-,o set contml o?

t101.4gs !:111:1.5.

h. Sct:le.'.e.3 171.>r 1X1 ;11
Abel f.V.:111.0VC.:11 'Attlee 3

akid. ctirii,:;1t 3 0.1 ea..

c. Mtalti-es of a class can ,..ut

various means and this viebiltV
down; the degree of vertical mobi.
from society to society.

1) The more widespread the system
the greater the mobility betwe

d. The amount of class conflict is r
degree of difference among classe
of vertical mobility possible; an
to which propaganda is used to ar
class conflict.
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10. Every society provides for a differentiation of
status among its members on the dimensions of age
and sex plus additional aspects of differentiation.

11. Whenever things valued by a society are scarce, there
will be differential access to and control of these
.varied and scarce things by sub - groups within the
society. These scarce things may be material or
non-material.

a. Contol of one or a fel sc.:ce things may enable
a gL-:,-1.) to et control oe ,:!.er scarce Pad vale ed
thl.ngs thus pyruld. fltrell. or Tik,T3y.

b. Scetetes ;Weer in muter of
aehievea 41;atuse3 geovide

and t':.e enpbo.o 1.3 Oil ea, .

c. Menbers of a class can mo4e eukl'of the elaos by
various mane and this mObtlity may.. be up or
down; the degree of vertical mobility varies
from society to society.

1) The more widespread the system of education,
the greater the mobility between classes.

A. The amount of class conflict is related to the
degree of difference among classes, the degree
of vertical mobility possible; and the degree
to which propaganda is ueed to arotwe or prevent
class conflict.
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e. Groups may engage in power conflict; one
group tries to dominate another in order
to take something from it, such as labor
orWealth.

12. Political power is unevenly distributed in
a population.

a. It is unlikely that one could find many
genuine .autocracies (rule by one) in
complex govermftts; they axe lilaly to
be oligarehAeo.

13. A law or policy must he ef:fti.ttua;;Ad and

applied; in 1:11t p:oi;i:ss the .Aiolo

making and ialtence process cues ea kpin.

14. Selective recruitment of bureaucxacy may be
and often has been responsible for its def-
inition of its political role.

15. Every economic system faces scarcity or a
lack of enough productive resources to sat-
lay all human wants.

16. Division of labor and specialization in any mass
production system permits reduction of cost per
unit purchased.

17. Output cen.be increased by the development of
tools and poWer to replace manpower.

18. The fundamental difference between
is in how and.by whom the basic ec
over allocation of resources are
in who owns the resources.

a. In command economies, most of t
decisions are made by the gover

b. Economic systems are usually ml

c. By its tnx!ition policics, 615-ferc

who vhall 6ut.what liepo*alon
. of .otput of the ecozmta 1:/e

19. lo.:dls in the U. S. are
. to thoo in moat countries.

a. People's -rocs of what eonatit
level of living on one htznd or
other changes as average livin
and differ from one country to

20. Political revolutions are usually
multiple causes.

21. The world is a community of inter

a. In the international system, i
only invite the use of some fo

b. Wars have an important economi
people.
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engage in power conflict; one
to dominate another in order

ething from it, such as labor

r,is unevenly distributed in

ely that one could find many
tocrcies__(rule by one) in
e rnmwts; they are likely to

hies.

cy must be effeetuatea and
1.1;ess the .Jhole t7zcision-

..aueDee process goes ea ikpin.

ruitment of bureaucracy may be
been responsible for its clef-
s political role.

c system faces scarcity or a
h productive resources to sat-

wants.

abor and specialization in any mass
stem permits reduction of cost per
d.

increased by the development of
er to replace manpower.

18. The fundamental difference between economic systems
is in how and.by whom the basic economic decisions
over alloCation of resources are made, rather than
in who owns the resources.

a. In command economies, most of the basic economic
decisions are made by the government.

b. Economic systems are usually mixed.

' c. By its taxfition policies, 6o-fexzPonts tvfluenee
who 'hall ;jet Nhat p1.'t: 0At';:,n of eerin !cind*

of .0..tput of the ocot:mie c)-tem.

19. Livik4; lc.As In the U. S. are vw tlempa.-.d

to 'Chore in most countries.

a. People's iaeas of what constitutes an adopa-;:e
level of living on one.haild or poverty on the
other changes as average living levels change
and differ from one country to another.

20. Political revolutions are usually the result of
multiple causes.

21. The world is a community of interdependent countries.

a. In the international system, inequalities of power
only invite the use of some form of coercion.

b. Wars have an important economic impact upon
people.



22. There are many sources of national power in
dealing with other nations. Military capacity
is an important factor but not the only one.
Differences in population) resources) and
economy maybe reflected in differences in
national power.

23. Imperialism, and particularly attitudes of
superiority by members of the imperialist
country) give rise to feelings of frustration;
when combined with the difftsion of nationalistic
ideas from rther countries) it helpa give rise
to fro-A cr countries) it t:.!:ps give rise to

Zaellags of nationalim.

.51CIUS

1. Sets up hypotheses.

2. Identifies value conflicts.

3. Reads for the main ideas.

4. Evaluates sources of information in'terms
bias and competency.

5. Evaluates sources of information in terms
comp3eteness of data.

iv

7. Has a sense of the passage of time

a. Compares lengths of periods or

8. Looks for relationships among even
country and within a world-wide t

9. Tests hypotheses against data.

10. Generalizes from data.

1. IS CURiCt:S MOUT SOCIAL DATA AND H
AM DESIGZS TO READ G-ADY Rau
SOOTAL MENUS.

.

2. IS COMMITTM TO.THE FREE EXAMMATI
ATTITUDES AND DATA. SEARCHES ACTI
POINTS OF VIEW AND INTERPRETATIONS

3. IS SLtruICAL OF THE FINALITY OPEN
GENERALIZATIONS AND THEORIES AS

of SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE LIGHT OF

4. APPRECIATES AND RESPECTS THE CUL
of OF OTHER COUNTRIES, RACES, AND REL

a. Rejecta post hoc arguments and whole-part
falacies.

6. Mhkes and interprets timelines.

5. IS SCEPTICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
SOCIAL SCIENCES.

6. Is SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.



iv

aurces of national power in
ar nations. Military capacity
factor but not the only one.
?pulation, resources, and
eflected in differences in

particularly attitudes of
embers of the imperialist
Se to feelings of frustration;
th the difTnsion of nationalistic
countries, it helps give rise

N7)1ya give rise to

SICETIS

es.

conflicts.

in ideals.

7. Has a sense of the passage of time.

a. Compares lengths of periods or events.

8. Looks for relationships among events within one
country and within a world-wide time framework..

9. Tests hypotheses against data.

10. Generalizes from data.

1. 3::3 cuRatus :BOUT SOCIAL DATA AND UMW BEHAVIOR
A 3D DESI..;23 TO MAD i.311:UD4( PURIZER IN TEE

600YAL 001ENCES.

2. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINATION OF SOCIAL
ATTITUDES AND DATA. SEARCHES ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT
POINTS OF VIEW AND INTERPRETATIONS.

3. IS SuelICAL OF THE FINALITY OF KNOWLEDGE: CONSIDERS
GENUALIZATIONS AND THEORIES AS TENTATIVE, ALWAYS

of information in terms of SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE LIGHT OF NEW EVIDENCE.
ncy.

4. APPRECIATES AND RESPECTS THE CULTURAL CONTRIBUTIONS
s of information in terms of OF OTHER COUNTRIES, RACES, AND RELIGIONS.
rata.

zazuments and whole-part

beta
timelines.

5. IS SCEPTICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE CAUSATION IN THE
SOCIAL SCIENCES.

6. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.



G. Although culture is always
changing, certain parts or
elements may persist over
long periods of time.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF THE FINALITY
OF KNOWLEDGE: CONSIDERS GEN-
ERALIZATIONS AND THEORIES AS
TENTATIVE, ALWAYS SUBJECT TO
CHANGE IN THE Lao ' OF NEW
EVIDENCE.

G. Culture may change by a process
of diffusion.

G. Although culture is .always
changing, certain parts or
elements. may persist over
long periods of time.

. . .

S. Evaluatcs sources of information
in terms of completeness of data.

S. Makes and interprets timelines.
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III. Although culture is always changing, c
elements may persist over long periods

A. Chinese civilization extends back
and its system of empire governmen
than any government in the history

1. Chinese civilization began alon
valley. The people are thought
a number of culture traits from
Middle East. They also develop
traits which were to persist fo
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E: CONSIDERS GEN-

NS AND THEORIES AS
ALWAYS SUBJECT TO
CHELTOT OF NEW

y change by a process
on.

vulture is always
certain parts or
y persist over

Ids of time.

sources of information
completeness of data.

interprets timelines.

III. Although culture is always changing, certain parts or
elements may persist over long periods of time.

A. Chinese civilization extends back thousands of years,
and its system of empire government lasted longer
than any government in the history of mankind..

1. Chinese civilization began alone the Yellow River
valley. The people are thought to have borrowed
a number of culture traits from people of the
Middle East. They also developed certain culture
traits which were to persist for many years.
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1. Remind pupils that Communists in the U.S.S.R. had to try to
overcome some of the people's attitudes but also were able
to make use of some of the other attitudes and values. Say:

As you sty Chinese history, try to find out if the same
was true in China.

Have pupils list some of the generalizations they have developed
from the study of the history of other countries. Suggest that
they keep this list in mind as they study Chinese history in
order to decide.whether or not they can still accept these general-
izations or whether they wish to place limitations upon theM.

2. Have a group of students present a symposium on the early'river
valley civilization at the time of the Shang Dynasty. The
pupils should discuss the ideas of anthropologists about possible
diffusion from the Middle East and why anthropologists disagree
on this point. They should also describe culture traits which
persisted for many years, such as the emphasis upon, ancestors in
religion and philosophy, the development of a written language, and
the role of the ruler. In addition, the group should describe some
of the beginnings of certain kinds of material culture for which
China became famous later.

*3. Have a pupil or a group of.pOpils begin a timeline on important.
events in China. (They should add to it as the unit develops.)
This timeline should be plsced under timelines for events in
Western Europe, U. and Russia.

* Important activity to include.

Fairservais, The
Civilization.

Seeger, Pageant of
Chapter 2..

Anthronology.Proje
in the Emerge
Series on Bro
Oracle Bones.

Help may be obtain
Widening Worl
Stavrianos, G
Man, p. 594.
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that COmmunists in the U.S.S.R. had to try to
of the people's attitudes but also were able
f some of the other attitudes and values. Say:..

Thinese history, try to find out if the same
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ist some of the generalizations they have developed
V of the history of other countries. Suggest that
3 list in mind as they study Chinese history in
e whether or not they can still accept these general-
lether they wish to place limitations upon them.

)f students present a symposium on the early river
zation at the time of the Shang Dynasty. The
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many years, such as the emphasis upon ancestors in
Jhilosophy, the development of a written language, and
le ruler. In addition, the group should describe some
ings of certain kinds of material culture for which
ramous later.

)r a group of pupilS begin a timeline on important
la. (They should add to. 1.t as the unit develops.)
should be placed under timelines for events in
U. S. and Russia.

tivity to include.

Fairsermis., The Origins of Oriental
Civilization.

Seeger, Pageant of Chinese History,
Chapter 2. .

Anthronology Project's Case Study
in the -crlergence of Civilization

Series on Bronze Vessels and
Oracle Bones.

Help may be obtained in Ewing, Our
Widening World, p. 9, or
Stavrianos, Global History of
Man, p. 594.
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S. Looks for relationships among
events within one country and
within a world-wide time frame-
work.

S. Generalizes frcia dAta.

S. ffas a .acase f the izisage of
time.

S. Compares loliths of_periods.. or
events.

S. Reads for the main ideas.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Generalizes from data.

2. China U1Eh a long ,..)e

This povit)d. inv%ed by
Aho lec:co 1;0

cultitve.
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e country and
ide time frame-

i.,e.seae of
. . . . .

s of periods or

ain ideas.

see

m data.-

2. China t,;;At. a long i

'This tod .nvIek:ed by 141.1.";-' 4.:;.3

I,ho !:cia a 1:Qon
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Or have pupils make a new parallel timeline to show what was
happeniog in these other places when certain events were taking
place in.Chiva.

As this unit progresses, have pupils examine the parallel timelines
and try to decide how events in other parts of the world may have
affected those in China.Do not have thepupil or group give a formal
oral report on this timeline

4. Have a stvdent study the period of. " /0feud1cm" in China and pre-
pare a bxia dittoed Sheet oc-2;:iring it with 11.11e period of

tla'alt:Ja is *Yeatexn Parcf.e. 'He Aoul a discussion of
the rhil.:-siers until 1.Aor but should. briefly

tt.f.se ilra lived and ...:au:pt 1,pring this Lx.I.I.nd, Have the
claas this 41.74.x.ary sheat lnd tisk questLaa of the student to
clarify ZiVee:nces Leta Chinese feudal ;;:caodand 8104.:41
and that in Europe. Pupils ehi;old exemine the claca timeline to
note the-Oulation of the period in China and c:zLs,are it with the
duration ofthe period since the first settlement in Jamestown as
veil as with the period from the decline of Rome to the so-called
Renaissance in Western Europe.

*54 Have pupils read excerpts from Confucioual writings. Have pupils
identify the main ideas in their own words. Then discuss: What
Influence do you think each of these ideas might have bad upon
Chinese society if it were widely accepted by the Chinese people?
(Set up hypotheses to test as the class studies the history of
China.)

6. Have each pupil read (from at least one reference) about Confucius
and his teadlaings, about Taoism, and about other pre-Buddhist
religions in China (e.g. ancestor cult and nimism). Perhaps
show pupils filmtrips on Confuciusism and Taoism. Then discuss:

Ewing, Our Nidenin

Chleaolou
CommvAiqt, Da,

Seeger, Pev,eant of
Cbalite.:(.1 ;5-6.

Schuricann rind

Chioa
p. 42.

e.g. Eislen and Fi
Adventure,-Vo

Ewing, Our Wideni
18.

Stavrianos, ed. Re
History, pp.
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s make a new parallel timeline to show what was
these other places when certain events were taking

progresses, have pupils examine the parallel timelines
cide how events in other parts of the world may have

in China.Do not have the pupil or group dive a formal
n this timelia:-

t study the period of "feudnlicm" in China and pre-
tlittoed °bast er...:17tring it with i.3.1e period of
"e tern ;Mould a discussion of
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noes het ",.':.. e1 :.,b15 fC.Clod and syLit..:41
urcpe. Pupils s31.1c.old eirnmine Lice 43.1J:kce timeline to
Lion of the p...14:iod in China and coi;);;;:tre it with the

he period since the first settlement in Jamestown as
the period from the decline of Rome to the so-called
n Western Europe,

ead excerpts from Oonfucioust writings. Have pupils
main ideas in their own words. -Then discuss: What
you think each of these ideas ,might have hEid .upon
y if it were widely accepted by the Chftese people?

theses to test as the class studies the history of

13. read (from at least one reference) about Confucius
Inge, about Taoism, and about other pre-Buddhist
.China ( e . g . ancestor cult and animism). Perhaps.-

'13metrips on Confucius in a and Taoism. Then diacuss:

Ewing, Our T.TideningWorld, Iv. 13-

Canis, tan
t CS.

Seegdr; oe Ohthase
Chal..3te..1.3 5- 6.

SChUritAnil
Ivneeial

e.g. Eislen and 'iller, edn.l'Human
Adventure, .Vol. 2, pp. 71-73.

Ewing, Our Widening World, pp. 16-
18.

Stavrianos, ed. Readings in World
History,
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G. Some values are conducive to change;

some make change difficult.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

G. Po2itical revolutions are usually
the result of multiple causes.

3. Beginning in 221 B.C., China ent
dynastic rule in which the form

(empire) was able to survive rev
(with several periods of divisio
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are conducive to change;

hange difficult.

otheses.

otheses.

revolutions are usually

of multiple causes.

JL

3. Beginning in 221 B.C., China entered a period of

dynastic rule in which the form of government

(empire) was able to survive revolt after revolt

(with several periods of division) until 1912.
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What similarities and differences do you notice among these religions?
What similarities and differences do you note between these religions
of Chino and any which you have studied earlier? What effects do you
think these religions and philosophies (other than Confucianism) would
have upon other aspects of Chinese life?

7. Have pupils look at maps of early China. Ask: What areas would
have been most open to attack prior to airplanes? What effect
would the lack of physical barriers in these areas be likely to
have upon China? Pupils should check their ideas as they do
activity #8.

*8. Divide the 'class into groups to study the different periods of
Chinese history from the Ch'in dynasty to (but not including)
the Ching dynasty. Each group should fill in material

On how the first

Fitch, Ways of Wor
Life, World's Grea
Yutang, Chinese Wa

89.

Callis, China,Conf
pp. 114-120

Dun J. Li, Ageless
Eisen and Filler,

Adventure, pp
Kuo, .Gi:an4TS of Chi

McNair,rerl. Chins,
Faicirmk,
Choi 0111, Glv)

Uht!-.3, Ch. 9.

'Au, et. al., Chi

err;c11, Thi

to
Bell,

36-
Filmstrip: Confu

Life.

Ewing, Our Wideni

31, 35-37:.
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des and differences do you notice among these religions?
,ies and differences do you note between these religions
ny which you have studied earlier? What effects do you
ligions and philosophies (other than Confucianism) would
'respects of Chinese life?

ook at maps of early China. Ask:- What areas would
3t open to attack prior to airplanes? What effect
-k of physical barriers in these areas be likely to
na? Pupils should check their ideas as they do

'ass into groups to study the different periods of
)ry from the Ch'in dynasty to (but not inclu4ing).
tasty. Each group should fill in material

on how the first

Fitch, Ways of Worship in the Orient.
Life, World's Great Religions.
Yutang, Chinese Way of Life, pp. 82-

89
Callis, China,Confucian and Communist,

pp. 114-120

Dun J. Li, Ageless Chinese, Ch. 2.
Eisen and Filler, eds., Human

Adventure, pp. 69-7ITTEoism).
Kuo, Gi:ants_ of China, ch. 3.

McNaii-, ca. China, pp. 3-7, 18-28.
Ch. 4.

Cit ii -;5a. 011i, 2c.qoV of
(;hi,-:A, Ch. 9.

Hu, A. ii., Ina, pp. 110119.
Cycz,n1, fi:(.14,,,Confucius

1;.!lo 2 pgse:.p.. (for teachers):
Bell, The 1:o (poiliphlet),

ip. '36-39
Filmstrip: Confucianism and Toaism,

Life.

Ewing, Our Widening World, pp. 19-

31, 35-37;.
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G. An institution is an interrelated
cluster of roles and the attached
meanings and values; changes in in-
stitutions are consumated by changes
in roles and consequently by changes
in relations between these members
and outsiders. Unless these role
relations change, the institution
does not change despite changes in
the particular people who assume
the roles.

G. Ideologies are iwportant for the
structure they give to the political
system.

G. Some values are conducive to change;
some make change difficult.

G. It is unlikely that one could find
many genuine autocracies (rule by
one) in complex governments; they
are likely to be oligarchies.

G. ,A law or policy must be effectuated
and applied; in that process the
whole decision-making and influence
process goes on again.

G. Persistence of cultural traits may
result from a reluctance to change
or from lack of conditions which
further change.

a. Dynasties rose and fell for man
kinds of reasons; however, the
did not change.

b. Although the government was an
autocratic rule, the autocrat
in a number of ways.

1.) The emperor was depenaent
bureaucracy to carry out hi
emperor could not oversee
scattered officials.

2.) The size of China combied
in transportation aaa cow
recent times made it dIffi
central government to coati
remote. places or even to g
to them in a hurry.

3.) Decrees which violated cusp
met by passive resistance
officials, local gentry, a
to enforce such decrees ra
fomenting revolution.

4.) The people thought that th
was responsible for buildi
irrigation and flood contr
for providing relief in ti
famine; they did not expec
in the everyday lives of t
to obtain needed labor and
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,k of conditions which

Inge.

a. Dynasties rose and fell for many of the same
kinds of reasons; however, the form of government
did not change.

b. Although the government was an empire marked by
autocratic rule, the autocrat was really limited
in a number of ways.

1.) The emperor was depenacnt upon a vast
bureaucracy to carry out his orders. The
emperor could not oversee all of these
scattered officialn.

2.) The size of China combld vIth the difficulldes
in transportation !Ina communication nntil
recent times made it dIfficult.for the
central government to control officials in
remote places or even to get new decrees
to them in a hurry.

3.) Decrees which violated custom tended to be
met by passive resistance by peasants, local
officials, local gentry, and guilds; attempts
to enforce such decrees ran the risk of
fomenting revolution.

4.) The people thought that the central government
was responsible for building and maintaining
irrigation and flood control projects and
for providing relief in times of flood and
famine; they did not expect it to interfere
in the everyday lives of the people except
to obtain needed labor and taxes.
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ruler came to power, how other rulers in the dynasty became rulers,
any reforms instituted by the first ruler, role of citizens in
political systems, achievements made during the dynasty; and
reasons for the end of the dynasty . Then have one member
of each group copy its information in the appropriate place on
a large wall chart or on a smaller chart from which a transparency
will be made for projeation.

Have the class examine the large or projected chart which compares
all of these dynasties. Ask: Do you notice anything in common
bet.een how these dynasttes 1).gan? between bow they ended? Haw
did rl)lers aAer the fly/it rulers get tbfli pccr? Do :you no%ice
au;; la lovcion amcog tlae osrly rulera ia ilynasty tn t,?rms

of oi eforms IAdactevn? A Chinee .1nnkupologist hos said
that CblinP,a history is 41a-e.;cd by "revolt ::11.71,)ut revolution." Whlt
do you think he meant? Wt.pild you agree vin him? Why or why :.o t:?

Was the Chinese Emperor during .the different tlymasties really nn
example of one-man rule? (Be aure to bring out the many limitations
on his rule.) Were your earlier ideas about the most vulnerable
frontiers correct? (See activity #7.)

Seeger, Pageant o
Chapters -I

Dun J. Li, Ageles
Callis, China, Co

Communist. C
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to power, how other rulers in the dynasty became rulers,

instituted by the first ruler, role of citizens in
ystems, achievements made during the dynasty', and
the end of the dynasty . Then have one member

)up copy its information in the appropriate place on
chart or cn a smaller chart from which a transparency

de for projection.

lass examine the large or projected chart which compares
se dynasties. Ask: Do you notice anything in common,
J these dynAstics began? between bow they ended? HoW
after the riva :mars get their po-ier? Do -vou notice

c.ln;mon atincrig tlae rule2.3 ln e h sly-nasty in 1...rms

f veforms vodectel<-,=m? A Chi-Ile:1z! annxopologist has said
e history is Aar'.ced by "r2.!volt. ::P. out revolution." lJtat

,,At he meant? Wuilld you agree with Win? by or why 2.ot?

Lneze Emperor de ring the different LIT:saties really an
oneman rule? (Be sure to bring out the many' limitations

e.) Were your earlier ideas about the most vulnerable
correct? (See activity #7.)

Seeger, Pageant of Chinese History,
Chapters 8-15.

Dun J. Li, Ageless Chinese.
Callis, China, Confucian and

Communist, Chapters 7-8.
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S. Compares lengths of periods.

S. Has a sense of the passage
of time.

5.) Confucian doctrine states tha
must be "moral" and should n
force to impose his will; he
"mandate to heaven" if he use
immoral, or did not take care
thought to be obligations of
government. Thus the powerf
Confucianism provided a rati

6.) The built-in 1.ight of vebeili

of as a right to o7i:rthrom a
dynasty, not aa a -1.1;1;ht to c-d

oyatem of isolf..n=zut.

c. China tried constantly to extend
its influence into neighboring ar
fighting off foreign influences.
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ngths of periods.

of the passage

5.) ConfUcian doctrine states that the ruler
must be "moral" and should not resort to
force to impose his will;'he lost his
"mandate to heaven" if he used force, was
immoral, or did not take care of those tasks
thought to be obligations of the central
government. Thus the powerful influence of
ConfUcianism provided a rationale for revolt.

6.) The built-in .vight of rebellion vas tho-ght
of as a ri&it to o:crthrov a particular
dynasty, not aa a Ilfht lx) overthL.yw
tvatem of csovoilzut.

c. China tried constantly to extend its borders and
its influence into neighboring areas while
fighting off foreign influences.
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Have pupils examine the class timeline and comi;are the length

of the total period of dynasties with the period of U. S.

government since 1789.

Project maps showing the expansion of China under different

dynasties.

Maps on empttes
Callis, Chin
Communist, p
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.7camine the elaos timeline and 1.1cuiare the length

period of dyaasties with the period of U. S.

_nee 1789.

shoWing the expansion of China under different Maps on empires can be found in
Callis, China, Confucian and
Communist, p. 107.
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G. Culture may change by a process of

diffusion.

S. Generalizes from data.

A. APPRECIATES IrJD RESrECTS TnE CUTURAL
CONTRTEUTIOES OF OTBER COTT11.1.E4

RACES, D MVJUONS.

G. Culture .,11.1y e'le-nge by a procilss of

diffusiova.

G. Culture may change as a result of
innovation from within a society.

S. Looks for relationships among events
within one country and within a world-
wide time framework.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

G. Persiutence of cultural traits may
result tram a reluctance to change
or from a lack.of conditions which
further change.

d. During the 1st century, Buddhi
China from India. It never be

important as.Confucianism in t
fluence upon Chinese life, but
gained considerable influence

e. Durif:g M e r)th to 17th 0.1AtIlvi

ziAticn ',:a3 considered very .;QL

.0.2volved a feeling of yrmAed
tried to iaolate thult:mlve3
the WelA and demanded
traded with them.
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zes from data:

LTD RESPECTS qUE ouTuan
uo.ys OF Olga CC7z,r2![!ISI
:D xottra008.

e'.)enge by a pvocss of

may change as a result of
.on from within a society.

)r relationships among events
one country and within a world-
le framework.

hypotheses.

otheses against .data.

Alce of cultural traits may
7rom a reluctance to change
a lack of conditions-which
change.

d. During the 1st century, Buddhism spread to
China from India. It never became quite so
important as Confucianism in terms of its in-
fluence upon Chinese life, but by 800 A.D. it had
gained considerable influence in China.

e. 171e:9i;h to 17th (-:;:itvtos,

'f.:13 considered very .-2:?n,;(1,

avolded a feeling of nn7(..2,Jd superioUty.
tr.wd to lAolate themseiv3 1.awh c,-)ntftet

the West and demanded. 3.1'. t:',/1. 3,1;;:y. flyml vslao

traaed -91th them.
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*9. Have pupils read about Buddhism and its spread to China. Perhaps
show a filmstrip or film on Buddhism. Then have: the class compare

Buddhism with Confucianism and. Taoism.

*10. Have pupils read different articles or books describing: (a) how
Westerners who visited China viewed China from 1200 to 1700, and
(b) contributions made by China to the rest of the world during
this -period. Each student should read one article about one of
th:se topics. Then hold a class discussion on the question: llow

high Jid the Western Eurepeans rate the Chincde culture form 3200
to 1700? Why?

Rave pupils look at the parallel time_ line and consider what they
have found out about Chinese culture and European culture at this
time. Discuss: If you had been an educated person living in China
during this period, how would you-have compared our culture with that
in Western Europe and Russia? Why?

*31. Now have pupils read different excerpts describing the attitude of
t,he Chinese toward foreigners during the 16th-18th centuries,

.

MSC:1MS: What effects would this attitude have upon trade and
upon Chinese society?

Ewing, Our Wideni

35.

Welty, The Asians
and Their De

Stavrianos, ed. R
History, pp.

"Scleacd Readin4
Komroff, e1. Tra,

.See for example:

Readings in

Eisen and Filler
venture, Vo

Schurmann and Sc
1 'der, Imp

psi. i0'



read about Buddhism and its spread to China. Perhaps
'trip or film or. Buddhism. Then have the class compare
th Confucianism and Taoism.

read different articles or books descrfbing: (a) how
who visited China viewed China from 1200 to 1700, and
utions made by China to the rest of- the world during

Each student should read one article about one of
s. Then hold a elms discuusion on the question: Ifav

le Wcstella Eurans rate the Chin.:,secultore form 1200
hy?

look at the parallel timeline and consider what thoy
out about Chinese culture and European culture at this
:uss: If you had been an educated person living in China
period, how would you have compared our culture with that

Europe and Russia? Why ?.

Tils read different excerpts describing .the attitude of
toward foreigners during the 16th-18th centuries.

[hat- effects would this attitude have .upon trade and
;e society?

Ewing, Our Widening World, pp. 31-

35.
Welty, The Asians, Their Heritage

and Their Destiny.

Stavrianos, ed. Readings in World
History, pp. 67/17682.

"Selected Readings on China."
Komroff, ed. Travels of ilaroo Polo.

See for example: Stavrianos, ed.,
Readings in World History,
pp. 686=68).

Eisen and Filler, eds., Human Ad-
venture, Vol. 1, pp. 256157.

Schumann and Schell, eds., China
Reader, Imperial China,.
pp.-in:113.
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S. Sets up 'hypotheses.'

S.

S.

Compares lengths of periods or

events.

Has a sense of the pao,eage of

time.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. A given culture is an integrated
whole, based on funr.-imental
postulates or values.

G. Some values are conducive to change;
some make change difficult.

G. It is unlikely that one could find
many genuine autocracies in complex
governments.

4. Life in 1700 during the early Ma
the Ching dynasty illustrates the
figuration of "Old" China or "tra
prior to the increase in outside
also illi,31:.cates the way in Ale.

or Nov Coctrucianivm per:Leafed !Q.

and. soc:lety.
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theses.

lengths of periods or

3e of the pabccge of

,potheses.

otheses against data.

.7.es from data.

-ulture is an integrated
-sea on fundamental
es or values.

aes are conducive to change;
e change difficult.

likely that one could find
uine autocracies in complex
nts.

4. Life in 1700 during the early Manchu period under
the Ching dynasty illustrates the cultural con-
figuration of "Old" China or "traditional" China,
prior to the increase in outside influencco. It
also in,st.cates the uay In Mich Neo.CcdN(Aa,liz:m
or Now Coltrucianiom pnvILcated all of Chino;Je culture
and .:oolety.
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12. Have pupils, look at the parallel timeline and compare the length
of Manchu rule in China with the length of U. S. history since

independence.

Reaard roptls that i:Aachu rule represented foreign rule to the

Chi_ nee. Aok: If you Irad ht.en the Panchu lulars, how 7ould you
tave ti. 1:2d to control the Chineze who gr,;Atly eNceeded the AuLters

of Mal:hu? Tell pupila to .'heck their o3iltust what Ulla

rt.111:::1 .'.(;;;,..olly did as th.::y dtlfdy life in lyoo.

*13. Have pupils read an overview of life in 1700, during the early
period cf Manchu rule. They should try to key aspects
of. the political Rystem, the social system, the economic system,
and the cultural values and postulates. They should also try to
decide to what degree the political, social, and economic systems
were integrated by the basic values and postulates.

If there are not enough copies of Ewing's description to go around
the class, have some pupils work on this activity, while others are
uorking on individual and small group projects to be presented
later in the unit. As those using the Ewings, complete their reading,
have them begin to work on individual and small group activities,
while the others read the Ewing materiO.

"Selected Reading

Ewing, Our Wideni
57, describ

More on Neo Con
found in Cre
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"Selected. Readings on China."

Ewing, Our Widening World, pp. 39-
57, describes life in 1700.

More on Neo Confucianism can be
found in Creel, Chinese Thought.



G. A law or policy must be effectuated
and applied; in that process the
whole decision-making and influence
process goes on again.

G. Political power is unequally distributed
in a population.

G. A given culture is an integrated
whole, based on fundamental postulates
or values,

G. Fmilics in diffevent societies have
different functions z!nd differing
emphases upon simJlar functions.

G. The structure of the family varies
from society to society.

G. Whenever finings valued by a society are
scarce, there will be differential
access to and control of these varied
and scarce things by sub-groups within
the society. These scarce things may
be material or non-material.

G. Control of one or a few scarce things
may enable a group to get control of
other scarce and valued things and
thus pyramid their control or power.

G. The more widespread the system of ed-
ucation, the greater the mobility be-
tween classes.
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After all students have read the material on Chine in 1700, discuss:

(1) To what extent was political decision-making centralized or
shared? What factors affected the decisions of the Manchus to
permit many Chinese bureaucrats to continue in office and so share
some dacision-making? Does the data on the political system
support or contradict your earlier hypotheses (//12) about how
the Manchus would try to control the Chinese? What role did the
ordinary Chinese citizen play in the political system? How did Neo-
Confucianism affect the political system?

(2) What vas :he oDle of Nhe ta the oeiql -id.stil? Was it
less, or of 2...".;;ut rgral lolpoltme tu the er,ily'a .:ole in

oor doeteLy? "r,v aia -Jt-1:1,re clifCor in

7cr,texn Ein.q4e, the U,S.S.R., aild 111,1 IL 8.? TIou 11.e Nmily
kiTacted by o-17(.1'kfuetaniA3m?

(3) JUNI:ere elncwes differentiatJA, in this society? To what extent
was social mobility between classes posbible? How was status in
this society acquired? How was the class structure affected by
Neo-Confucianism?

(4) Where would the economic system fit on this triangle diagram for
showing different amounts of emphasis upo:: tradition and.reciprocal'
relationships, upon a market economy, and upon commandos a means of
resolving basic economic questions of what, how much, and how to
produce and how to distribute what is produced? How did the economic
system compare with thai, of the Tsars in Russia?. How_did the non-
agricultural system of production compare with our .modern factory
systexa (What 'MS the difference in bow the different factors of
production were combined?) How did the.systet of taxation affect
who got what part of the goods. and services. produced? How was forced
labor used in this economicsystem? How MRS the economic system
affected by Noo-Confucianiema
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G. Societies differ in the relative
number of ascribed and achieved
statuses they provide and the rel-
ative emphasis on each.

G. The amount of class conflict is
related to the degree of difference
among classes, the degree of vertical
mobility possible, and the degree
to which propazanda is uzed to growie

or prevent clas cc,naiet.

G. 7Che fundameuIxidifference betw..cm
economic sys 110"7 and by

.:Fhom the basic t:conomic decisions
over allocation of ro,3ources are
made, rather' than in who owns the-

resources.

G. Economic systems are usually mixed.

G. In command economies, most of the
basic. economic decisions are made
by the government.

G. By its taxation policies, govern-
ments influence who shall get what
proportion of certain kinds of out-
put of the economic system:

G. Division of labor and specialization
in any mass proamtion system permit
reduction of cost per unit produced.
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(5) What was the role of China in international affairs at
this. tira? How did China treat other countries or tribal groups
which wished to trade with it?

Have pupils look at the parallel timeline 'once more. Ask:
What was happening in Western Europe in this general period?

in Russia? How willing do you think people from these areas
would be-t0 accept Chinese demands for any such behavior?

(As pupils discuad theae vestions, have tbriA make a list of the
cbtef c.taraoterist.ies of GbNrso society. in 1100 ao that thay
can :7,7: -pl,veAl.at-vmy Chtreue.ty la lqtar periods.
2erl.: .7%127e a st12.Ab-repe.,:c 1 11 these c.%arlir-
isties Jo.

)0P
.01

.f

I
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G. Output can be increased by the
development of tools and power
to replace manpower.

S. Looks for relationships among
events within one country and-
within a world-wide time frame-
work.

S

G. The exl:Anhce of culture is
depondent upon man's ability
to use symbols in communication.

5. Chinese society .e eloped conWA3:,:al

despite the great size of the cornt
of nationalistic feelings. This cul
promoted .by a common written llingung

philosophy, and by a common family s
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increased by the
tools and power

power.

tionships among
one country and
-wide time frame-

Ifk 6
vvra

of culture is
-)11 man's ability

Is in communication.

5. Chinese society ,Ic.:e1oi4ed 2oo;litIcAbl;: (1111.11. .1,1L;y

despite the grent size of the conatAy and Uhe LatA
of nationalistic feelings. This culln%al
promoted by a comon written limguage, by a cowmen
philosophy, and by a common family system.
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*14. Also disomo: MN aid Neo or. 'Acv Cf 1njiii 4taw .i7rom the
teachings of ecileAns half? That c3J L'onc:. 1id. e
etions in .bellora make for lid 4;oietyl To what e;Lt..at ts
10-Confucial,i%n ccei,tod by the dlMrent MW
was China aZle to develop '1.017,J1,1e!:fible homogerwAV despE:e ita lack
of IstiOnali:::m al.,d its great :41?

15. Have a pupil give an illustrated report on the Chinese language.
He phould point out the difficulty of learning to write the language,
the universality of the written language in all of China, and the
different variations in dialects within China.

Stavrianos Readings irk:
PP- 6g1--3. -A.

Yutang, Chineae. Nay O

Chizie,' Cc:421116AV

3.1-- -
Fairbanks The II; S.

114.
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;AT did Neu or :.1Z171 OrtVelle inn:1,5M t the
ci.iffin-,:nt: a 1.5.d.

3 wilco for ChC:.-30 ;;7.ole ty? To what
r.lecepred by the d1.f2erentr,..1.1ta

l'develop 1:.orq.11.1e,:abla homo6enatV desp.U7e ita lAck
rd its great 1:41:::e?

e an illustrated-report on the Chinese language.
out the difficulty of learning to write the language,
-:,of the written language in all of China, and the
ions in dialects within China.

V

Stavrianos Readings in. World History,

PP. 41766T-77----------------
Tutang, Chinese Way of Life, pp. 1a-

54.

Calliss China, Confucian and Communist,

PP:r1-34.
Fairbanks The U. S. and China, pp. 0.1.-
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Control of one or a few scarce,
valued things may enable the group
to 7ret control of other scarce and
,slued things and thus pyramid their
control. i.e. achieve power.

-89-

6. Traditional Chinese society w
strong stratification system
open or permitted more social
many traditional societies.

Members of a class can move out of the
class by various means and this mobility
may be Up. or down; the degree of vertical
mobility varies from society to society.

r'.;. Selective recruitment of bureaucracy
may he and often has been .responsible
.for its definition of its political '.
role.

G. Some values are conducive to change;
some make change difficult.

S. Evaluates sources of information in
terms of completeness of data.

A. APPRECIATES AND RESPECTS THE CULTURAL
CONTRIBUTIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES, RACES,
AND RELIGIONS.

S*

r.

Generalizes from data.

Families in different societies have
different functions and differing emphasis 7, The family system reflected Con
upon similar functions. and had important effects upon of

society, as well as upon basic per
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i.e. achieve power.
f a class can move out of the
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or down; the degree of vertical
laries from society to society.
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6.

recruitment of bureaUcracy
d often has been responsible
efinition of its political

es are conducive to change;
change difficult.
sources of information i

completeness of data.

F.,'S AND RESPECTS THE CULTURAL
IONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES, RACES,
IONS.

'es from data.

in different societies have
functions and differing emphasis

lar functions.

Traditional Chinese society was marked by astrong stratification system but was also more
open or permitted more social mobility than
many traditional societies.

7. The family system reflected Confucian philosophy
and had important effects upon other aspects of
society as well as upon basic personality patterns.
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16. Remind students of their conclusions about the possibilities of
social Irbility as a result of civil service exeminations. Point
out that one member of the class has mode a further study of this
examination system. As pupils Jisten to his report, they should
try to decide whether or not their original conclusions should be
modified or not.

have a pupil report on the Civil Service cuaminations, the degree
to which these exams made possible vertical mobility, and the
way in uhich the type of (x.i.em affected gimor-...-,cnt saministratton.

ca the kj uds II, ;.;%rio 711'n1;-.1, ited i 411;

for goi,..-..tct.z.7nt offix191s? effocIt8 .1y,trks for 30
Is 110.41 (3 ; :.11.11:£3 t:j i 1,17 F Ark 0.nd O''2;.2?)

The pupils aieo the 01.CC-.....cs in hiAtol..tcaI

interpml-Ition on the oC F.;ocial

Rave the cI:no compare the stratification Aystom in China durtug
early Fart of the 19th century with that'in Russia during

thosameperiod,

. 17. lime a tap of pwils read further on family life in old China.

Stavriaaos, ed.,
aistocy, pp.

Ye47,c1, Uhiuce.

t! Vol.

1:11W1

Yutang, Chinese V
pp. 73:81.-
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s of their conclusions about the possibilities of
y as a result of civil service examinatinns. Point
ember of the class has made a furfter sLuily of this
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t of the 39th century 'with that id Russia during
od.

i).f pupils cead further on ramily life in old China.

Stavrioaos, ed.', Readings in World
PP. -6(.4.3 -611.

McAvxf, (J1).LN:iv-) Civil f70.-cvice.

J

; 10.

Yutang, Chinese Way of Lire,

11.? .'T3 81



G. Although culture is always
changing, certain aspects or
elements persist over long
periods of time.

G. The structure of the family
'varies from society to society.

G. All cultures have the nuclear
,cven if the idoal c(YTbins

the nuclear V!..aily in a ioce

complex ;:,xtc::..id family

G. Every sooloty :ovovides for a diifQr-
entiation of-6tAns among its mcbors_
on the dimensions of age and 3ex
plus additional aspects of differ-
entiation.

G. Methods of mate selection vary
over time and from one society to
another. They are intimately tied
up with the position of women, with
attitudes toward, property, with
the stratification of society, and
with other aspects of culture.

G. The impact of common pattern's of
child rearing and many other-sit-
uations :in any culture tend to de-
velop personalities with some common
characteristics (modaluersoralities)
different from those in other
societies.
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Then have them present a cymposium on family life in different

social classes. They should use autobiographical materials
as well as other books. They should note changes in different

periods as shown by the books they read. Then discuss

a. Why was the nuclear family more nearly the norm than the
extendei family even though the extended family was the
ideal form of family?

b. Regardlcsu Of.,Az;ther or not the.
family 1,..;.2o P9mlly ov
bcw. did (in

;) ? ;

.y.:;01 ii .1.!.) 1;7, L'

d 1.TO "amid

in .1101 :7!

traditional Chinese
only a nue.0..--Ir

of 7,..ote

n (..!0:,nded faml?.yi

tniz7t.,.1

iel a r

.

.

c. That effk:fAajTa. family t.n (structure and beliefs
about family) have upon the development of personallty? Or,

suppose you had ip2own up in the Chinese_ family system? How
do you think'you would differ in your values? In the kind
orpernon you ',Jyold be?

O'Brian, et. al.,
Sociology, pp

Dun J. Li, Ageless
365.

Yutang, My Count,.
Chapter 5, p

Schurmanii and Sch
Reader, Impe
pp. 3/:421 o

Fairbank, S. o
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hem present a cymposium on family life in different

ses. They should use autobiographical materials
tiler books. They should note changes in different

shown by the books they read. Then discuss:

the nuclear family more nearly thv norm than the
. family even though the extended family was the
1:-.m of family?

33 of vbetlier or not the trAditional Mincse
1!.n rnmily ot. only a 1,.tucl;.n.r

t;qttneuve (in .:1
A Aut-an

:jou ;n

46V! K:s1

'About 1;1'.).;A

dld t femily sLysteril (structure and beliefs
ally) upon the develop eut of personality? Or,

-jou bad gArdn up in the Chinese family system? How
fink you would differ in your values? In the kind
you -A)Ilid be?

O'Brian, et. al., Peadingq in general
Sociology, pp7710W15.

Dun J. Li, Ageless Chinese, pp. 359 -

365
Yutang,* My Country and My People,

Chaptei3751.IITIEE----
Schurmann and Schell.' eds., China

Reader, Imperial China,
5..71aIY, or

Fairbank, U. S. :Ind China, pp. 28-

kq)



G. The impact of common patterns of child

eariug- and many other. situations in

.kety culture tend to develop person-

alties 'with some common characteristics
(modal personalities) different from
thobe in other societies.

0. So.x41 valueS are conducive- to change;

me-make_cbenge difficult.

4. A ,0:,-.711 t:,11--.! is n in%c,s,cated vhole,

lundtal!7,11 pcatill:lies or

7.tlfse Crange-,'

A, IS CURIOUS AHOUT SOCIAL DATA AND
nom BEHAVIOR AND DESIRES TO READ
AND STUDY WRTHER IN THE SOCIAL
hCJEMES.

A. fWvRECIATES AND RESPECTS THE CULTURAL
1 4RMUTIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES, RACES,

A 0 RWGIONS.

AND.RESPECTS THE CULTURAL
J.:lye-W:21S 06' OTHER COUNTRIES, RACES,

i0D Tvi:UP:4C./.4S.
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18. Have a mature student read Hsu's Americans and Chinese. He

should toll the class what this ChiTt113e;WrZFOY6i5st who
now lives in America sees as the basic differences in attitudes
and values between Chinese and Americans. .How does he account
for these differences? What effects does he think these differ-
ences have upon other aspects of life in China and in the U. S.?

19. A student vho is intel.estod in art mi,g3ht orepee a bulletin board
display' of traditional Chinese art. Di5C4SS with the ?lass: Do
these oxamples of oil; seem to fit in idah any of the iniportant
religious or plalosephiml beliefs of ho Chinese? Why? Have
the stuOint who has preparLd the exhibit explain some of the
answers be has found to -this question during his investization.

Hsu, /smerionns at

Use schol. lib
.avt elepveh

Fessler, ..;013.1a
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student read Hsu's Americans and Chinese. He

e class what this Chinese anthropologist who
merles sees as the basic differences in attitudes
ween Chinese and Americans.- How does he account
erences? at effects does he think these differ-
n other aspects of life in China and in the U. S.?

is Intcre:Aed in art miOrt p:cpaJA.... a bulletin board

Aitional Chinese art. Discuss with the class: Do
i3 of nA't ou;m to fit in -with any of the important
philosOphical beliefs of the Chinese? Why? Have
ho has prepawA the exhibit explain some of the
),s found to this. question during his investiytion.

Hsu, Americans and Chinese.

Use school ecSot&on or

alt (14:.:pytwntin a public

Festiler, y).5J'ta, Ch.tipter 4.



G. A given culture is an in
tegrated whole, based on
fundamental postulates or

values.

G. Some values are,conducive to
change; some make change difficult.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

-95-

8. Traditional Chinese society 'fail°
organized scientific system or to
western technology and industriali
failure can be traced in part to

and values.

9. A given culture is an integrated
fundamental postulates or values.



1 culture is an in-
d whole, based on
mtal postulates or

slues are conducive to
; some make change difficult.
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I

8. Traditional Chinese society failed to develop an
organized scientific system or to keep up with
western technology and industrialization. This
failure can be traced in part to philosophic ideas
and values.

hypotheses against data. 9. A given culture is an integrated whole based on
fundamental postulates or values.
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Or have the pupil use slides or use an opaque projector to

project pictures. He should follow the procedure of asking
pupils what relationships- they see between this art and the
basic values and postulates of.the Chineae before-he comments
on the relrAionship.

20. Have a pupil who is interested in poetry read selections from
Chinese poetry and tell the class about differences and
similarities het.;,enn Chinese and U. S. poetry. Hoy do l'he

differences il)u84.-ate basic 6tfl7nr,-vices in Attitilos

to-iard soci:1:6y -od ,,mrld in hich 3i:1e?

;:21. On tLe 1.11:t3 of ,Jtudicd 71ydo
1,ou think eNra AW,..:d to develop an ad:aIced

sn t.rii %lociety when it had sho.:n cenitivics eaelier

that it could make such important inven'-ions? AfLer pupils have
discussed this question for a time, read aloud quotations from
authors such as Fairbanks or Hsu which relate to the question
Have pupils tr to decide whether or not they agree with these
authors.

*22. Review the social ranking of merchants in traditional Chinese
society. Ask: Suppose -L.,ou had been such a merchant and had
made a fortune. What would you be tempted to do? Why? Tell
pupils Turner's description of how such people acted. Then
discuss: What effect would such behavior on the part of rich
merchants have upon the development of industry in China? Why?

*23. Rola a summarizing discussion on the following question: "It'',

hns been stated that all aspects of'-aociety are Interrelated

Payne) White
.Yutang, My Con
;Tart, Pocm_ 43 or

M111n0:3)

VP- Ivt:
1.1U, TheAeri

PP. 10-3
Chjti &,

Communist
11.0.1.,01.11,

See backgroun
China."

"Selected Rea
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'cures. He should follow the procedure of asking
rzaationships they see between this art and the
3 and postulates of the Chinese before he comments
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try and tell the class about differences and
s bet=n Chinese and15. S. poetry. How 00 the
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his question for a time, read aloud quotations from
h as Fairbanks or Hsu which relate to the question
try to decide whether or not they agree with these

social ranking of merchants in traditional Chinese
sk: Suppose you had been such a merchant and had
une. What would.you be tempted to do? Why? Tell
ex.'s description of how such people acted. Then
hat effect would such behavior on the part; of rich
ave upon the development of industry. in China? Why?

arizing discussion on the following question: "It
ated that all aspects of society are interrelated

Payne, White Pony.
Yutang, Mii:fountr y, pp. 241-258.

!fart, Poems of

.1!!=2 4. 1. a.A O;;',
pp 4Y .).2.

qiu, The

Caliis, China, ConfuciAn Rn4
Communist; Pp. 03.:94:

See background papers on "Communist'
China."

"Selected Readings on China."



G. given culture is an integrated
whole, based on fundamental postulatos
or values.--

G. Culture may change by a process
of diffusion.

G. Cbanges in one aspect of a culture
will have effects upon other aspects;
changes will ramify, whether they
are technological, in social organ-
izationl In ideo7,10,y, or whatever
else a part of the cultural
system.

-97-

Confucianism and later Neo-Confuci
central philosophy of Chinese and
attitudes toward all aspects of so
tended to integrate all social in

b. The type of family and attitude to
tended to develop a basic situatio
rather than individualism in Chiae
a result Chinese tended to look fo
people and plq,ary groups
money or 6,:t1-iD3 nbead in

c. The attiftqe of abbingtn
nextural -;:orLd, ,20,11er th.xa

to affect ne,,.:conomic oy%r.,v
.developflontjaild scientific 0,;lol.o

B. During the middle of the 19th coatury, C
much influenced by western contacts. Sc

came as a result of reaction to western
some by way of diffusion of ideas and tr
in technology and industry led to chang(

of life. So did changes in ideas about

individual.
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a. Confucianism and later Neo-Confucianism became the
central philosophy of Chinese and affected their
attitudes toward all aspects of society and
tended to integrate all social institutions.

b. The type of family and attitude oward family
tended to develop a basic situation mindedness

ther filen individualism to Chinese culture; as
a result Chinese Lended to look roi., Ieurity from
people mid pAsAry groups larser rvom .1cquaring

woney (Jr ..,:'GM.); oboad in ;")

c, The.attirqe of MU-a& in %,U.11 na;:v1,:o o the

natural.oad, -;:aUer ,'cri,ec4.11g it, 1::-:nded.

Lo affect 1.7,e t!.q.h1A0MiC o:mk;c1,.

deielopAnt;aild Belentific

B.-During the middle of the 19th ceatury, China began to be
much influenced by western contacts. Some cultural changes

came as a result of reaction to western domination and
some by way of Lifusion of ideas and technology. Changes

in technology and industry led to changes in other aspects

of life, So did changes in ideas about the role of the
individual.
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and held together by people's basic values or attitudes toward

life. Do you think that evidence front the traditional Chinese

society supports or contradicts this statement?

*24. Have pupils read about the period of growing Western influence

and imperialism in China during the 19th century. Discuss: Why

was China unable to resist western imperialism? If you had been

Chinese, how would you have reacted to Western demands? How did

Western civilization influence Chinese civilization?

Seeger, Pagean

pp.-33513
Bell, The Two
El4ing, Our Wid

-Stavrianos,:G1
631.

Armstrong, Chi
Schwartz, Clif
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r by people's basic values or attitudes toward
ink that evidence from the traditional Chinese
or contradicts this statement?

d about the period of growing Western influence
n in. China during the 19th century. Discuss: Why
to to resist western imperialism? If you had been
3uld you have reacted to Western demands?, How did
Lation influence Chinese civilization?

Seeger, Pageant of Chinese History,

PP. 335:35.
Bell, The Two Chinas, pp. 52-61.

Ewing, Our ening World, pp. 59-67.
Stavrianos, Global History, pp. 630 -

631.

Armstrong, Chinese Dilemma, Ch. 6.
Schwartz, China, Ch. 4.
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A. IS COMITTED TO THE IrRE1 1,XAMINAT''011

OF r.;OCIAL ATTITUDES A FO rATA. SEARCHES
AGTBELY FOR DIFFilRSAIT POlifilS OF VIEW

MD Mh!i:TRETATIONS.

G. In the international gystem, in-
equalities of power only invite
the use of some form of coercion.

1. Political revolutions are usually
the result of multiple causes.

A. IS r:CEPTICAL O THEORIES OF SINGLE
CAUSATION IN THEJMCIAL SCIENCES.
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25. A student might prepare several cartoons showing Chinese and
English views'of the Opium War.

26. P(-xliaps have a pupil prepare a cap ilbowing foreign of

:...luence in CMDA !Ind the loss of oc:3..*ain areas of Clytna fa

late 19th T:low s.ske a of the U. El.

slThevc*

be yo &ir such of iiqlrn,:e in U. $3.,?

ff :;c:u had 'bee.a C=.)..;.e, howwould you oza :,1c0:1.7;11

TEI:tes of infiv..zii:e?

27. Have a good student investigate and report briefly on some of the
proble?..9 which were facing China internally during the first part
of the 19th century. He should discUss such topics as population
growth and pressure upon developed resources, the central govern-.
meat's ability to deal.with problems of poverty and floods,
corruption in the bureaucracy,.the rise of war lords, and the
weaknesses of emPerors.

Discuss: ..Suppose western countries had not begun to interfere in
Chinese affairs. In the light, of what you have learned. in the pest,
what might youhave expected to have happen in China before too
many years? Why?

Sec.6,7:r,

r

Dun J. Li, The
pp. '2,(JITIY(5(5.

Eisen
;e(itrcie, VQ3..

Schurmna :\nd Sebe

2 L-

112,

re r 1;7.ve

Schur:run:in (r, x1

Rcaer,

Fairbenk, The U. f

pp. l.:Z5-121,
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ght prepare several cartoons showing Chinese and
fa of the 0.11ium War.

a pupil prepare a rnp shotAinc foreign .;.Thect3 of
Chipa :14111 the loos of ct,:u-1:ain areao of r'. r, jn

'Joy wake to of tha
ihei-cs Zor):?vally impopcit

W such of 1.nt1177wc iii V.

how would you 1:nya :1:cakld to ,3a
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A A

student investigate and report bOefly on some of the
ich were facing China internally during the first part
century. He should discuss such topics as population
pressure upon developed resources, the central govern-
ity to deal with problems of poverty and floods,
in the bureaucracy,-the, rise of war lords, and the
of emperors;

appose western countries had not begun to interfere in
airs. In the light of what you have learned in the past, .
you have expected to have happen in China:before too

Why?

'!;,nnt of C1-0.nese History,

pp, .

Dun J. Li, The AulPsn Chinese,

pp.
Eisen and Yilkr, Truman Ad-

-eutx.re 'vol. 2 TT.BI:847- ,

errs., .China

P-perial Chtnal.pp. 131-

e.g., Barn.,:tt, Col..:,;9iiAChina in

Peric ti:vt.., pp. 3.6-11.

Schumann oqa ;31:37wAl, eds.,' China

Rc.ader, Ti4neial China

:Fhirbank, Iheth_....,and China,
pp. f25-126,. 131.
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G. Frequently) change introduced from
the outside is accepted for a time,
with resulting loss of traditional
values and conflict between gener-
ations. Later, as members of the
society discover that they cannot
participate fully in the dominant
culture (or dominating society), or
as they develop feelings of inoecurity,
they react by developing nativistic
movements to reject the foreign
culture and restore their old cul-
tural values.

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINATION
OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA. SEARCHES
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
AND INTERPRETATIONS.
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28. Have pupils read Hung Jen-kan's reform proposals just prior to
the Taiping Rebellion. Discuss: How would you think the Americans
and :tattier foreigners in China would react to a movement making such
suggestions for China? Why? Review what pupils read earlier about
the Taiping Rebellion, or have a pupil give a report on this re-
bellion, adding to what pupils already know about it. Then discuss:'
Why did the foreign groups in China finally come to the support of
the Manchus rather than the reformers? What effects did the re-
bellion have upon China?

Have pupils xcad Scarth's account of punil-rust in China in ihe late
1840's. DI:o-ucs: Do you think the tyyno of imni:thment tr,ed by Lhe

o]c;:s could love 1'9(1 YnyLhing to do ,ith the exce30f,s

by the during the Rebellion? Ty or ',shy not?

29. Several p' this might invstigate the Boxer Rebellion. They hold
then role -play two imaginary situations: (a) a group of foireis,
including an American, who are discussing the revolt and its results,
and (b) a &coup of Chinese who are discussing the revolt and its
results.

Afterwards hold a class discussion on the causes of the revolt, the
reasons for its failure, and the effects of the revolt.

Eisen and Filler,
venture, Vol
TTeform prop

Don J. Li, Ageles
406,

Eisen and Filler,
venture, Vol

"Sclectcd

Flomirg,

Hirschfeld, Vitt
Terror.

Seeger, Pageant

pp. 345-353
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cad Hung Jen-kan's reform proposals just prior to
ebellion. Discuss: How wcIld you think the Americans
ci.gners in China would react to a movement making such
or China? Why? Review what pupils read earlier about
ebellion, or have a pupil give a report on this re-
ng to what pupils already know about it. Then discuss:
)reign groups in China finally come to the support of
ether than the reformers? What effects'did the re-
upon China?

r.ad anth's account of puni:;),qult in China in the late
Do :jou Hlink the typs of vuniAment 11.:,:d by L12e

could ?'^d ,InyLhjag to the OACC3 m
auriog the Rkfoollion? HIly or why not?

might inwAitie,ate the Boxer :Ic?bollion. They ::;10:11d.

y two iroogipacy situations: (a) a 6roltp of folojcs,
lmerican, who ar2 discussing the revolt and its r,:sults,
:gip of Chinese who are discussing the revolt and its

id a class discussion on the causes of the revolt, the
:is failnre, and the effects of the revolt.

Eisen and Filler, eds., Human Ad-
venture, Vol. 2, pp. 85-8-67
Ti6Torm propaganda).

Don J.'Li, Ageless Chinese, pp. 400 -
4o6.

Eisen and Filler, eds., Human Ad-
venture, Vol. P. pli77136 77

"Select:A Pc:idiogs on China."

Flomirt;)

HirschreTd, YqLy:fiveDaysof
Tercor.

Seeger, Pageant of Chinese History,

PP. 345-353.



G. Although culture is always changing,
many traits or elements persist over
long periods of time.

G. Culture may change through a
process of diffusion.

G. Changes in one aspect of a culture
will have effects upon other aspects;
ohntivs will ramify, whether they are
Varological, in social organization,
in :Cteology, or whatever else is a

pait of the cultural system.
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*30. Have pupils read Chamberlain's dispatches on the treatment of
China by foreigners after the rebellion was put down. Discuss:
If you had been Chinese at this time, how would you have reacted
to.foreignersl'including Americaue,.1 How would you have"; elt about

missionaries?

31. Give pupils a brief summary of the Open Door Policy or have them
read. brief descriptions of this policy in history textbooks. Then
discuss: How do you think Americans would expect the Chinese to

policy? Thy? If you had been living in China at that
'.2:"4 do you th4.11k 7,rou1d 111-:vo 7-7Q,T.a. it? Why?

(.1m/ attits

Age in the of the 71..-)th .. :.i!.d 5i :.:.!5a eaely

the 20;h

33. f.,.;.:vral pupils .J:6:,a biographies or ::,.utobiegraphies of Chl.::se

ho re-i:ort what their lives were like prior to, during, and after
the revolution of 1911. Have them present a panel discussion in
which_they point out ways in which life in China was changing'
and vays in which changes were related to western influence.

"Selected Readings

Chao, Au tolliogi:".1213.

WerivIn.

Buylin, The Cripple

Baker, Sn YaiSen
Buck, Tice in Who

. _ _
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Chamberlain's dispatches on the treatment of
pers after the rebellion was put down. ,Discuss:
Chinese at this time, how would you have reacted
including Americans? How would you have felt about

arief summary of the Open Door Policy or have them
criptions of this policy in history textbooks. Then
0.0 you think Americans would expect the-Chinese to
cy? Why? If you had been living in China at ghat
ou -1.117;.11k "ii.(;:',7t3. it? Why?.

:11e.ml no ;.'*Le q7:tit-,Ths it

of 12:71 eaely
1-:.ko).e? Ay?

biographies or :.',Atobiographies of C;IL:oe -
t their lives were like prior to, during, and after
of 1911. Have them present a panel discussion in
at out ways in which life in China was changing
Ich changes were related to western influence

"Selected Readings on China."

Ciao, Autobiogi%1;2hy of a Inixose

Uomtin.

Suylin--Oie Crippled Tree.
Baker, Sign 'fat Sen.

Buck, T176-2&illh6-Changed China.



G. Political revolutiond are usually
the result of .multiple causes.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF THE THEORIES OF
SINGLE CAUSATION IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES.

G. Imperialism, and particularly
'attitudes of superiority by
metIlbers of the lyTerialist
ccrIntry, give i.so to feelings

of frustration; ;;;.:,n codoincd. with

.r,:3e diffesion a 7::1:*;nalistic

other cc.e,.3,. it helps gi-ia
1.1:Je to fe:...1j:ngi vf ?-.1tionalJsm.

A. S033PTICAT. OF 2.5.V.:131?115.

---
G. Although culture is always changing,

certain traits or elements persist
over long periods of time.

S. Evaluates sources of information
in terms of bins and competency.

-105-

C. The new Republic of China failed to
domestic problems or problems which
China's relations with foreign cour2i
The Japanese invasion and later Won]
the problems of government and hnst
the Republic and. the establishment c
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C. The new Republic of China failed to eolve either bar ic
domestic problems or problems which the Chin ee Jaw in
China's relations with foreign countr es (e.g. imperialism).
The Japanese invasion and later World ,Tar II complicated
the problems of government and hastened the downfall of
the RepUblie and the establishmient of Couhitaist control.
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*34. Have.pupils read about the causes and results of the revolution
of 1931. They should analyze the differences among aho
supported the revolution, the reasons why concessions by the
government did not prevent revolution, Sun Yat Sen's ideas and
role in the revolution, and the early years of the republic.
Discuss: Did the revolution solve the problems facing China?

*35. Have a group of stu ents present a symposium on life in China
during the 1920's/and 1930's. They should discuss: (a) similarities
and differences between life in China then and earlier, and (b) the
bias and competency of the authors whose books they have used.

Bell, 7.(oClas
Ewing, 1.2'y'!

Eisen and Filler
2, pp. C.a-P9.

(

pp.
Dun J. Li, krele!

cuo.

Watn) n)11f-;.°fF.
Buck,

Hors y, 3i.ngi_.e
3uling nnd

ConfuCti.is.

Yang, AChipese__
Hu, et. al., Chil

(family).

Yang, C. K., Chi
Society : -71'1

VMage, Pt
Chi' pier 6.



ead about the causes and results of the rvolution
y should analyze the differences emong't
revolution, the reasons.why.concessions by the

_d not prevent revolution, Sun Yat Sen's ideas and
-evolution, and the early years.of the republic.
i the revolution solve the/problems facing China?

of students present a symposium on life in Chita
920's and 1930's. They should discuss: (a) similarities
ces between lie in China then and earlier, and (b) the
petency of the authors whose books they have used.

Belli To,Cllneis, 0. 611_57.

Ewing, TLYiE;idi3Ini;:g Wor10, 67-71.
El -3eri arta-

Sceftr, 1:';!Laot of iinliller_4e

pp. 353-361.
Dun J. Tj, A1;ele6s Chinese, pp. 431i-

.

466.

Wain,.gOlgJo Of xile..

Buck, 111.. Good Earth
Henley, A Singlc Pebble
Su-ling and Crs,iy

/
Dauffhter of

.

Yang, ChA ine se Village.

Hu, et. al., China, pp. 171173)
(family) .

Yang, C. K., Chinese Communist
Society: The "Family

pp. 17.:.22 And

ChTipf,elz 6.



G. Every economic system faces
scarcity or a lack of enough
productive resources to satisfy
all. human wants.

G. Living levels in the U. S. are
very high compared to those in
most countries.

G. Change may EILLa as a result of
a process of diffusion.

G. The. greatest push to improve
levels of living is more likely
to come from those above the
bottom strata of society than
from those at the bottom.

S. Generalizes from data..M11

-107-
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36.. Have a pupil Pretend'to be a government investigator sent out by
the government in the 1930's and early 40's to 'investigte peasant
conditions. He should write his report.

Or have pupils all read brief excerpts about. peasant life during
the 1930's and 1940's and about famines during this peviod.'

37. .L;d (1:::,21(T)..{t of7 a C(..:,,r4-118t 'At

in C2152:1, 1-.43;irdling th.(1 'rat r;en's t:dth ti ie

::.'.rid Chiuitg Trui ;311c!lc's vith the Ce::

%i%cu.2s: 'A'hy did Cokvivillw ;Enke so liLtle.rwovess at fivot?
fir.v:Ily enabled them to actin more woport? Also ask:

1'm)n irhat soctal class did the early Comunist leaders come?

?'ter glps show the film Mao.Tse:tuna which descl'ibes-the Chinese.
(.1::D.ihunist Party lap until the time of the Communist victory.

CGinpre the film with the ideas expressed in the readings on
the Commnist illovc171ent.

38 ET:-.AV *a oral )21poei% oa iAlo.Tsc-tung's ideas. Discuss: How did
7.Q0 411"er 11.st lendc,rs in his ideas al :out
C(nr.,uriam? £kw 6.1a h LO :-;Late hjs ideas in order t,o iccep

-,,.-.)11.ries and the Chinese people? Duos
TI,:.7-tun3!s J i.fQ ;-:-ppoi:-L-or contradict the Marxian idr:a &bout

hbe ?umrs affee;: -Lbo, t.:ourse of history?

Stayr).anos,_Readi

White andJacoby.,,:

China.pp, -2

C. K. Yang, Chine
Society, Pt

c' cant

C:131is, ChtiaR, (-1(

Coibffunist,

Kuo,
Bell,723etwo Chi
Ewing, Our Widen'

74

Film: Mao. Tse-t1

26 min

Payne, Mao Tse-
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..?.tend. to be d government investigator sent out by

in the 1930s and early 40's to investigr,tte peasant
should write his report.

all read brief excerpts about peasant llfe during
1940'a and about famines during this period.
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Lo !-Aate his i.dens in °idol" 1-,o irp
t: tern ,,ontrie3 r.nd th: Chinese people? PQrs

if.fe .3t)i.,.popk; u contradict the Marxian idea about
-.;hafTect the rzourse of history?

Stavrianos, Readings in World History,

PP- 7087718, or
White and. Jacoby, Thunder Out of

China, pp. 21-23, 27-32, 116-
157

C. K. Yang, Chinese Communist
Society, Pt..II, Chs. 3-5.

PP. 10-J75:
Cn]lis, China,Cooftan. _and

Coolfluaist-, 'Oh. 14.

Kuo, nanIs of China; Ch. 9. '

Bell, The'wo Chinas, pp. 68-70.
Ewing, Our Widening World, pp. 71-

7L

Film: Mao Tse-tung, McGzaw-Hill,
267inin.

Payne, Mao.Tse-tung.



G. In the international system, in-
equalities of power only invite the
use of some form of coercion.

G. There err., many sources of. national
po4er.in'aealing iUh other.nations.
Mtlita.cy capacity it van, important

fo.otor but 'lot the only one. .

n!M,...acos in ;1)12111tion, resources,
10 :von*.c.:t.a. in

fiI. -J;-::7

1 Ycy t1::,er-

.erT

11:.01U,Aq In:tor:Ant economic

upon pnuple.

conflict;
.7:..,41..t.ato another

i2o......(2thing from it,

G, 1:4;0M1ji
Le yx10.t.

A., çj ;uaTICAL Oio tl? SINGLE

CLW.Wa)kfiN q1,1E SCIFCTS.

-109-



39. Show the film War in China: 1932-1945. Afterwards discuss:
What effects did the Jaanese war in the thirties and later
World War II have upon China', upon the Kuomintang's chances

for success.

Kave several pupils read bool:s about China during World War II.
They should add to the class discussion of the questions suggested
above.

Film: 'Jar in

c13§T6i
Hill, 27

Lewis, To B
Scovel, The
Briggs, Pau,
White and 'J

China.

40. Show the film The Pall of China which describes the Civil War Film: The

from 1945 until the Cowmunist victory and presents varying points Twenti
of view about why the Communists won. McGraw



!ex in China: 191j2-1545. Afterwards discuss:
d the Japanese war in the thirties and later

upon China? upon the Kuomintang's chances

pup .1s read boo::s about China during World War 11.
dd to the class discussion of the questions suggested

in The Pall of China which describes the Civil War
Al the Colamunist victory and presents varying points
why the Communists won.

Film: Chhia:_l232-1945,
(GB-dIJevi.oton filinr, McGraw-
Hill, 27 min.

Lewis, To Beat A Tiger.
Scovel, The Chinese Ginger Jars.
Briggs, Daughter of the Khans.
White and Jacoby, Thunder Out of

China.

Film: The Fail of China, (CBS
Twentieth Century Series),
McGraw-Hill, 27 min.



S. Rejects post hoc arguments and whole-
falacies.part

S. Evaluates sources of information-
in terms of s and competency.

S. Evaluates sources of information
in terms of completenesL of data.

A. IS SCEPTICAL CF THEMES OF SINGLE
;.U111ATION 111 THE SOCIn SCIENCES.

A. "tii TO eXAVITNATION

a ROXIOVi.:S EnTA. SEA1WES
'COP D)IjTERZNT mum OF VILA

).:4,LritESAfORS.

G. Living levels in tb.e U, S. arc very hi.gh
compared to those in Imst countries.

G. People's ideas of wbatconstitutps an
adequate level of liqing on one band or
poverty on the other changes OG avo-;)ge
living levels cbc!n. imd differ from

one country to another.

S. Generalizes fzom data.,, .04 , .



41. Prepare a dittoed sheet with conflicting quotations either Mehlinger, Re
blaming or defending the State Department and the President Loh, The Ku;M
for the loss of China to the Communists. Have pupils read Conquest
these quOtations. Discuss the bias of the authors and who Barnett, Conr
they were. Evaluate the arguments in terms of logic. Chapter

Cailis, China
Then have a panel present a discussion on the reasons for the Chapter
Kuomintang loss to the Communists. Was the U. S. to blame?
Have the group also discuss the sources of information they Schumann an

have used and the problems they faced in determining how much Republic

faith to put in the information they found. 5.

42. Project pictures of life in China during the last years of the Cartier -Brest
Kuomintang and Civil War. Have pupils use them to develop a (Plates
descriptive list of living levels at the time. They should
keep this list and compare it with living levels at the present
time as they study economic conditions under the Communists.
(See part IV B.) Discuss: Do you.think the Chinese viewed
these Jiving levels in the same way we do? Why or why not?

4j. imAve pupils summarize this section of the unit by listing
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toed sheet with conflicting quotations either
_fending the State Department and the President
of China to the Communists. Have pupils read

ions. Discuss the bias of the authors and whc
',valuate the arguments in terms of logic.

)anel present a discusSion on the reasons for the
oss to the Communists. Was the U. S. to blame?
up also discuss the sources of information they
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,ores of life in China during the last years of the
.nd Civil War. Have pupils use them to develop a
list of living levels at the time. They should
ist and compare it with living levels at the present
stady economic conditions under the Communists.

V B.) Discuss: Do you think the Chinese viewed
7 levels in the same way we do? Why or why not?

summarize Ws section of the unit by listing

Mehlingr, Readings, pp. 156-164.
Loh, The Kuomintang Debacle of 1949,

Conquest or Collapse?
Barnett, Communist China in Perspectil.

Chapter 1.
Callis, China, Confucian and Communisi

Chapter 5.

Schumann and Schell, China Reader,
Republican China,.Pt. II, Sectior

Cartier-Bresson, China, Part one,
(Plates 4-13-, 21-24).
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G. Although culture is always changing,
certain parts or elements may persist
over long periods of time.

G. Culture may change by a process
of diffusion.

G. Persistence of cultural traits
may result from a reluctance to
change or from a lack of exposure
to conditions Yihich Zulthor change.

G. '70mo t..lre W c.lannze;

Some hrtage 011,2ftt.

G. tat.4:ta to introduce 0%arge
fail it thoze trying to bring
about the change do not try to
make changes congruent with
existing structures.

S. Identifics value conflicts.
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(a) cultural traits which persisted over long centuries within
China, (b) those which, changed, (c) reasons for the persistence,
(A) reasons fOr the changes.

4k. What tr-61.:71B in Chiae;;e bis;:v4 rinde .Lt

S'cr !..7)y!!zoniats to 0.7ttox:rity:ol 4houah.Cr=y,ilimk1
ecnf11.14

.-.;;,11.:3 the Atitade of theCh:1:112,3e

LI:Le '!?;.,m41,IAte Olven'th14
3-(..4,d6.YQu,-Lhik the Chinc6e

wc-614.....cca6ttp.theeft.bAe-over-and.r.)10..
1..*: the neu COdinianist jeaders,. what.abpecto of Chines;' ;30eirity

alA.whaz:valws'abd attitudeg'woold youha've.vnntedto:see changed?
SI.iga:stthat.pupils' try to find out, as they stizdyCoishunist

China; wl ether. or not-1Qaders actually tried to bring,Aboizt-thebe
. changes?
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OBJECTIVES

For Section on China as a Totalitarian Society

i'F'NFRAT TZATIONS'

I. Totalitarlaulsms ex:tend the scope of politics
far bend the usual to include almost all
4sixNts Of Jife.
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3. It is unlikely that one could find many genuine
autocracies (rule by one) in complex governments;
they are very likely really to be oligarchies.
The scope of government and the variety of its
clienteles demands a variety of skills that one
man does not possess.

a. Every decision-maker is dependent on advice,
knowledge, information, political intelligence,
and as a result, those advisors who can provide

than have an important base for exerting
power and influence on the official.

b. A law or policy must be efi'actizated and applied;
in that py:ocess the whole deeiaionAsking pvoc.-Js
gores on again.

c. Decison-mnking in an oligax-ehy rests with a
small group.

4. The contrast between democratic and non-democratic
political systems may be looked at as a conflict in
basic underlying values.

a. The community demands order and stability - -goals

which may be incompatible with the demands of
individuals. The continuing attempt to solve
the dilemmas of this conflict is the central
problem in all political philosophy and in all
attempts to create 'and modify political insti-
tutions. In totalitarian countries the individ-
ual's rights are sacrificed for the good of the
state.

. b. Freedom's relationship t
close and. obvious one; t
majorities, the competit
the ability to oppose wh
supposes, all depend on
personal freedom.

c. No country lives up com
ideology.

5. Heolegy is associated witi
political system with the

invelveeat and

6. A -Iii-Ezon's perceptions p:te.

vaixes and ideology.

7. Political power is uaevenl
through a population.

8. Struggle may bring togethe
persons and groups; coalit-

associations may result wh;
of the participants are in

9. Members of any group may a
reasons, some of which hav
with the goals of the orga

10. The relative centralizatio
of power within political
to the centralization of a

political system as a whal
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b. Frcedom's relation6hip to democracy is a
close and obvious one; the organization. of
majorities, the competition in goals, and
the ability to oppose which democracy pre-
supposes, all depend on a high-degree of
personal freedom.

c. No country lives up completely to its
ideology.

5. Ideology is associated with those people in the
political system with the Ercstest poilttoal

involvr;P.N%t rcAd iafoi.oation,

6. A I,Jr,:cn's perceptions aie a-Cfef.ted

values aad ideology.

7. Political power is unevenly dtstrfbuted
through a population.

8. Struggle may bring together otherwise unrelated
persons and groups; coalitions and temporary
associations may result where pragmatic interest:
of the participants are involved.

9. Members of any group may join it for varying
reasons: some of which have nothing to do
with the goals of the organization.

10. The relative centralization or decentralization
of power within political parties is related
to the centralization of authority within the
political system as a whole.



11. Larger complex bureaucracies result from the
growing governmental roles in mature, in-
dustrial societies.

12. The political importance of the judiciary
depends largely on whether or not it has
responsibility for declaring acts of the
other two branches unconstitutional.

13. Every economic system faces scarcity or a
lack of enough productive resources to
satisfy all 111.13t3la *ennts.

a. MI4allocation of te:;ciAress costs con..
tirEi what they could otherwise have
hld,

b. If productive resources are fully employed,
investment in capital goods for future
production requires some sacrifice in current
consumption.

14. Peoples' ideas of what constitutes an adequate
level of living on the one hand or poverty on
the other varies from country to country.

a. It is difficult to compare real wages
between countries because of differences
in the importance of different types of
goods for consumers, because of difficulties
in assessing the comparative purchasing power
of different monetary systems, because of
difficulties of estimating cost of living
(because of different prides for similar goods),
because of the difference in quality of goods,
and because of differences the amount of
socialized benefits provided by the different
countries.

15. Living levels do not rise t
production grows at a Paste
ulation.

16. Capital formation through
means of increasing produc
because it increases produ

17. In all societies, people 11
goals. Although some econ
much alike, different socii
ll,f.hasis upon them.

People uweJly 11

CAC fijdtM proiMe
(aad so htgher leols o
bility (and so effic
the emphasis on each gc

b. People differ in the de
desire freedom of econ
occupation and/or disp
a goal of their econom

c. People differ in the d
desire a reduction in
omit opportunity or in

18. Wars have an important ec
people.

19. The fundamental different
systems is in how and by
omit decisions over alloc
are made, rather than in
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15. Living levels do not rise unless output of
production grows at a faster rate than pop-
ulation.

i6. Capital formation through saving is a major
means of increasing production over time
because it increases productive capacity.

17. In all societies, people have'cortrOn economic
goals. Although some economic v.:',1s ave very
much alike, different societies o'llce
2.5pbasis upon them.

People mluolly like See :ehefee aeon-
, omic s2stom yeo-vM.0 3.0th ecoriomic ga).:G1.1

(and so hi" he
bility (and so ecoic z-cculV);
.the emphasis on each go:11 Amy Oifi7e'e.

b. People differ in the degree to which they
desire freedom of economic choice (of
Occupation and/or disposal of income) as
a goal of their economic system. .

c. People differ in the degree to which they
desire a reduction in inequalities of econ-
omic opportunity or inneme.

18. Wars have an important economic impact upon
people.

19. The fundamental difference between economic
systems is in how and by whoM the basic econ-
omic 'decisions over allocation of resources
are made, rather than in who .owns the re-
sources. .
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a. The power to allocate resources is im-
rertant to the pourer to control what and
how much will be produced.

b. Economic syStems are usually mixed, with
both public and private ownership and with
decisions made both by the government and
by consumers.

c. In practice in Communist countries most
means of production are owned by the govern-
ment, although the proportion of government
vdpcx.hip varies.

d. In command economies, most of the be sic economic
de:isions are made by the government.

1) Even in a centrally-planned economy, economic
planners cannot make all of the decisions as
to all of the details of what, how much, and
1 things shall be produced.

2) ,:entralized and decentralized economic
planning have advantages and disadvantages in
terms of the rational use of resources to
achieve the major goals of planning for an
entire economy.

e. Most economic systems are in the process of
constant change.

20. Whenever things valued by a society are scarce,
there will be differentiated access to and control
of these valued and scarce things by sub-groups
within the society.

21. Societies differ in the deg/

mobility between classes whi

a. The more widespread the E
the greater the vertical

22. Although culture is always (
traits or elements persist (
of time.

a. Culture may change as th

b. People usually do not di
trait completely; they a
fit it into now oituitio

c. Even when a major reorgc
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21. Societies differ in the degree of social
mobility between classes which is possible.

a. The more widespread the system of education)
the greater the vertical mobility.

22. Although culture is always changing, certain
traits or elements persist over long periods
of time.

a. Culture may change as the result of diffusic

b. People usually do not discard a culture
trait completely; they are more likely to
fit it into new situations.

c. Even when a major reorganization of a
society takes place (such as a revolution),
not all of the culture is completely
modified. .

d. Some val are conducive to change; some
make planned change difficult.

e. Changes in one aspect of a culture will hav(
effects on other aspects; changes will
ramify whether they are technological, in
social organization, in ideology, or what-
ever else is a part of the cultural system.

23. A given culture is an integrated whole, based
upon fundamental postulates or values.
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ATTITUDES

1. Values procedural safeguards of those accused d. Interprets cartoons.
of crimes.

4. Evaluates information.

2. Supports freedom o thought and expression.
a. Checks on the bias and(

3. Scepticism of single-factor causes in the social and on the completeness
studies.

4. Scepticism of panaceas.

GULLS

The broad skill toward which teaching is ultimately
directed is underlined. A specific aspect of a skill
is in plain type.

1. Attacks roblems in a rational manner.

a. Identifies and defines problems.

b. Sets up hypotheses.

2. Is skilled in locating_ inrormation.

a. Uses Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature.

3. Gathers information effectimly.

a. Reads for main ideas.

b. Interprets tables and graphs.

c. Draws inferences from tables and graphs.

b. Looks for points of agrc
among witnesses and aut.

c. Dctzets inconsistencies

d. Idirntifi3s inconsistz:;nc

5. Analyzes .yid organizes inf
6.4.1-fr ....1.1MITa.:02:

conclusions.....711.u.
a. Categorizes data.

b. Applies previously-lesa
generalizations.

c. Tests hypotheses againE

d. Generalizes from data.
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aferences from tables and graphs.

4. Evaluates information.

a. Checks on the bias and competency of authors
and on the completeness of data.

b. Looks for points of agreement and disagreement
anong witnesses and authors.

c. Dct;,)cts inconsistencies.

d. Id(:atifics inconsistz,ailies.

5. Analyzes ..vad organizes inforw3.tion and drns

conclusions.

a. Categorizes data.

be Applies previously-learned concepts and
generalizations.

c, Tests hypotheses against data.

d. Generalizes from data.



S. Applies prelously-learned
concepts and generalizations.

G. People usually do not discard
a culture trait completely;
they are more likely to fit it
into new situations.

G. Totalitarianisms extend the
scope of politics far beyond
the usual to include almost
all aspects of life.

S. Identifies and defines problems.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Applies previously-learned
concepts and generalizations.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

-115-

IV. China is a totalitarian society

A. The political system is an oligarchy
aspects of the society.

1. The Communist Party controls the t
system; it, in turn, is controlled
elite.
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IV. China is a totalitarian socity

A. The political system is
aspects of the society.

1. The Communist Party
system; it, in turn,
elite.

an oligarchy which controls all

controls the totalitarian
is controlled by the Communist



1. Before pupils begin their study of Communist China, have them make
a list of things they might expect to find true of the economic,
social, and political systems after the Communists came to power.

Discuss: Would you expect these systems to be exactly the same
in China as in the Soviet Union? Why or why not? Suggest that
pupils check their ideas as they study the next part of this unit.

2. Have a group of pupils assume the roles of sc :te of the Communist
leaders who have just led the successful revolution and established
a new government in China. They chould discuss the problems 'which

face them.

3. Discuss: (a) What advantaged did the Communist Party in China
have over that in the Soviet Union when they first seized power?
(Be sure to discuss the administrative experience they had had in
Chinese provinces before they took control.) (b) What disadvantages
did the Communist leaders have?

4. Project a diagram showing how the Chinese government works in theory. e.g. See simp
Discuss: If the Communist government is similar to that in the Soviet Stavrian
Union, how would you expect this government to operate? Have pupils Man, p.
try to find out if they are correct as they read about the political
system.
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begin their study of Communist China, have them make
ngs they might expect to find true of the economic,
olitical systems after the Communists came to power.
ld you expect these systems to be exactly the same
n the Soviet Union? Why or why not? Suggest that
their ideas as they study the next part of this unit.

a of pupils assume the roles of some of the go-animist
have just led the auccessful revolution and established
izent in China. They should discuss the problems which

a) What advantageo did the Communist Party in China
;hat in the Soviet Union when they'first seized power?
) discuss the administrative experience they had had in
winces before they took control.) (b) What disadvantages
Imunist leaders have?

diagram showing how the Chinese government works in theory.
Lf the Communist government is similar to that in the Soviet
would you expect this government to operate? Have pupils

d out if they are correct as they read about the political

e.g. See simple diagram in
Stavrianos, Global History of
Man, p. 605.
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S. Reads for main ideas.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. The relative centralization
or decentralization of power
within political parties is
related to the centralization
or decentralization of authority
within the political system
as a whole.

S. Interprets tables and graphs.

G. Larger complex bureaucracies result
from the growing governmental roles
in mature, .industkial societies.

a. The party is organized under the
democratic centralism; the decis
organs are binding upon members

b. The.Party has increased rapidly
although it is still an elite or
the largest Communist Party in t
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n ideas.

from data.

e centralization
lization of power
tical parties is
the centralization
lization of authority
political system

tables and graphs.

lex bureaucracies result
owing governmental roles
Industrial societies.

a. The party is organized under the principle of
democratic centralism; the decisions of higher
organs are binding upon members of lower organs.

b. The. Party has increased rapidly in size since 1945;
although it is still an elite organization, it is
the largest Communist Party in the world.
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5. Have pupils read about the political system of Communist China.
They should look for similarities and differences between it
and the Soviet political system.

6. Read aloud the statement from the Communist Party M,:lzberb Textbook
that "the indiviqval obeys the orgentzation, the minority obeys
'lle majority, the 11,1/er ranks obey the higher ranks, bmpeh

vnit,:aly obey the Central Ceimittee." Diecuss: IlrAt

does this ;:t,lat seem to imply about the organi,:atica .And pe-rer
structure in the Chinese Communist Party? In the firnd 0.11R13rSIS,

who exercises the .ce:ier in the Coar.enist Party? How are the lenders
chosen?

Have a pupil look up: (a) the provision in the Constitution about
how frequently the National Party Congress is supposed to meet,
(b) the provision ir the Party's Constitution about how frequently
the Central Committee is supposed to meet, (c) the number of times
each has met since 1950. Report his findings to the class.

Project a chart showing the organization of the Communist Party..
Have pupils indicate the way in which line of authority should be
drawn to show the flow of power.

7. Project a table showing the growth in the size of the Communist
Party. Discuss: Why do you think the leaders decided to expand
membership after getting control of the country? What problems
do you think might arise from such expansion of membership?

INV

Bell, Two Chine
Barnett, Commun

pp. 12-20
Stavrianos, Glc

pp. 604-
Barnett, Ccmmu,

Chapter 2.
Durdin, Mao's
Swisher, China

Lewis, Comm:
nnd Chan
Pp. 13:D7

For actual wo
Constitu
Major Do
China, p

e.g. Stavrtan
p. 605.

Hu, et. al.
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hart showing the organization of the Communist Party..
indicate the way in which line of authority should be

ow the flow of power.

table showing the growth in the size of the Communist
souse: Why do you think the leaders decided to expand
after getting control of the country? What problems

nk might arise from such expansion of membership?

Bell, Two Chinas, pp. 85-99.
Barnett, Communist China (pamphlet),

pp. 12-20.
Stavrianos, Global History of Man,

pp. 601-6013, 621-622.

Barnett, Communist China and Asia,
Chal)ter 2.

Durdin, Mao's China, pp. 12-22.
Swisher, China, Chs. 6-7.

Lewis, Communist China: Crisis

and Change, (pamphlet77---- -
131) B-9.

For actual wording of the Party's
Constitution, see Lewis, ed.
Major Doctrines of Communist
China, pp. 127,=.7317

e.g. Stavrianos, Global History,
p. 605.

Hu, et. al., China, p. 523.
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S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Interprets tables and graphs.

S. Draws inferences from tables
and graphs.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

G. Struggle may bring together
otherwise unrelated persons and
groups; coalitions and temporary
associations may result where
pragmatic interests of the partic-
ipants are involved.

G. Members of any group may join it
for varying reasons, some of which
have nothing to db with the goals
of the organization.

S. Categorizes data.

S. Sets up kpotheses.

1) The size was increased to care
to direct political, social an

2) This rapid expansion has crest
for the party.

e.) This rapid increase has mea
. the men recruited for the p

competent to perform their
particularly difficult to r
educated Chinese because of
level of the masses of peop
attracted to the party.

b) A rapid increase in members
ment of members to importan
economic posts bap meant t
attracted careerists and no
This means that some of the
important administrators ma
as earlier members.
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eses. 1) The size was increased to care for the need for peOple.
to direct political, social and economic activities.

2) This rapid expansion has created serious problems
for the party.

bles and graphs.

ces from tables

sheses.

bring together
elated persons and
itions and temporary
may result where
erests of the partic-
volved.

ny group may join it
reasons, some of which
to d6 with the goals
ization.

data.

theses.

a) This rapid increase has meant that some of
the men recruited for the party may not be so
competent to perform their jobs; it has been
particularly difficult to recruit enough
educated Chinese because of the low educational
level of the masses of people who would be
attracted to the party.

b) A rapid increase in membership and the assign-
ment of members to important political and
economic posts has meant that the party has
attracted careerists and not just idealists.
This means that some of the party members and
important administrators may'not be so loyal
as earlier members.
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(Set up hypotheses.)

8. Analyze figures on membership in the Communist Party in terms of
percentages of peasant backgrounds. Discuss: How does this figure
compare with that in the Soviet Coununist Party? How easy do you
think it would have been when the Communists took over for peasants
to perform the political and economic administrative tasks needed
by the government? If you had been the Party's leaders in the
early 1950's, how would you have treated the businelorilen, technicl;nAs,
college professors, and teachers who were not Patty members but ::'ho
had not opposed the Party? Why?

9. Ask each student to pretend that he had lived in China in the early
1950's. He should write a brief paragraph on the following topic:
Why I Tried to Join the COmmunist Party?

11^ad aloud several of these paragraphs. Then have a committee pre-
pare a list of.the reasons cited in all of the papers. They should

organize them under different categories. Discuss: Suppose many

Chinese became members for these reasons. What effects might this

have had upon the Party?

Tang, Communist
pp. 106-108

Lewis, ed., Majo
Communist C

See above.
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Tang, Communist China Today,
pp. 106-108 (figures).

Lewis, ed., Major Doctrines of
Communist China, pp. 112-113.

See above.
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S. Tests hypotheses against data.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Ideology is :associated with those
people in the political system
with the greatest political aware-
ness, involvement and information.

G. Decision-making in an oligarchy
rests with a small group.

S. Identifies inconsistencies.

c. Policy decisions are made by th
Party; some of them are then le
turned into law by the governme
dictates of the Party.
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theses against data.

from data.

is associated with those
the political system

greatest political aware-
olvement and information.

making in an oligarchy
h a small group.

es inconsistencies.

c. Policy decisions are made by the top organs of the
Party; some of them are then legitimized by being
turned into law by the government organs at the
dictates of the Party.
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10. Have two pupils assume the roles of Communist. Party leaders who
are discussing the need for and methods of carrying out a party
rectification campaign and Three Anti-Campaign. They should in-
clude a discussion of the problems arising from rapid expansion
of a party membership and a discussion of the pros and cons of
the Soviet system of liquidation by force as against attempts to
persuade.

Now quote sections of Tang Hsiaol-p'ings's comments on the need to
reform Party members and his conclusions about how it may be done.

Barnett, Commur

Lewis, ed., Ma
CoiaMunist

11. Quote the Chinese Communists on the meanig of ;;',e. term "party Tang, Cmitinni:.

cadres.'! 015eU33: that Nould you expect to -.avra true about the 120.

selection and training of such members? quote Oincse sources For general m,
again on the training and selection of such i'l.)(!kS and Party members Luqls, e
in general. Communis'

"Party C
Have pupils read the statement in the Chinese People's Daily for Lewis, Major
Jan. 12, 1957 on why the Party should require approval of marriage China, p

M110..
partners for Party members. Discuss: How would you feel if your

M.Vr

political party demanded such control over you? Do you think the
Chinese, with their traditions, would react in the same way? Why
or why not?

12. Have pupils read article 22 of the constitution which states that
"The National People's Congress" is the sole organ exercising the
legislative power of the state. Discuss: Du you think that this
is true in practice?

"Selected Rea
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al People's Congress" is the sole organ exercising the
power of the state. Discuss: Do you think that this

practice?

Barnett, Communist China, Ch. 3.

Lewis, ed., Major Doctrines of
Communist China, pp. 770Til.

Tang, Comma ni;t China Today, pp. 113
.. .040 fest

120.

For gcnetal ,uslml?e.cohip, see:

Lc: ;j.i ed. Major Doctrines of
Communist CEna,
rParty donititution provisions.

Lewis) Major Doctrines of Communist
China, pp. 1637T:

"Selected Readings on China."
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S. Interprets tables and graphs.

G. Political power is unevenly
distributed through a pop-
ulation.

G. Decisiox- making in an oligarchy
rests with a small group.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Identifies inconsistencies.

G. Decision- making in an oligarchy
rests with a small group.

G. It is unlikely that one could find
genuine autocracies (rule by

one in complex governments; they
are verr likely really to be
oligarchies. Th_ scope of govern-
ment and the-variety of its clienteles
demands a variety of skills that one
man does not possess.

d. The Communists have a system of
under which top leaders of the p
offices in the government struct
Communist Party members are the
organizations. The Communist Pa
people responsible for carrying
economic, and social plans.

e. The structure of government is p
the party; those below take orde
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from data.
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d. The Communists have a system of duplicating personnel
under which top leaders of the party occupy leading
offices in the government structure and army, and
Communist Party members are the leaders of mass
organizations. The Communist Party also chooses the
peotile responsible for carrying out political,
economic, and social plans.

inconsistencies. e. The structure of government is parallel to that of
the party; those below take orders from the top.

ins in an oligarchy
a small group.

kely that one could find
ne autocracies (rule by
mplex governments; they
ikely really to be

s. Th... scope -of govern-

he variety of its clienteles
variety of skills that one
of possess.
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13. Have a pupil preparc a chart to show the way in which Communist
Party leaders hold jobs in the Chinese government. Discuss in

class. Be sure to point out the relationship of the Party to
the army as well as the to other government positions.

Discuss: How does this relationship between Party and govern-
ment officials compare with the situation in the U. S.?

14. Have ropilg LAO. :cdola .73 :i.n the Cc2o.stitution .ihtch gives the

17,cp1,..01 egfess he 1.1,;Itt to 1,Aove a ,11.3e of pecolp,

.-',0Lxnn and tlle ftom °Mee. DiltrIss:

P!!s this --en LtAt ,he Congl.cc; (fIcaveiios t;le 1,1jor pier

In Ohil4a? Phy or 114 not?

15. Once again project the chart showing the orgenfzet1.on of the Chinese
government. Place a piece of acetate over it, and ask a pupil to
draw in arrows to show how-he thinks the government lines of control
actually run. Wow ask him to draw in another square to show where
the lines of authority come from from outside the government (the
people? The Communist Party as a whrdle? the top leaders of the
Communist'Party?)

16. Quote several authorities on the role of Mr in the Chinese political
system as compared with the role of Stalin in the Soviet system. Compare
it with the role of-the present Soviet leaders. Discuss: Suppose Mao

Tang, Communist
pp. 186-191

"Selected Rea03
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prepare a chart to show the way in which Communist
hold jobs in the Chinese government. Discuss in
re to point out the relationship of the Party to
ell as the to other government positions.

(does this relationship between Party and govern-
s compare with the situation in the U. S.?

.1%Jole Nhe Cilstitution gives the
21'l .he 110it to iwove a Of people,

c'.LAL.xan and ne oaten. DIAol!ss:

an :he Cong-.:csFs OUVei3,?.S tae 11,1jOr puver

lAy or thy not?

project the chart showing the organization of the Chinese
Place a piece of acetate over it, and ask a pupil to

'ows to bow how he thinks the government lines of control
n. Nov ask him to draw in another square to shut/ where
if au,tority come from from outside the government (the
le Communist Party as a whole? the top leaders of the
arty?)

rat authorities on the role of Mao in the Chinese political
:ampared with the role of Stalin in the Soviet system. Compare
e role of the present Soviet leaders. D1SCV'ci: Suppose Mao

Tang, Communist. China Today,

pp. 186-191 provides data.

"Selected Read/0gs on China."
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G. Every decision-maker is de-
pendent on advice, knowledge,
information, political intelli-
gence, and as a result, those
advisors who can provide
them have an important bane
for exerting power and influence
on the official.

G. A law or policy must be effectuated
and applied; in that process the whole
decision-making process goes on
again.

G. Since democracy is the chief
political expectation of the
times, oligarchy has had to
accept the symbols and forms
of democracy, if not its sub-
stance.

G. Larger complex bureaucracies
result from the grzyfing govern-
mental roles in mature, industrial
societies.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy is a
close and devious one; the organization of
majorities, the competition in goals, and
the ability to oppose which democracy pre-
supposes, all depend on a high degree of
personal freedom.

f. China is really a one-party co
the minor parties are controll
Party and elections are not rea
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les in mature, industrial

es from data.

relationship to democracy is a
obvious one; the organization of

s, the competition in goals, and
ty to oppose which democracy pre-
all depend on a high degree of
freedom.

f. China is really a one-party country since the
the minor parties are controlled by the Communist
Party and elections are not really freely contested.
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does have as much power as Stalin did. Would it be correct tc

call China an oligarchy or an autocracy? Why or why not?

(Discuss the power of important advisors and even of all of
the Communist leaders in the field.)

17. Diccws: Since there are scr4ortil minor pIrties in China, such Hu, et. al., Chin
as the Kuomintang Revolutionary Committee, the Democratic Lulgue, Tang, Communist C

and the National Reconstruction Association, why has Communist piiin:itTj:
China been called a one-party political system?

After pupils have developed possible reasons, have a pupil
give a report on these parties and their role in China. Then
discuss: Would you agree or disagree with the statement that
China is a one-party political system? Why?

18. Hve a pupil give a report on Chinese elections. Then discuss: Barnett, Communi
How do elections in China compare with those in the U.S.S.R.? 312.

with those in the U. S.? Kimmond, No Dogs
176.

Hu, et. al. Chi
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uch power as Stalin did. Would it be correct to
oligarchy or an autocracy? Why or why not?
power of important advisors and even of all of
leaders in the field.)

ace there are sewral minor parties'inina, such
ntang Revolutionary Committee, the Democratic Lcague,
anal Reconstruction Association, why has Communist
ailed a one-party political system?

have developed possible reasons, have a pupil
t on these parties and their role in China. Then
ild you agree or disagree with the statement that

)ne-party political system? Why?

I give a report on Chinese elections. Then discuss:
tions in China compare with those in the U.S.S.R.?
in the U. S.?

et. al., China, pp. 191-193.
Tang, Communist China Toe!.ay,

pp. lbo-1 3.

Barnett, Communist China, pp. 310-
312.

Kimmond, No Dogs in China, pp. 175-
176.

Hu, et. al., China, pp. 203-206.
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S. Generalizes from data.

G. Since democracy is the chief
political expectation of the times,
oligarchy has bad to accept the
symbols and forms of democracy,
if not its substance.

S. Evaluates infoulation in terms
of bias and competency of authors
and completeness of data.101

S. Uses Reader's Guide To Periodical
Literature.

S. Evaluates information in terms
of bias and competenc7 of authors
and completeness of data.

2. Because of a ni.faier of limitati(
government and because of the U
ions to Red China, it is cliff Lc'

information about China.
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from data.

cracy is the chief
expectation of the times,
has bad to accept the
d forms of democracy,
substance.

Information in terms
d competency of authors
_teness of data.

e.

s Guide To Periodical

information in terms
competency of authors

eteness of data.

2. Because of a nt,zber of limitatioa3 _;et up by i;lle

government and because of the U. S. ticriel roActet-
ions to Red China, it is difficult to get accmate
information about China.
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19. Quote Mao Tse-tung (from On People's DomocraLic Dictatorship)
' about dictatorship in Communist China. Discuss: -Wily do the

Communist leaders bother with forms of democrati.e. government?
Row does his point of view compare with that of early Bolshevist
leaders in Russia?

13*.6 a ;:!:,:oup of aitleucolo3 (if the pzr)blem of rib-

*!:!:;..ng :7,ccrate'WQ.,-.:Atioa abovt J t
zYr;c11.,t,t2"

21,. Iia\re all Dup.i.1.8 rc.,%qd either a hook or a rimiber of Olga y. I
'dealing with Ri=d If Lhoy are ye*.ding arti.eles, they shou11

y,y1:0 ::ce.:.»,(3. art Lc) 41b) 0 var.i.::21.,y tl & t fvom (3.-teroyent
y1y101.1 and O'J'e,r a po.ri-J:.:(1 at P fr>, e t1.1c:y 121,1Eirl rev.iCW

1' ii 1! ChJ a 0 ,"

0 811;1 EI 8 I rue Riios of I ;:ii.1-421.,1 jt)t 13. tr,y- to

1.11,; ra rthoy TeeAd. the books :tint). -1': 'l1,.ido (post ions
tho:1)61;itical, .,t co 1 ail:in' s;jste-4.1..:s n

: ,

til,.!-::Y.:c"c:::.1.0. ) - 11:Jvew iL h,,"2%:T:i. . of
ciht)i.f1.(3: 1 sl', rls they 0 ft I ii boi)T's:-.1 j 1;4: hi & 3 rt i1d.'arti On

a 1:1.00i. ,une
book Or.:al:t..iC:3 'nich cie1 it Liz Cc iu

.
:

Walker, ,China thacik
p. 2c or ci

Lewis, ed., Major_
Communist

b

Use iet3.er 's Gui

r;. .
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.ung (from On People's Donoc/atic Dictatorship)
3hip in Communist China. Discuss: 1.1hy do the

ers bother with forms of democratic goverment?
Dint of view compare with that of early .Bolshevist
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)f ai:le.00..:0.8-.1.3 of 1.-csb1zw3 of ()b-

yte kao....-Ation about 1.. Mr..sy

.yrad either afbook'or a r.,uRber of Jlagay.ine articles

.al4China.. 1.f ;Aloy are vco.64ng theysbould
reti.oles about a varley otrobjots ryom diCferenl;

a period of ;JUIX3. -1.foi-e .1-boy 'hogin, revif2w

.

-116 klIka.S:Of vesUoos 1:2';i) *..4houlfl try to

the hooks'nd. AriAcIles. cip.tions
ec:onomio',

td .ch as
of r;.1).6i-Aloos

on

-(=).i.--Pti.01-,:-,4j.tea:tx:.-.16i6.....,-;.:0:jdon..of at 6ne
iTith

Walker, China Unaer
p. 24.1 or see:

1k:wit, ed., Major Doctrine* of
Communist China, pp.

Ttole 196y, 7p. :Y1.

liJe of

5.
0;

ee b

Use Beader's Guide.
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S. Looks for points of agreement.
and disagreement among witnesses
and authors.

S. Evaluates information in terms
of bias and competency of authors
and completeness of data.

G. The community demands order and
stability--goals which may be in-
compatible with the demands of
individual. The continuing
attempt t&solve the dilemmas of
this conflict is the central problem
in all political philosophy and
in all attempts to create and
modify political institutions. In

totalitarian countries the individual's
rights are sacrificed for the good
of the state.

3. In spite of constitutional guars
lacks basic political liberties.
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into of agreement
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competency of authors
eness of data.

ty demands order and
goals which may be in-
with the demands of
. The continuing
solve the dilemmas of
ct is the central problem
.tical philosophy and
-mpts to create and
Aical institutions. In
:II countries the individual's

sacrificed for the good
,e.

3. In spite of constitutional guarantees; China
lacks basic political liberties.
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22. Hold a general class discussion in which pupils are asked to
consider what they have just read as it relates to the Communist

Party and government. Discuss: Do your books and articles
_t;upport or contradict what you had learned earlier about the
role of the Communist Party in the Chinese political system?
about how leaders ore chosen? and about the power structure in

the political system? (Leave a discussion of the "cultural rev-
olution" no related to party control until later.)

As pupils t)t3c:uss diqeresees flmr)ag their books, osk: lat 'All8 the

of your :o.alicnI Hog do you knew? De;,o b1.90 help account for

6;-0C.:!saces hooks? Aze thcxe .my poi,tts ^il ..b1.!h your

r.11:!LJ ogreea tiieeeccvd Ja 1:o5,1 of viw?
.).t atd your !-Ive ln

'1?4U/1:A, .0,1!.11

'17.ow doesil:;o ;!:e ',:elationJhip of v..wty

to he veasoas? How does he t0 1;o 1,x;ep tne.TOkas ftam'becoAtilg
too much of on elite group with ;4.:cial privileges and separated
rKOM the nozses of the people? How ouccessfuldid your authors
consider these attempts?

23. Have pupils read. Article 19 and,Articles 85-103 on the rights and
duties of Citizens and the way in which the government will preserve

Q.') r Lty.:

DIscuss: 'How do these articles compare with the rights guaraateed
5n our Constitution? in the Soviet Constitution? On the basis of
1,!hat you have ecad so far, do you thiak that these guarantees are
wirr led t, n p r?1 0.1; ce?

"S,Alec bed Readings
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lid Article 19 And Articles" 85-7101 on the rights and "Sk.lected Readings on China."
...ens and the way in. which the government will prefJerve

do these articles compare with the rights guaranteed
UU-tion? In the Soviet Constitution? On the tnsisof
mad so 'far, do you think that these guarantes aye

n practice?
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G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political s, 3tems
may be looked at as a conflict in
basic underlying values.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS OF
STIOU ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

G. The political importance of

the judiciary depends largely
on whether or not it has re-
sponsibility for declaring acts
of the other two branches un-
constitutional.

S. Checks on the completeness
of data.

a. The Chinese government has us
of controlling citizens and
own power; however, the terro
complete as in the Soviet Uni
put much more emphasis upon "
"persuasion" or "brainwashing
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a. The Chinese government has used terror as a means
of controlling citizens and maintaining their
own power; however, the terror has never been so
complete as in the Soviet Union. The leaders have
put much more emphasis upon "reform" through
"persuasion" or "brainwashing."
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214-. Have pupils read an account of a Chinese trial as N:o:..itten
later by a Chinese. eyewitness. Let them discuss some -of the
questions suggested by Mehlinger in his introduction to the
account. A3.so discuss: How typical do yOu think -this 1;:r.i.a1

iwas in the' period when it -took place? (Ilave
this quetion on the basis of their other readings.) Do you
think this kind of trial would be common today? Why or 'why
not? (Again, ect.,k-im upon pupils' other reading.)

25. it ,si.-./(1 a !..loa iepoet on ";it,:r?,,z10

.7,4 1 -.ay QC 1,,,,i(iAlltpg of the

26. iluve a pupil give a.report on the. judt1.!tal system :in Comnunist
China. Tiiullss: How import.ant is the judiciai:system An the

po3Jtical system?

:Yr a pupil tell about the difficulties Iciumiond
-311 tey.ilig. to -Ci.nd. out how many Chinese: had bcen

!;,.) ()pp-mine, the regiKe or sent to labor reform.
1.,74,1; ; t., s 1 id. be get rrun Chou En- i?

!`+4' hl.i.1- v.v.ra To t-a3.)

PP-

Walker,03.4..JA 110

PP- 1.;.; 1357r

China'Und
pp.1§75156.

Loh, Ese4e-from

'MI et. al; Chi
COMITIU111.8:t

259 ..
Kimmind, No Dogs

183.,
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an account of a Chinese trial as v3 itt0.11
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cuss; How typical do you think this trial
i when it took place? (have pupils discuss
the basis of their other reodin6s.) Do you
)f trial could be comon.today? Why or ilhy
Vd upon pupils' other reading.)

a ;-:olie J.:11)oet

.411ing of the vvgi:e.

v'e a report on the judicial system in Communist
.,HoW importniit is the judicial system:1p the

at system?-

e a.puplI tell. about the difficulties Kimmond
to.find. out how many Chinese had reel

oppoutrg the regime or sent to labor reorm.
did. he get fmm Cbou En-lai?

mv,th3,111p,cr, 1.Pn a Pl? 80-
(1'

V;;Ilev
. _

'Jiltix:g of

15)162.- ,

Walkev Chiva Under A..1.A.A,

pp:I6,.A552--13;67-a6-2
Walker, China Urider'Comiiinnism,

pp l&PfS11.-.

.Loh..Eaciipe from Red China.

Hu, et. al.,China,14i.231-236,
Tang China Today, pp.

259.
Kirarnoncl, No Dogs in China, pp. 181-

183.
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G. The contrast between democratic
and non-democratic political
systems may be looked at as a
conflict in basic underlying

values.

G. The community demands order and
stability--goals which may be in-
compatible with the demands of
individuals. The continuing
attempt to solve the dilemmas of
this conflict is the central
problem in all political phil-
osophy and in all attempts to
create and modify political in-
stitutions. In totalitarian countries
the individual's rights are sacrificed
for the good of the state.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEWARDS
TROSE ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

G. Totalitarianism extends the
scope of politics far beyond
the usual to include almost
all aspects of life.

G. Totalitarianism finds it impossible
to coerce a large population con-
stantly; instead, it coerces in-

directly by controlling villa, fears,
etc., through the use of symbols,

mass media, etc.
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27. Nov have pupil give a report on qhst Chinese regulations and
official pronouncements indicate about forced 1r4bor in China.
He should include an account of the way in which regulations
came after the practice. He should also discus;: the importance

placed upon ideological reform (including the failure to release
prisoners at the end of their terms if they are not reformed)
and how those not yet sentenced can be put in forced labor.
He rhould compare the Chinese and Soviet systems of forced labor
ane. point out the limitations of data available on the Chinese
system.

28. Have several pupils assume the roles of Chinese at the time of
the "Five Anti Campaign," as they discuss the purposes of the
campaign and the results.

Larnett, Cowrnunis

Wirer, China Und
pp. 220-228.

Snow, The Other S
Chs. 4748.

Tang, Communist C
pp. 276-280.

Barnett, Commun
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it give a report on 4.11E.t Chinese regulations and
uncements indtcate about forced labor in China.
ude an account of the way in which regulations
practice. He should also discuz: the importance
eological reform (including the failure to release
he end of their terms if they are not reformed)
not yet sentenced can be put in forced labor.
are the Chinese and Soviet systems of forced labor
the limitations of data available on the Chinese

pupils assume the roles of Chinese at the time of
i Campaign," as they discuss the purposes of the
the results.

Larnett, Comunist China, Ch. 4.
Walker, China Under Cmmuni:..m,

pp. 220-22g.
Snow, The Other Side of the River,

Chs. 47-48.
Tang, Communist China Today,,

pp. 276-280.

Barnett, Communist China, Ch. 12.
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G. Totalitarian political systems
are marked by government dominance
of political socialization.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political-systems may
be looked at as a conflict in
basic underlying values.

G. The community demands order and
stability--goals which maybe in-
compatible with the demands of
individuals. The continuing attempt
to solve the dilemmas of this conflict
is the central problem in all political
philosophy and in all attempts to creata .

and modify political institutions. In
totalitarian countries the individual's
rights are sacrificed for the good of the
state.

-135-



29,-Have seveval pupils present a panel discussion on bvainunshing in

CoNmontst China.

N.. Have a po..01 give a brief vepovt on .1;he uac of :)oUce, I . ji )1

Barnett Cm.11unir.

sectIrty.eittecs, and the ay.my to .,naintabvini;e,:o.al control.
'

et),



is ils present a panel discussion on blainwashtng. i.n Bavaett, Coinnia.t China, Ch. 9.

brier -e....Tovt on lwe of

ttees, and tho ax-thy to Inaintain conteol.

i;

101-3.
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G. Totalitarianism cannot tolerate the
existence of groups or institutions
which may be the source of loyalties
which compete with or diminish thocc
to the state.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political systems
may be looked at as a conflict in
basic underlying values.

S. Applies previously-learned concepts
and generalizations to new data.

. _ .....

S. Generalizes from data. 0

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy
is a close and obvious one; the
organization of majorities, the
competition in goals, and the ability
to oppose which democracy presupposes,
all depend on a high degree of personal
freedom.

b. The government experiment in
widespread criticism quickly
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b. The 6overnment experiment in permitting fairly
widespread criticism quickly came to an end.
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3l. Have a pupil tell the class about the vay in which. the Communist
government has treated religious groups in China.

32. Read aloud Mao's. statement that: "Td put it bluntly, it was
necessary to bring about abrief reign of terror . . . . To
right a wreng, exceed the proper limits. Wrong cannot be rightediLs proper limits :re-exceeded.".

of. 1:Ln 31uCian or 7i:13

by tine abtyl.tt
US O

6? C,Anmv.j3t JR C714_,A?
UuLoa'in

:it o1utl3? TQ 42::;.,'J of the to

to oqtrovt Commuyllot

33. have apUPil report
which it was enrled.

the people of China
gOyernment? Why or

on the Hundred .F11,1,,wx:0 rlOci. the 'Way in

Di nr.tuss: Does :hat ballpOtled i nal te that
are -eMy tO -revolt .qpinst tbe Comunigst
uhy ii' t?

Fu-Sheng,
. Flowers, pi)

Clark, irTatient
Snow, 9WiTTa7e o

Cilap7Cer7I.

CLap1..rs 50.
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1 the class abbut th :ay iu which the Communist
reated religious groups in China.

3 statement that: "To put it bluntly, it was
tng about a brief reign of terror . . . . To
exceed the proper limits. Wrong cannot be richted
1.mitskNre exceeded."

IA a ne cOi it Of ...0 1.41.1.1y

1 .,bout e q.

1.Dtu 3til :30,44 1.,0 :."1"A": HieLr:1
i j 3 t y co
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rsi, 3?

port on the Rundre.d Flovero Foriod and the way In
tided. Di:;euss: Doeslibizit happened iodfeate 1,hat

China-are ready to vevelt n.tpinst tie Cothmuoist
by 'or 1LJ

u-Sheng, Wilting qf the 1112.,1dred

Iripatient Giant.
. _

Snow, Other, Side at' the River,

Chapter 72.

P11-8hong,. Wilting of the llundred

PloI,.Atis, pp. 166-173.

;.;now, fi0.e of the River,
. . .

50-3.
JA00,bri and .',"1(-rwald, eds., Chineue

ecqtyp.m, 'pp. 78-104.-
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A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND
EXPRESSION.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS
FOR THOSE ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy
is a close and obvious one; the organ-
ization of majorities, the competition
in goals, and the ability to oppose
which democracy presupposes, all
acpond on a high %legree of personal
frcdom.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

G. Tota].itarianisms find it impossible
to coerce a large population con-
stantly. Instead, it coerces in-
directly by controlling wills,
fears, etc. through the use of
symbols, mass media, etc.

G. Effective political communication
depends both on technological skills

and on the skills of the population.

c. In "Cultural Revolution" Mao made

and -./oJng "Red Guards" to purge p
and leaders, intellectuals, many
remnants of the capitalist class.

4. The Communists have tried to win ove
and develop a consensus in support o
indoctrination in the schools, facto
institutions, by control of the
purposes of indoctrination,and by co
and study groups. They have tried t
propaganda more effective by develop
and emphasizing mass participation i
groups. They have also tried to mak
use propaganda by trying to raise li
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M OF THOUGHT AND

!RAL SAFEGUARDS

SED OF CRIMES.

tionship to democracy
Obvious one; the organ-

orities, the competition
the ability to oppose
y presUpposes, all
nh 0.cgree of personal

eses.

ins find it impossible
rge population con-
ead, it coerces in-
ntrolling wills,
rough the use of
media, etc.

tical communication

technological skills
ils of the population.

c. In "Cultural Revolution" Lao made use of the army
and ;,gang "Red Guards" to purge party members
and leaders, intellectuaYs, many bureaucrats, and-
remnants of the capitalist class.

4. The Communists have tried to win over popular accepance
and develop a consensus in support of the regime by
indoctrination in the schools, factories, and other
institutions, by control of the mass media for
purposes of indoctrination,and by control of the arts
and study groups. They have tried to make this
propaganda more effective by developing mass groups
and emphasizing mass participation in these study
groups. They have also tried to make it easier to
use propaganda by trying to raise literacy.
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34. Call upon those students who have read bookF, and a:ticles which
have dealt with the "Cultural Revolutlon" to serve as the class

apccialists on this topic. Ask: What is meant by the :'Cultural

Revolution?" What groeps were pursed? Whet gr--ps did Mao tme

in this purge? What methods 6Aa th;:y use? To ,nat extent did

this purge use physical force agairst the purged.? What problems

arose because of the "CulturAl Revaution?" What dangers did

Mao fac::e adn olaceocd the "Rod Guards" during this purge?

Ate.a.1; n..ti4 I

o116ia.y
J.A1.0; 1,e,arnd !Y.bo.t; UAL!.3,11"

,,:o1.11.4 you $.;:xpei:t thin to u36? :Why?

;i:1 I., Ine-rcs;1,Le educirt,..ma _ . A.L!.3 '1

..167)ool from 191r9 to 1958. 3178628st Why ao you think the.

wtobed to Ailoxv.i.se

might the increase haye?

e.g. Karol, Ohina-,

PP. 073? and,
Lewis, Communist C

Changel.pp.7-
PortischlRed:Chi

qu et. al . 1 .ChinO
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udents who have read book?, and al.ticles which
le "Cultural Revolution" to serve as the ,class
s topic. Ask: What is meant by the 'Cultural
groups were purged? What g:: ...ps did. Mao une

;at 'methods 6.1.d they use? To 'i.:aat extent did
fliical force noitos t the purged.? What problems
)ie "Cultural Revolution?" What dangers -did.
.a3.eat1ed the "Rod. Guards" during this purge?

"ic.3'41
.

you Iwo?

Ali:aril-1g the incrri,<,,se

1949 to .1958.
wiobed to imautoe

;1 1m:1'0: se have?

in educational faelLti.ea
1). sr;*L;s 'Ahy tbi ie

eJueatioual ThejJ1.1:jes?

r°7

e.g. Karol, China, Th4, Other Cornbrim;

pp. 26-32 and Ch. 4,
Lewis, Communist China: Crisis and

Change, pp.WW.--
Portischs Red China Today, Ch. 34.

Tfu, et.. al., China, p. 542.
.
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G. Agencies of political sociali-
zation include those within the
political system as well as those
without (such as mass media,
social groups, etc.); in fact,
totalitarian political systems
are marked by governmental dominance
of this process.

S. Evaluates information in terms
of bias and caxpetency and complete-
ness of data.

G. Control of political communication
is effective control of political
behavior.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses and
authors.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Interprets cartoons.
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Have several pupils present a symposium on Chinese education

in Communist China. After pupils have discussed the educational
system, they should discuss the differences in interpretations
which they have found in books. Have pupils evaluate these

books in terms of bias and competency, completeness of information,
etc.

37. Have a pupil give a report on the way in ,Arich the Communists in
China use the mass media for propaganda and control. Discuss:
Did the books vhich the rest of you read support or contradict
the conclusions presented in this report? Bow does the Chinese
use of mass media compare with the Sovietsluse of mass media?

Chandra-Sekhar, Red C
Asian View, Ch.

Hu, et. al., China, C
Snow, Other Side of t

Ch. 30.
Yen, The Umb-talla Ga

Labin, The Anthill.
Adams, Contemporary

317.

Barnett, Cco!unist C

Walker, China Under
38. Project some of the cartoons used in China for propaganda purposes. between pp.

Compare them with some of the U. S. cartoons about China.
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lld discuss the differences in interpretations
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bias and competency, completenes of information,

e a report on the way in 7.ihich the Communi.;ts in
.ss media for propaganda and control. DiSCAUM:
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presented in this report? How does the Chinese
a compare with the Eiviets7nse of mass mediel

the cartoons used in China for propaganda purposes.
th some of the U. S. cartoons about China.

Chandra-Sekhar, Red

Asian View, Ch.
Hu, et. al., China,
Snow, Other Side of

Ch. 30.
Yen, The Umbrella Ga
Labin, The Anthill.
Adams, Contemporary

317.

China: An

5.

Ch. 20.

the River,

rden.

China, pp. 253-

Barnett, C(..,;Nnatat Chtoa, C",.19 , 67,

Walker, China Under Communoil,

between pp. 198-49.
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J.. Recent totalitarianisms have often
been symbolized by the political
leader. Instead of demanding the
full and total loyalty to the ab-
straction of the state, the total-
itarian regi:,-e personalizes that

loyalty in the leader.

G. Totalitarinii:ys rind it inrclmible
to coerce a lage population con-
stantly. Taut:ad, it coerces in-
directly by controlling wills,
fears, etc. through the use of
symbols, mass media, etc.

G. Totalitarian political systems
are marked by government dominance
of political socialization.

G. Totalitarianism cannot tolerate the
existence of groups or institutions
which may be the source of loyalties
which compete with or diminish those
to the state.
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39. Have pupils read. some of the praise of Mao which illustrates the

"cult of personality." Discuss the reasons ±or trying to set up

such a cult.

.

Jacobs.and Baerwald,
Communism, pp.

group r ork'';.`:...;s Political Organ,; Ceummiet7a
.1:3. I, " " Chailai"-8:77

Ca/118;912112ti2:100
ColiNunUpli..

FlowerAiJAV*77,
Hu, Chira,,t-

A

r. 1.0 i;t11-1)) '4,1: i-?; I a wIt tch Chinese People

1.9 1:1. which the
the

771-771%?..,43 of,°tioVeTilent°-

110 9.:ck

.

Fu-Sheng, Wilting

Walker, :Chini..Un
Chi:AIRJr 117
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e Jf the praise of Mao which illustrates the

Discuss the reasons for trying to set up

. .

r,,1.,:, ls Political Organ-
;.!4:Atvol."'

:J., .011;..ch Chinese people

j01.13 which the

1..lve the pupili

...iv \I-$:11 or "movements"

Jacobs and Baerwald, eds., Chinese
Communism, pp. 133-144.

Commuzlist01-tua, pp. 48-52

ChaPTr-13-
Confuel.an and

CommulaW; Fp. 7XJ:?7:330:
Fu-slieng) 1.-A the lUndrod

Flowerd; pp. 154-1597
Ilu, et--a-1.;* phi La, v.?. 193-196.

Fu-Shang, Wilting of thQ:gundred
: FloWeiNTIF7I7ri767---7

Wallot4 China UndernMUilism,-
Chapi-gi7-74.-
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S. Checks on the bias and competency
of authors and on the completeness
of data.

A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF 'THOUGHT AND

EXPRESSION.

G. Members of any group may join it
for varying reasons, some of :which
have nothing to do with the goals
of the organization.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses and
authors.

G. Culture may change as the result
of difAision.

5. The Communist Party controls po,)ple

it has become the main avenue to per
within the society. It controls job
people must become party members to
means that the Party drains off the
and ambitious people who might other
leaders of an opposition.

6. The Communist government has been ab
greater national unity and support f
than did the government of Republica
Manchu Dynasty during its last centu.
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ias and competency
completeness

)M OF THOUGHT AND

-roup may join it
mmls, some of which
) do with the goals
ition.

m data.

s of a reement and
ong witnesses and

nge .as the result

5. The Communist Party controls people in p7lt 1;acauae
it has become the main avenue to personal ouccess
within the society. It controls lobs.; and. obitious
people must become party members to advance. This
means that the Party drains off the most er.aretic
and ambitious people who might otherwise become
leaders of an opposition.

6. The Communist government has been able to develop
greater national unity and support for the regime
than did the government of Republican China or the
Manchu Dynasty during its last century of control.
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42. Have a pupil give a report on the'Communist Party and Medicine
and Science in China." He should compare accounts of different
observers as to what effect Communist control has had, and he
should evaluate .,here books as sources of inforeAtion for the
class.

43. P.ALInd class of ;;be :pragraphs hiy 7Lcote fartier in the
Je3er;:bing why ould. join t.12e Colr,Icnist Party if th.ly

in China.

7:lhat effect T,0,' id the desire by i:mrgetic Ghlacse to

join the Communist party in order to get have upon the
po3sfbility for developing effective opposition groups? Why9

44. Discuss: What have you found :n your books about the extent to
which the Communist leaders have been able to develop a feeling
of national unity and support for the regime?

Have pupils read account by Townsend. Then discuss: Does
the data which you have found in other Cooks seem to support ,or
contradict Townsend's conclusions?

11.5. Discuss: Where did the Chinese Communists get many of their ideas
about changing the political_sysiem of China? Co;27iare the CW.nese

and Soviet political systems in more detail. Also have pupils
LLalyze the Chinese political system in terms of Marxisn ideoloGY.

Clark, Impatient Gif
Snow,.0ther Side of

Chs.-41-12.
Adams, ed., Contemp

pp. 297-311.

"Selected Readings
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and support for the regime?

the accrurit by Townsend. Then discuss: Does
a have r. and in other books seem to support or
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id the Chinese Communists get many of t) ir idees
a political system of China? Coare the CW,nese
gal systems in more detail. Alsr have pupils
3e political system in terms of Marxian ideology.

Mark, Impatient Giant, Ch.10.
Snow, Other Side of the River,

Chs.41-NE-
Adams, ed., Contemporary China,

pp. 297-311.

"Selected Readings on China."



G, No country lives up completely
to its ideology..

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Wn.rs have an important economic
impact upon people. .

Every economic aystem.faces
scarcity or a lack of enough
productive redoUrceli.to sat
isfy all human wants..

G. Totalitarianisms extend the scope
of politics far beyond the usual.
to include almost all aspects of
life.

G. Economic systems are usually mixed,,
with.bothrpublic and private miner-.
ship and with decisions mede by both
the government and by consuMers.

t-.

B. The Chinese government (nna so the Oc-1.,,Ik).

c(Atrols the ecommic oj:31 cn; it -.11,-;?.s

ilocif,lions which nye out by
4.ionoMy,

1. The e;ov en:Aent (;46,3 or c;(5,0,voinlo

means of prpdu.;tion.



es up completely
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ople. controls the ecouoic
Occit;ions out by hl

3ysLem faces
lack of enough
ources to sat..
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ms extend the scope
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ost all aspects of

ms are usually mixed,
_lc and private owner-
decisions made by both
and by consumers.

1. The t;overplvent oii;I:3 or oolo.fr..01!_;.n1.;0t nil Qt the

means of rso/Jon.



45, Discuss: What economic prOblems did China Pnce when the Com-nunists

took over? Given the fact that tti f.! new government ?:as-Communist,

-what particular tasks would. the :leaders wifth to acmolish which'
Rn9ther tYrc of goveruae'nt 7!ou2d not have cet as iy.07:i?.

;lave a a-chaIt-cng the est:;..at.ed
la U.-S., CbiJja #.1s late as 1952, thme yi,.Ars after t;:e

iilayfe rcr g!3,alu $3fea t .. .intang. (a, (.hh ;

owe: 45. times ad-much;Tin 80Me 20 tbiles :.1a 4e

pvnl.ls examine the chart. JAsk::jhat does this iqrAvt. indieate as
one probI.em. faced by the new govOrnment?

Review with pupil's what they learned about the Soviet economic
system. Suggest that they try to compare it with the Chinese system

,--as they read about the economi:: system of China. Now have them read
iliFferent pamphlets and books. Suggest that as they read, they compard
what, they Lave read in other books and articles with these accounts.

.47. Reita aloud artcle 8 from the Chinese Con. tttution-. Jrkis article

-deals uith protection of ounevship of land by peasants. Discuss:.

On the 11asis of . ;'hat; you have so far, ao you think this

aPU('!1e te Ca"kried'Out in Pwae.t.ice? Eavp-pupils list on the board

Bell, Two Chinas, p
Barne-ffTCumnunist-.

....

pp. 21-37.
Chang, China, Deve3

pp. 22-79.
Stavrianos,- Global,

pp.- 626-427, /-

Durdin,..Maos Chins
Wilcox, Economies c
Burnett, CommuniSt

"Selected Readings
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Bell, Two Chinas, pp. 99-107.
Barnet{:TCommunist China (pamphlet),_

pp. 21-37.
Chs,ag, China, Development by Force,

pp. 22-79.
Stuvriapos, Global History of Man,

pp. 6262W.;-6i26'36.-
Duraio, tAao's Clues, pp. 31-)I2.
Wilcox,. i3conomios of the Wortd, ch. 4,
r'arnett, CommnnistY5htna, 0)1.1. 15-19.

"Selected Readings on China."



S. Detelts inconoistencies.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. In practice in Communist countries
most means of production are owned
by the government, although the
proportion of government ownership
varies.

G. The fundamental difference be-
tween economic systems is in how

a. At fi- t the government redistritu
larger landowners to other peasant
however, it forced peasants into c
and then into communes in which mo
is held by the commune under the d
the government. Peasants are perm
very small plots of their own, alt
right was abolished for a time.

b. At first the government took over
and major means of production but
some private ownership) however, t
were forced to give the government
so primary control over the compan
this partnership is to end with co
ment ownership.

c. By controlling means of production
also has more control over the liv
within the country.

2. The government, under the control of
Party leaders, controls production th
of central planning, although at time
system has been so decentralized as t
down. Moreover, the planning of deta
been so centralized at the national 1
U.S.S.R.
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n Communist countries
production are owned
ent, although the

'government ownership

al difference be-
c systems is in how

a. At first the government redistributed land from
larger landownrs to other peasants; gradually,
however, it forced peasants into cooperetiveR
and then into communes in which most of the land

--is held by the commune under the direct control of
the government. Peasants are permitted to work
very small plots of their own, although even this
right was abolished for a time.

b. At first the government took over banking facilities
and major means of production but left "capitalists"
some private ownership; however, these capitalists
were forced to give the government stock and
so primary control over the companies. Gradually,
this partnership is to end with complete govern-
ment ownership.

c. By controlling means of production, the government
also has more control over the lives of the people
within the country.

2. The government, under the control of the Communist
Party leaders, controls production through a system
of central planning, although at times this planning
system has been so decentralized as to almost break
down. Moreover, the planning of details has never
been so centralized at the national level as in the
U.S.S.R.
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and describe the different steps China went through in its
policies toward the peasants' ownership and ccyatrol of le.
Discuss: How can you account r these different policies.

h8. Have pupils rc:N.d article A of the Chinese ConstifaLion. This
article dell a 'fith protection of pvol;erty of capiWiats. Di3crqs:
On the basis of Ifat y61.1 h:,.ve rt.ad'ao far, do you think that Ibis
_,.elide h)Ds tnen cnrried out in plnctioe?

New read aloud article 13 of the Cotituticn. Tr.uv 'can the

Commuaitits use this article to get around acme of the earlier
articles safeguarding property?

49. Discuss: What effect does government control of and/or ownership
of the means of production have upon the ability of the party to
control the people? Why?

50. Discuss: How does the Chinese economic system compare with the
Soviet economic system in terms of ownership? How decisions are
made?

"Selected 2-aah,gE,
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and by whom the basic economic
decisions over allocation of
resources are ,ade, rather than
in who owns the resources.'

G. In command economies, most of
the basic economic decisions are
made by the government.

G. Capital formation through saving
is a major mans of increasing
production over time because it
increases productive capacity.

S. Draws inferences from tables.

S. Draws inferences from tables.

G. If productive resources dr:. fully
employed, investment in capital
goods for future production requires
some sacrifice in current consumption.

a. The top leaders set up the goy ls fo

system. They decide in gene,ill t:11
emphesis shall be on the produ.c.tion
goods, as against producersigoods,
goods ns against non-military goods
of imesLment needed in toms of th
economic growth. Like the Soviet 1
Chinese leaders have emphasized hea
in order to achieve fast rates of e

b. The government sets prices on consu
as to restrict consumption, make a
obtain the .forced savings needed fo
of investment. By setting wages an
prices, the government determines h
parts of the population will share
of the economic system.
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on thvough saving
Is of increasing
time because it

active capacity.

from tables.

from tables.

esources an: fully
tment in cHrital
e production requires
in current consumption.

a. The top leaders set up the goals for the OCOIT'AiC
system. They decide in gene,a1 t4!ims uhat the
emphasis shall be on the pvoton of conIJI
goods, as against producers'goods, industrial
goods ns against non-military goods, and Lhe late
of invesLment needed in ter,As of the goal of
economic growth. Like the Soviet leaders, the
Chinese leaders have emphasized heavy industry
in order to achieve fast rates of economic growth.

b. The government sets prices on consumer goods so
as to restrict consumption, make a profit, and
obtain the forced savings needed for a high rate
of investment. By setting wages and salaries and
prices, the government determines .how different
parts of the population will share in the output
of the economic system.



51. pupils list the accomplishMents of the ReconstructionNriod
purposes of the'Wqrst'Five Year Pl2n; Briefly aic;c171,1s the

man jchs of the planne!;:s.

a table shol4vg -grain production in CommunistChiva' ftom'

-1,() 1958. DjseusG: What does Ibis table show about Coi!!?it-an5:it

a(,:xiculture during the First Five Year Plan?,

rroj,:ot fihowing chances in industrial production during this

How effective was the First Five Year Plan

;.1 p)tv-ILLIt.n? how did the plan'compare with Russia's

fi%p, ,,Jke 111, tc:rms of emphasis upon heavy industry? What

il.L'\ ;ul U.S.S.R. during this period?

,.,3,4t Showing investment rates in China during

1,0 lr s exsminethe chart. Discuss: How did

at sUch.a -high rate? Since consumer con-
dicIthe goverbment motivate workers to

A 1:..nble on 19

p. 534. Or
Wu,' The Econ.

Wu, The Econ

,China

See data for a.-,11

Economy of

PP: 9].!
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;Ile U.S.S.R. during this period?

31.eowing investment rates to China during
-4ss examtne the chart. Discuss: How did

at such a high rate? Since consumer con-
did the 6overoment motivate wor!wrs to

A i;!*.le on 19,9 to 19;3 con be

Round in Hit, et. al., Chios,.

p 534. Or uce p. .1:;t3

Wu, The Econ(mly of
China.

Wu, The Economy of Communist
China, p. 110.

See data for a chart in Wu, The
Econnmy of Communist China,

pp. 89, 91.



G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political systems may
be looked at as a conflict in basic
underlying values.

G. Changes in one aspect of a culture
will have effects on other aspects;
changes will ramify whether they are
technological, in social organization,
in ideology, or whatever else is a
part of the cultural system.

A. SCEPTICISM OF SINGLE-FACTOR CAUSES
IN ThE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

A. SCEPTICISM nF PANACEAS.

3. Much of the investment in China has
at the expense .f the farmers who w
communes. The leaders tried to rev
life but have had to backtrack some
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aspect of a culture
_cts on other aspects;
amify whether they are
, in social organization,
Jr whatever else is a
Altural system.

SINGLE-FACTOR CAUSES
SCIENCES .

PANACEAS.

3. Much of the investment in China has been financed
at the expenue of the farmers who were forced into
communes. The leaders tried to revolutionize peasant
life but have had to backtrack some.



53. Now tell the class that they will examine the period of the.Great
Leap Forward by looking first at the establishment of communes and
then at other aspects of the period. Remind pupils that this perica
came as Soviet Rubsia'reduced-econamieaid4

Have a group of students present a panel discussion on "Chinese
Communes: How successfa'Have They Been?" The panel should discu;r;

the reasons for establishing communes, how the communes differed from
the cooperatives and from Soviet collectives, how the W:)or was used
in nonagricultural pursuits, how the communes interfered with old
patterns of family life, the problems which arose in production, the
rous for them, changes made in the cowunes, and preActionl 1-1)oot
-Imit 1,111 happen in the future. The pupils should also atm:use, the

of obtaining infoimation ehcnt COfM111II:d 1,;1314 note

1;r1e divergi.ree of opinion about ZlIrm.

ACV2r the panel hb.s completed its pr,:ocalltion, ai3C11;_:1: To ,A,.!It

oYA:mt aid books 1hich the rest of you r, cad oupport or e. -.diet the

conelusicns of this panel? How were the co dunes ooed L,4 to nu4prt
industrialization? How did village life differ in the .ones from
that in pre-Communist .China? Why do you think many pennants opposed
communes? Suppose the communes were restored once more in the form
they took when first developed. What effect would they have upon
basic Chinese values and attitudes, including those concerning family
life?

Perhaps show those parts of the filmstrip
which deals with communes. Have pupils discuss the different frames
in terms of the living levels indicated, accuracy, and completeness
of data from which to generalize.

L,wc,Torment

C. K. 1ang, Chirws
Chandra-Sekhar, Re

6,

Snow, The Other Si
Chs.

Jacts
109-1.32,

o.og, Ccamuo'it Ch
nrol, China,.

G31-;

'.A11:103bcdv.,

China, C;1.

Thi SurpeiA
oh

Portit4e:,, Red CI! r
MacParqu'o: G

pp. 119-143:

Tilmstrip: China:

McGraw-Hill.
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G. Some values are conducive to
change; some make planned change
difficult.

G. Although culture is always
changing, certain traits or
elements persist over long
periods of time.

S. Looks for points of agreement
and disagreement among sources
of information.

G. Misallocation of resources costs
consumers what they could otherwise
have had.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political systems may
be looked at as a conflict in basic
underlying values.

4. During the Groat Lcep Focward the le
small-scale industries which oan uti
reservoirs of labor in an to

scarce capital. These small-scale
sometimes wouted materlals labo

5. The Chinese Commonists were nble to
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54. Have a pupil pretend to be a Canadian reporter who interviews .a
number of Chinese peasants during the early days of land reform
and again after the establishment of communes. He should write
up his reports for a newspaper.

55. Have a pupil prepare a Rip Van Winkle story about a Chinese
peasant who fell asleep in 1900 and woke up in 1963 in a commune.
He should describe changes and his reactions to them.

56. Show the film Face of Red China. Discuss the problems facing the
Communist government, ways in which the government has tried to cope
with these problems. How does film compare with what pupils have
read in books and articles? What does it show about the Great
Leap Forward?

57. Quote Mao Tse-tung's promise of "Three years of tremendous effort
and then a thousand years of happiness." Now have a pupil report
on other aspects of The Great Leap Forward. He should discuss its
purposes, what was attempted, and the degree of success which it
had. He should also discuss the problems of evaluating Chinese
statistics and the conclusions of authors about the effects of
the Great Leap Forward in agriculture and industry.

Film: Face of Red
Hill, 5 min.

Jacobs and Baerwald
ilommunism, pp.

Snow,/Other Side of
Pp. 209-211, C

qWalker, China Under
pp. 110-120.

Wu, Economy of Comm
teachers
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G. Every economic system faces
scarcity or a lack of enough
productive resources to satisfy
all human wants.

G. The power to allocate resources
is important to the power to
control what and how much will be
produced.

S. Evaluates information in terms
of bias and competeparaLs2Iloors
and in terms of completeness of
data.

G. Even in a centrally-planned economy,
economic planners cannot make all of
the decisions as to all of the details
of what, how much, and how things shall
be produced.

G. Most economic systems are In the
process of constant change.

G. Both centralized and decentralized
economic planning have advantages
and disadvantages in terms of the
rational use of resources to achieve
the major goals of planning for an
entire economy.

S. Generalizes from data.

6. As a result of the problems which
Great Leap Forward, Chinese leader
the type of economic planning used
of some of the goals for the immed
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6. As a result of the problems which arose under the
Great Leap Forward, Chinese leaders have modified
the type of economic planning used and the priority
of some of the goals for the immediate future.
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Discuss: On the basis of what you have read and heard, why did
the Communists run into serious difficulties in carrying out
the Great Leap Foi'vard?

58. Have a good student tee the chart in Schurmann to present a short
report on changes in .conomic planning from the First Five Year
Plan, to the Great Leap Forward, to changes following the Great
Leap. Afterwards, discuss: How has economic planning in China
compared with that in the Soviet Union? What economic problems
would arise if there were to be a purge of intellectuals and
bureaucrats?

Also discuss: 'On the basis of the books and other materials which
you have read, what can you conclude about shifts in priority of
economic goals?

Schurman, "Economi
Political Pow
China," in Se
China and the
Sept., 1963 i

of the Americ
Political and
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Generalizes from data.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Living levels do not rise
unless output of production
grows at a faster rate than
population.

G. It is difficult to compare real
wages between countries because
of differences in the importance
of different types of goods for
consumers, because of difficulties
in assessing the comparative pur-
chasing power of different mone-
tary systems, because of diffi-
culties of estimating cost of
living (because of different
prices for similar goods), be-
cause of the difference in quality
of goods, and because of differences
in the amount of socialized benefits
provided by the different countries.

G. Peoplestideas of what constitutes
an adequate level of living on the
one hand or poverty on the other
varies from country to country.

7. The Communists seem to have solved
outright starvation in China, but m
been common until recently despite
of food abroad. Chinese economic g
much greater than in some countries
with population growth, if levels o
to drop.
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7. The Communists seem to have solved the problem of
outright starvation in China, but malnutrition has
been common until recently despite large purchases
of food abroad. Chinese economic growth must be
much greater than in some countries just to keep up
with population growth, if levels of living are not
to drop.
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59. Discuss: What have you found out from your reading about how
factories are operated today? about working conditions for

factory workers;. Do these factory workers seem better or less
well off from a mst.erial standpoint than the peasants living on
communes%

60. Have a pupil compare economic growth in China under Communism with
economic growth in the U.S.S.R. under the early five year plans.
Which greu more rapidly? Wily? Why doesn't the level of living
of the People grow more rapidly in China, considering the great
economic growth?

61. Hcr4 hold a discussion on the basis of pupils' earlier readings

In books, pamphlets, and articles. Ask: What has happened to

levels of living in China? How do they compare with pre-Communist
ceatrol? with levels of living in other countries -vie have studied,

including the U. S.? What are the cruzial problems which China is
facing in trying to raise levels of living? (Discuss problem of
getting savings when levels of living are so low and problem of
raising levels of living when population is increasing at such a
rapid rate.

Project photographs of China to illustrate different aspects of
economic life in China today. Ask: What do these pictures illus-
trate about levels of living?

Mende, China and E
pp. 258:707::

See also table in
Communist Chi

For photographs, 8
China,, Part

Myrdahl, Chinese
Ribound, The Three
Karol, China, Tha

photo inserts
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G. People differ in the degree to
which they desire freedom of
economic choice (of occupation
and/or disposal of income) as a
goal of their economic system.

S. Interprets cartoons.

G. In all societies, people have
certain economic goals. Although
some economic goal3 are very much
alike, different societies place
differing emphasis upon them.

G. People differ in the degree to
which they desire a reduction
in inequalities of economic oppor-
tunity or income.

G. People usually would like to see
their economic system provide
both economic growth (and so
higher levels of living) and sta-
bility (and so economic security);
however, the emphasis on each goal
may differ.

8. The Chinese leaders' economic goals d
those in the U. S. in many ways and a
in the U.S.S.R. in some ways.
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G. There are strains between the
political ideal of dictator-
ship and the organizational
demands of modern industrial
society.

G. One of the major cauzes of faction-
alism within a gioup is the involve-
ment of some of its members in other
groups and organizations with competing
goals and values.

G. The unity and homogeneity of life
which totalitarianism demands is
contrary to the pluralism of
liberal democracy. (Totalitarianisms
cannot toleiate the existence of groups
or institutions which may be the source
of loyalties which compete with or
diminish those of the state.)

G. Although culture is always changing,
certain traits or elements persist
over long periods of time.

47/-163-

9. As China develops a more industrial
it needs more well-trained economis
and managers; these people suffere
"Cultural Revolution."

C. The Chinese government, and so the Co!
extends its control over all aspects
system.

1. The government tries to control an
institutions which might socialize
adults in ways not considered desi
Communist party.

a. As was seen earlier, the gover
fered with the churches and has
as a means of maintaining contr

b. The Communist party has tried t
family system and loyalties and
role of women in order to help
and traditions which might make
regime, to get rid of nepotism
government administration, and
workers from among wives.
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9. As China develops a more industrialized society
it needs more well-trained economists, technicians,
and managers; these people suffered during the
"Cultural Revolution."

C. The Chinese government, and so the Conaliunirit Party,

extends its control over all aspects of the social
system.

1. The government tries to control and/or modify all
institutions which might socialize children or
adults in ways not considered desirable by the
Communist party.

a. As was seen earlier, the government has inter-
fered with the churches and has used education
as a means of maintaining control.

b. The Communist party has tried to weaken the
family system and loyalties and to change the'
role of women in order to help overcome old values
and traditions which might make trouble for the
regime, to get rid of nepotism and corruption in
government administration, and to gain additional
workers from among wives.
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65. Review what the students have learned about the "Cultural
Revolution" by asking: What groups did Mao's Cultural
Revolution hit the hardest? What was the issue at stake
between Mao and his opponents? What effects did the Cultural
Revolution have upon production in China? What long-term
effects would the policy of purging these technicians and in-
tellectuals and administrative bureaucrats have upon China's
economic growth if it were continued? Why?

66. Reit;71irith pvpils 'chat they have lcarned thus far about '.ays
in :TIlich the Chinese government has interfered with social
totitutions such as the -churches end schools.. Dit39S: Why
have they done co?

nave pupils read selections from the Marriage Law of 1950. Discuss:
What changes did this law try to bring about in the family system of
China? What reasons can you think of for the Party's attempts to
change the family system?

Have several pupils present a panel discussion on "How much has the
family been changed by Communist rule?"

Chandra-Sekhar, Red

79.
Callis, China, Confu

Communist, p. 5

Snow, The Other Side
Chi O. Stavri

in Wbrld History, pp
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S. Detects inconsistercies.

S. Applies previously-learned concepts
and generalizations.

G. Whenever things valued by a society
are scarce, there will be differ-
entiated access to and control of
these valued and scarce things by
sub - groups within the society.

G. The more widespread the system of
education, the greater the vertical
mobility.

c. The govcint has adopted a clang
toward population control and in a
affected families in other ways.

2. By its policies toward wages and othe
government has brought about a new al
social classes.

a. Wage differentials are not so grea
U.S.S.R., but there are difference
between levels of living for peasa
groups.

b. The Communist cadres are the new e
Chinese society.
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c. The govcrm:2nt has adopted a changing policy

towat'd population control and in so-doing has
affected families in other vays.

2. By ita policies toward wages and other rewards, the
government has brought about a new alignment of
social classes.

a. Wage differentials are not so great as in the
U.S.S.R., but there are differences, particularly
between levels of living for peasants and urban
groups.

b. The Communist cadres are the new elite of the
Chinese society.
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67. Project photos of women at work in all kinds of occupations.. Draw
upon books pupils have read to discuss: To what degree has the
role of women changed? Have women been "liberated?"

68. 3:f "re everal pupils a panel illneysioa on population
1)1, ms and polJoL,:s in 6x.:Aunist Chic Wscuss: How con-

Yme these polWq.s been? How (:in you explain the
1,1,:oliFJteney? Urlat attitudes of tvqditional China have
1.-Ae it difficult to :ecduce population gr,.:th?

69. Have a pupil report on what has happened to wage differentials
in China. Or project a table-showing such differentials. Ask:
Did any of you find data in your books which would support or

-contradict this degree of wage difference? Are these differences
greater or smaller than those in the U.S.S.R.? What do they
illustrate about the Chinese government's goals in relationship
to classes?

C. K. Yang, Chinese
The Family and
Book I. ,

Hu, et. al., China,

e.g. Cartier-Bresso

Chandra-Sekhar, Red

Mende, China and Her
202.

Wu, Economy of Comm

PP. 84-86.
Karol, China, The Ot

pp. 220, 240, 2

For a discussion of
Hu, et..al., Ch
156.
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ler than those in the U.S.S.R.? What do they
t the Chinese government's goals in relationship

C. K. Yang, Chinese Communist Society:
The Family and The Village,
Book I.

Hu, et. al., China,-pp. 174-180.

e.g. Cartier-Bresson, China.

Chandra Sekhar, Red China, Ch. 7.

Mende, China and Her Shadow, pp. 201-
202.

Wu, Economy of Communist Russia,

PP. 84-86.
Karol, China, The Other Communism,

pp. 220, 240, 243-244, 444 -
447.

For a discussion of topic see:
Hu, et. al., China, pp. 148-
156.
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G. Societies differ in the degree
of social mobility between
clasSes which is possible.

G. One of the major causes of
factionaliom within a group
is the involvement of some of
its meMbers in other groups
and o.cganizations with com-
peting goals and values.

G. The unity and homogeneity of
life which totalitarianism de-
mands is contrary to the pluralism
of liberal democracy. (Total-
itarianisms cannot tolerate the
existence of groups or institu-
tions which may be the source
of loyalties which compete with
or diminish those of the state.)

G. A given culture is an integrated
whole, based upon fundamental post-
ulates or values.

3. The Communist government's actio(
in a shift aay from strong, clos
relation,thips in the directi.oa of

comratiohip relationships.

4. The government has succeeded in m
Chinese attitudes about society a
howev
siste
Comm

r, Chinese culture still sh
ce of certain cultural trai

ist China.
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3. The Communist government's actions have resulted
in a shift away from strong, close fricarlohip
reintionAips in the directica of more
comrailehip relatiooshipe.

4. The government has succeeded in modifying many
Chinese attitudes about society and the world;
however, Chinese culture still shows the per-
sistence of certain cultural traits from pre-
Communist China.
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Ask: Do you think that China has been able to get rid of
class distinctions? (Be sure to discuss the importance of
power and prestige as well as material well-being in con-
sidering this question.) What factors promote greater
vertical mobility between classes than in the old China?
How is Mao trying to prevent the growth of an elite far-
removed from the masses of the people?

70. Present to the class Vogel's thesis that-the Chinese people
have been moving from a pattern of friendship relationships
to one of more impersonal comrade relationships. Be sure
to explain Vogel'a meanings for these terms, and describe
them in terms of operational behavior briefly, as Vogel does
in his article.

Now ask: What have you learned about life under Communism
in China which might help bring about such a change? Do you
think that the Communist leaders may have intentionally trcEd
to bring about such ,a shift? Or do you think the change is
the result of unintended consequences of their actions? Why
might they be pleased by such a shift?

71. Have a group of pupils present a mock meeting in heaven of
Confucius and some of his followers, as they discuss Communist
policies in China today.

Vogel, "From Friend
ship: The Cha
Relations in C
in MacFarquliar

Mao, pp. 407-h
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S. Generalizes from data.

G. Although culture is always changing,
certain parts or elements persist
over long periods of time.

G. Even when a major reorganization
of a society takes place (such
as a revolution), not all of the
culture is completely modified.

S. Checks on the bias and competency
of authors and on the completeness
of data.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses and
authors.
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72. Discuss: We have been discussing ways in which Marxianism
(Communism)in China was very different from Confucianism.
Can you think of any way in which Marxianism plays a role
not unlike Confucianism in Chinese life?

73. Have a pupil summarize Barnett's discussion of continuity and
change in China. Perhaps have pupils compare it with the con-
clusions of Guillain. Discuss.: Do you agree with Barnett's

summary/ Or do you agree with either man? Why or why not?

74. Discuss: Doak Barnett opens a book on Coaimunist China by
stating that "The Chinese Communists have not yet completed
their revolution." What do you think he means?

75. Discuss: What is the difference between the present day Communist
government of China and the absolutism of the Chinese emperor/

76. Have a pupil prepare a bulletin board display on "China: Old
and New."

77. Have a pupil report on one book's summary of the Chinese people's
attitudes toward the Communist regime. The pupils should tell
the class something about the book and its sources of information.

Barnett, Communi
spective.

Stavrianos, Read'
History, pp.
Guillain c

Hu, et. al. Chi
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S. Generalizes from data.

G. No country lives up completely
to its ideology.

-171-

D. The Communist Party has follouod a zig
approach in its political, ecorkrymic, en
programs.

1, Wilen fto 'party fiv3t c..ne 10 'i2o.ior,

coglUion with other pcogr:;.:Give gr(.,

to bc;coe knoun as a modevate reg
Ly bC!:Ate. more stvingont iAnd too'

fvom the non-Comunists. At a ..3tai

the patty permitted open critieisma
itself once more and persecuted.thos
criticized the pasty.

2. The party at first took land away :A
an gave it to the peasants and late
develop self-help groups, then coupe
then communes; they found they had. t
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D. The Communist Party has follovc:d a zig zag or prngmatic
approach in its political,'economic, and soCial
progtams.

1.:ffhen fto yarty fivut c:me o 1.% a

conlUjoa vith oth3r grors
to bi,:co,,le knoun a$ a modvate :eegAnte. 2cuq,

more si;vingont And took 1.aantIce
from the ,;on-Co3almuaists. At a still la;:e
the arty permitted open cviticismand then rkworsed
ituelf once more and persecuted those 'vho had
criticized the partY.

2. The party at first took land any from large landowners
and gave it to the peasants and later tried to
develop self-help groups, then cooperatives and
then communes; they found they had to gi'io up some
of the measures which peasants opposed.

3. The ,party has tried to indw;rialize China and in-
crease agricultural production at a rapid rate;
however, it had to call a-halt to some of its
policies related to the GreatLeap Forward,_ and
proceed more slowly once more.

4. The party has followed, a zig zag policy toward
population control.
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Then discuss: On the basis of what you have read elsewhere, do
you agree with this summary of the attitudes of the Chinese people
toward the regime? Suppose you were in our State Department. How
would you assess the claim sometimes made that the people will re-
voJt against the Communist government?

78. Read aloud a. quotation about the flexibility of the Chinese leaders
in their approach to problems. Or tell the class that the leaders
hr.ve been called very flexible. Discuss: Why do you think people
identify this characteristic as an outstanding one of the Chinese
Com:al:mist leaders? How does it compare uith the flexibility of
Conmudist leaders in the Soviet Union? To what degree has this
flexibility modified the application of strict Marxian ideologies?
Point out that some people feel Mao has become less flexible in the
last several years because of his great desire to.make sure that his
ideas will live on after his death. Ask: Would you agree or
disagree? Why?



G. Living levels do not rise unless
output of production grows at a
faster rate than population.

. Some values are conducive to change;
some make change difficult.

G. There are strains between the
political ideal of dictatorship
and the organizational demands
of modern industrial society.
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E. The Communist oligarchy faced a number of problems:

1. The country has a vast population and a rapidly
growing population.which makes it difficult to
rrge living levels.

2. The country does not have the advantages the
Soviet Union had in possibilities for surplus
agricultural products to pay for in6ust6altAation,
nor does it have ns rich 0,11:11Y01 Coc in

'f.'%o. 1,1 w i of, .1;1.0,1

1,11:s1; a %11.-1.:,;:a

ulvith v.o.ca 1.o :1 en

4. The Chin,!;ie people have a il.k.,sobor of -.-6;;A;,..!,,

values 14hich ritay lat,,ke it dir if leutt .foc

.Communists to maintain Contr01.

a) Attitudes of passive resistance may.come to the
fore if the- Communists de not solve some of the
economic problems and if they try to interfere
too much with peasant wishes.

b) Traditional attitudes toward the family and
toward change and tradition are being modified
but still exert considerable influence with
many Chine Se and make the job of Communists .

harder.

5. As a country industrializes, there is a need for more
and more specialists in high positions, and these
people may accuire or have interests which do not
jibe with some'of the desires.of the party.
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79. Have a group of students role-play a discussion among Communist
leaders in China about the domestic problems which still face them.

80. Review with students what they learned in the unit on the Soviet
Union about the problems which arise when a country becomes
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G. Oligarchies have had persistent
troubles in solving the problem
of succession, especially where
they have abandoned the succession
by birth.

6. The problem of transfer of author
a power struggle, as it has at ti
Union. The Comunist elite which
party is made up of. two groups, a
was active in the party from .the
ac,mtntes the ,arty and a

into influence during the 1950,3,
men are-Irv:iced 6aLting old, the 1;

.Then Mao dies may be to another o.

long have to go to one of the
This group differs in a number of
present ruling group.
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ave had persistent
olving the problem
, especially where
ndoned the succession

6. The problem of transfer of authority may result in
a power struggle, as it has at times in the Soviet
Union. The Communist elite which controls the
party is made up of two groups, an o.Uer group which
,s active in the party from he bngillaiog and wh.o .1.6V

mip.ates ;.hay 1,Aety and a yor,,,ee 1;1 :c 'F) 1:110

into influence ducing the 1950's. Tnee 0):1
men are indeed 6etting old, the 1,,.11,.1fel: of 0ouvr

when Maio dics ic.ay be to another old pin but will befoca

long have to go to ole of the youagee generation.
This group difCers in a number of ways Cram the
present ruling group.
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industrialized and must have many economic and technical experts.
What effect may this rise of bureaucracy have upon the Communist
party goals and techniques? (Relate this question to the recent
"Cultural Revolution" and to the experience of the U.S.S.R.)

81. Review with students what they learned about the problems of
succession in the Soviet Union. Tell pupils the age of the
present Chinese leader. Discuss: What problems may arise in
succession in China? Are they likely to cause such problems as
they did in Russia after Lentil's vath and Stalin's dcath?

:T.07 11:3 tqAbles ;;he elifrevcat lovots of
-.abip la M 1, :.veLofIse o? each 01 ,,.e of

oci!:;in or :-. Lhe J;o;.r..'at in group '61ain-

ng the ';:..orv-nt .t Cl fozolza :iii or
tvad the 1:1...7;nt or sFa..'h tito have ,,broad.

As each table shn, have pupils %/kite.out one i.;;;atences

showing ,JEong the dirreint leadership 8-c.oups in terms
of criteria, shown in the table. Afterwards, discuss: Which group
would be lik to provide the leadership'after the present leader's
death? How . would such a leader be likely to live and so main-
tain office? t group is likely to provide the leadership before
too Irony years elapse? Why? How do the leaders of this group
compare with the leaders of the present top-level group? What
differences might this make?

82. Remind the Class that they discussed earlier the possibilities of a
revolution in China. Discuss:.,.Trvthejight of whnt you have now
studied about the economic andSobial system, as well as the political
system, do you wish to change your minds? Why or why not? What factors
have led to un.zest and even potential revolts on a small scale? How
did the Communist 1;':adets counter these threats? From what you have
studied, would you think that most-Chinese feel. better.or worse off

under the Communists than under the Kuo.mintang? Which groups might
consider themselves better off? in what ways? Which might consider
themselves worse off? in what Ways? -

Klein, "The 'Next G
Chinese Communl
in MacFarainhar
Under Mao, pp.
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OBJECTIVES

GENERALIZATIONS

1. Foreign policy considerations are affected
by ideology, considerations of national
self-interest, perceptions of power re-
lationships between countries, expectations
about how other nations will act, and
domestic problems at born.

2. Nations have at heiv 3;f::7,1d various in-
st:ozw..nts of natirT. ;lnd obotee

:smog them ,Oivers3s on :he.1:,3xe of the
goal, its importanee, +.13a effectiveness of
the means, its aceoptabilityiets.

3. Struggle may bring together otherwise unre-
lated persons and groups-in coalitions and
temporary associations.

4. Decision-making is limited by a number of
factors, including available resources.

ATTITUDES

1. Is curious about social dats.4

2. Is committed to the free examination of
social attitudes and data. Searches actively
for different points of view and interpre-
tations.

3. Scepticism ofsingle-factor causation in the
social sciences.

4. Scepticism of panaceas.

5. Feels a sense of responsibi
informed about current prof

Ati:atAs problaos tn a

4. Sets up hypotheses.

b. Identifies problms.

c. Identifies value 1.tonflic

d. Considers alternative co

2. Is effective, in. locating in

a. Uses Reader's Guide to P

3. Gathers information effecti

a.Interpreta'Cartoons.

4. Evaluates information.

.a. Evaluates information in
comPleteness of data, bi
arguments.
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out social data.

to the free examination of
les rind data. searches actively
points of view and interpre-

single-factor causation in the

4. Scepticism of panaceas.

. 5. Feels a sense of responsibility for keeping
informed about current problems.

sKrufis

1. Ati:acks probl:x115 -ftticual

a. Sets up hypoth6,3o3.

b. Identifies prOblcu3.

c. Identifies value conflicts.

d. Considers alternative courses of action.

2. Is effective in locating information.

a. Uses Reader's. Guide to Periodical Literature..,1a....1,1 IN/

3. Gathers information effectively.

a. Interprets cartoons.

4. Evaluates inforMation.

a. Evaluates information in terms of consistency,
completeness of data, bias, and logical
arguments.



1) Identifies inconsistencies.

b. Identifies and e::;min:,3 basic assumptions.

5. Has a well-developed time sense.

a. Looks for relation*hips among events within
one country and within a world-Vide time
framework.

6, Olvnizes and analyzes information and draws
concLsions.

a. T.: is hypothet.7s i%LainGt data.

b, clm.!ralizes frota acts.

e. Considers posalble consequences of alterna-
tive courses of action.



A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Identifies probl.

S. ConBid2r3 01%rti.Ve (201.15:3-

of action.

3. Considers -poealble;--tseqencua
of alternative courOc.s of action.

S. Identifies value conflicts.
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V. Chinese foreign policy is based upon,bo
ideology, practical considerations abou
.powbr relationships, and domestic affai7
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V. Chinese foreign policy is based upon both Marxian
ideology, practical considerations about national interests,
power relationships, and domestic affairs.
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1. By way of review of foreign policy issues between China and the
U. S. which were looked at briefly during the introduction to
this unit, have a plpil prepare a bulletin board display on current
issues between the two countries. Refer to it in class, as pupils
begin their study of Chinese foreign policy. Point out that pupils
should try to find out as much as possible about these issues and
try to come to tentative decisions about courses of action at the
end of the unit.

If newspapers have just tarried an account of any recent dispute
between the U. S. and China, use it to reinforce Liens about the
importance of relations between the U. S. and China.

2. Remind 'c'vAls of the el ass ovtnton poll at Vie bo:;!oliDg of
Look once e;:;ain at the list pursi-ad at that ;:;,;le of possible alUin-
atives for U. S. policies tou,?,rd ChJ.Aia and the 1;o3Jible consequ-oc.ls
of these alternatives. Go theaugh these alternativeL to see hei;her
or not pupils wish to suggest further consequences for any of them
or add additional alternatives. Have pupils keep this list in mind
as they study the rest of this unit. They should return to it fairly
frequently, making additions or raising further questions about
policies already on the list. They should also identify value conflicts
involved in some of the alternatives.

Tell the class that some .,eople feel that peaceful coexistence between
the U. S. and China in the future is 'impossible. Others feel that it
is both possible and imperative. Discuss: At the present time, before
you have done any furthe'r studying, do you think peaceful coexistence
is possible? Why or why not? Do you think it is desirable? Why or
why not? Do you think It is as possible as coexistence with the
U.S.S.R.? Why or why not?
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G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.

A. IS'COMMITTED TO TEE FRM EXAMINATION
OF SOCIAL MIMES AND DATA. SE MMES
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
AND INTERPRETATDMS. .

G. Struggle may bring together otherwise
unrelated persona and groups in co-
alitions and temporary associations.

S. Generalizes from data.

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINATION
OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA. SEARCHES
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
AND INTERPRETATIONS.

A. Chinese leaders have shown great f
shifting policies to meet immediat
keeping in mind long-range goals.

1. The period from Oct., 1949 unti
the Korean War in the middle of
by an attitude very similar to
Union when the Bolshevists came
leaders called for revolutions
Asia. They also proceeded to e
alliance with the U.S.S.R.
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iho*TO THE FREE EXAMINATION
ATTITUDES AND DATA. SEARCHES
FOR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW

ATIONS.

A. Chinese leaders have shown great flexibility in
shifting policies to meet immediate problems, although
keeping in mind long-range gcals.

1. The period from Oct., 1949 until the beginning of
the Korean. War in the midd..e of 1950 laqs marked

by an attitude very similar to that in the Soviet
Union when the Bolshevists came to power. Chinese
leaders called for revolutions in other parts of
Asia. They also proceeded to establish a firm
alliance with the U.S.S.R.
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3. Have pupils read a brief survey of Chinese foreign policy since
the Communists took power. Ask them to look for the motives of
Chinese leaders for each policy decision.

4. Review with pupils the attitudes of the Soviet leaders tomard the
Communist Party in China during the days of the Kuomintang. How
had Stalin treated them? Nhat effect did his orders to join the
Kuomintang have upon Couraunist strength in China? How had Stalin
treated Mao? What happened to relations between the Communists and
the U.S.S.R. during the later struggle between the Communists and
Chiang Kai -shek?

Discuss: If you had been Mio, how would you have felt about the
Soviet Communist leaders? Why would you probably turn to them
for help regardless of your feelings, once you had come to power
in China?

5 Give pupils a dittoed sheet about the Trade Union Conference of
Asian:and Australian Countrieb which China called in Peking in
November of 1949. The dittoed sheet should include an explanation
of the representatives at the conference and quotations from
Liu Shao-ch'i on wars of liberation, the need for help for such
revolutions, and the example of the Chinese revolution.

Bell, The Two Chi
Durdin, Mao's Chi
Barnett, Communis

Revolution,
Lewis, Comm. Chi

Change, pp.

Brief summary can
Floyd, Mao A
P. 16.

Barnett, Communist
pp. b9-90.

Brief summary can
Mao Against.
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Bell, The Two Chinas, Ch. 6.
Durdin, Mao's China, pp. 43-55.
Barnett, Communist ChinaContinuing

Revolution, pp. 38-51.
Lewis, Comm. China: Crisis and

Change, pp. 26-33. .

Brief summary can be found in
Floyd, Mao Against Krushchev,
p. 16.

al?

Barnett, Communist China and Asia,
pp. 89-90

Brief summary can be found in Floyd,
Mao Against Khrushchev, p. 16.



G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.
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AND INTERPRETATIOM

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.
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Discuss: What do these quotations show about haw the Chinese
leaders felt about Chinese role in Asian affairs at this time?
If you had been leaders of the other countries from which trade
union representatives came, bow would you have reacted.to this
conference? Why do you think China took such a militant stand
so soon after the Communists came to power, when they still
faced many domestic problems at home? How did this early foreign
policy stand'compared with the early policies of the Soviet Union?
Do you think the reasons for similar policies are the same or
different? Why?

6. P.-:;,riew U. S. g 307Ccd-
aftrar1.1 7 ..r a. ',11w Lld's 1U:4 6:::11,1;1,/ a At Co;,,tioqi.it?

ten the ,:1 ;1 ;1:out the %._ty OTO.RA :;.:;ze of

the U. S. 15iplia co52.98 In i.1!-1 td the e 1.uporty
Monging to Comu3c1.3 in :=k.! ii t950.

Call on student:3 ,110 have read is :re rlulit ..4.1.0J-noriob

in China duriqg this of rly period of Cci:,,:linnist cont.to3.. That
happened to these ulsoionaries? What -reasons did the Cwosuunists

have for treating them and the U. S. in this fashion?

Project some of the Chinese cartoons-which attacked the U. S.

Discuss: If you had been the President of the U. S., haw would
you have reacted? Tell the class about the breaking off of re-
lations with China.

7. go,7e pupils read about takeover inTalwan. Discuss:
What Policiet didtheU, Toward China's goverment in
Thialat. How would. these poliCies affect'Our relations :with
Red China?

ju

.92.

For cartoons, see Wal
Under Communism.

Bell, The Two Chinas,
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G. Decision-making is limited by
a number of factors, including
available resources.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.

3. In 1952, Chinese tactics bega
militant attempts to win Erie
until 1957 was marked by atte
Asiatic countries that they co
in peaceful co-existence. Chi
and other non-military measure
although the early part of th'
some crises with France and th
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3. In 1952, Chinese tactics began to shift to less
militant attempts to win friends. The period
until 1957 was marked by attempts to persuade other
Asiatic countries that they could live with China
in peaceful co-existence. China used economic aid
and other non-military measures to win friends,
although the early part of this period also saw
some crises with France and the U. S.
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8. A student might prepare several cartoons showing U. S. and
Chinese attitudes toward the U. S. support of Chiang on Taiwan.

9. Discuss: Why do you think the Chinese went to the aid of North
Korea so soon after the Communists came to power in China and
were still facing so many problems within China itself?

Tell pupils briefly about the aid China got from the U.S.S.R.
during the Korean War period. Also point ov.t that the Soviets
an minded repayment for their help.

A st.....dezt elayoKal cartoons 111.6.45ng U. S. ,,T d

:lair :,e :attitudes t,c...,;ad the U. S. militay 1;.%o're aorcsa 1;r;.-,h

1:arilel in Korea.

11. gave a student prozont a report on the Chiose invasion of =Mot
and the way in Which the Communists pit &min tbe revolt in Tibet
later. Discuss: Why do you think the Chinese CommUniats Wanted
to gain control of Tibet which is such a relatively poor area?
. Why would it attempt to do so when it still faced many domestic
problems?

12. Remind pupils of the fact that China planned to begin its first
Five Year Plan in 1953. What effect might this- have upon Chinese
forelgn policies?

Barnett, Communist

PP. 345-347.
Floyd, ;!flo Avkinst

CtlanOra.0(2char, au

Asian View, Ch
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S. Looks for relationships among
events within one country and
within a world-wide time frame-
work.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

S. Idantifios jacor31-.0;enctol,

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, perceptions
of power relationships between countries,
expectations about how other nations will
aet,and domestic problems at home.
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13. Have a pupil prepare a timeline showing some of the shifts in
Chinese foreign policy under the Communists. He should place
it under tIle same kind of timeline which was prepared for the
unit on the Soviet Union and also under the timeline prepared
for events in Western Europe: Have pupils try to figure out
possible relationships among events on these different timelines.

Also ask: Were your ideas correct about what might happen to
foreign policy decisions during the first Five Year Plan? (See
activity f12).

14. Read Disnad a5._olir,tio1 8 v:conccev::::iti: of "Five

Principles if Covxistence." Dri.a: Hog dtd otatement
compare with -;:he otatcment P..ae at the Trade Union Conference

in 3949? Nbat xcasons miipt account for the lhift?

15. Have a pupil report on the Indo-China war and the Geneva Conference
of 1954. Be' should discuss the Chinese role in this war and in
the peace conference. What was the outcome of the war? How did
the role of China fit into its new policy of peaceful co-existence?

16. Have a pupil give a report on the Formosa (or Taiwan) Crisis of
1954-1955. Discuss: What effect might this crisis have had on
China's attitude toward the use of force in foreign policy?

17. Tell the class briefly about the period which followed, including
the Bandung Conference. What did these events indicate about
Chinese policy?

Daniels, ed., Docume
. -

of Communism, p
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S. Looks for relationships among 4. In late 1957 China joined the Sov
events within one country and period of renewed militancy. In
within a world=wide time frame- more militant than the Soviet Uni
work.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations,
of national self-interest, perceptions
of power relationships between countries,
expectations about how other nations will
act, and do' tic problems at home.

S. Identifies value conflicts.

G. Foreign policy considerations are affected
by ideology, considerations of national self-
interest, perceptions of power relationships
between countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.
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18. Look again at the timeline and add the date for the first Russian
Sputnik. Ask: What effect might this event have upon Soviet and
Chinese foreign policy? Now note briefly a series of international
incidents in 1958-1959 such as the Lebanon-Iraq crisis, the offshore
islands crisis, the Berlin Crisis, Indian border crisis and the Laotian
crisis of 1959. What do these events indicate about both Russian and
Chinese foreign policy in this period? How might thy. Indian crisis
affect relations between China and the U.S.S.R.? (Y)u may have to
remind pupils of Soviet aid to India.)

19. Reveiw !!;It pupils have learmod about the crinis in Viet Nam nd
Chine,3e role in that cripil. (Or have them On 11.0 vcading about
this crtdi:i if neee5saw.)

20. Read aloud quotations from Mao on imperialism, who will lose in case
of war, the inevitability of war, etc. Discuss in terms of the meaning
for Chinese policies.

Now read aloud quotations from Soviet leaders on the dangers of thermo-
nuclear war. Compare these with the Chinese statements. Discuss: Haw
might this difference affect the Sino-Soviet alliance? What factors
might explain the difference?

21. A pupil might prepare a series of editorials which might have appeared'
in a Chinese newspaper at the time of one of the crisee with the U. S.
He should try to show how ideology and other factors were involved in
the Chinese reactions.

Jacobs and Baerwal
Communism, pp.
160-1647166-3

Floyd) Mao Against
95, (Soviet).
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Nations have at their command
various instruments of national
power, and choice among them
depends on the nature of the
goal, its importance, the effect-
iveness of the means, its accept-
ability, etc.

A. IS CONPaiTED TO THE FREE EXAMTWATION
OF SOCIAL AlITIVDES AND DATA. SFAROBES
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
AND INTERPRETATIONS.

5. During its clay history, nod 0.
a close alliance with the Soviet
following the Polish and Hungari
began to develop between China A
This rift has become quite.hcate
reasons, but China and the Sovie
a number of goals in common.
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ve at their command
struments of national
choice among them
the nature of the
importance, the effect-
the means, its accept-
tc.

TO NREE EXMTWATION
NITITUDES AND DATA. .FARCHES

OR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
'MATIONS.

5. Durthg ita early history, rod LIiaa towavd
a closc'alliance with the Soviet Union. However,
following the Polish and Hungarian crises, a rift
began to develop between China and the U.S.S.R.
This rift has become quite heated for a nvnber of
reasons, but China and the Soviet Union still have
a number of goals in common.
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22. Have a pupil prepare a chart to highlight changes in Chinese foreign
policy after 1949. Discuss the chart in terms of what it shows about
flexibility of the Chinese leaders. Also discuss: Do you think
there is any reason to believe that the Chinese leaders changed
their minds about the ultimate goals of Chinese foreign policy during

these years? Quote Mao's ideas on attack and retreat and discuss their
implications for foreign policy.

23. lAnd pupils of the Orop in Soviet economic aid after 1959. Compare
this aid to Soviet aid to other countries. Then discuss: Suppose you
yid been the Chinese Communist leaders. You found that the Soviet Union

:as giving you less economic aid than it was giving some of the countries
of eastern Europe and that it was cutting back on aid. How would you
have reacted?

24. Have a pupil give a brief report on Chinese economic aid to other Asiatic
countries and other newly-independent countries at the same time that it
was getting economic aid from the Soviet Union. Discuss: If you had
been the Soviet leaders, how would you have reacted? Why? (Discuss
purposes of Chinese aid as well as expenditures of money.) What other
reasons might there have been for decreases in Soviet economic aid to
China?

quotp.tion, see:

Communist Chine
p. 76.

Floyd, Mao Against

See figures in Floy
Khruschev, p.

Barnett, Commuhist
pp. 244-250.

25. Have several pupils assume the roles of Chinese leaders who are discuss- Jackson, Russo-Chi
ing boundary problems with the Soviet Union. They should discuss their
reactions to these boundaries.
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G. Foreign policy considerations
are affected by ideology, con-
siderations of national self-
interest, perceptions of power
relationships between countries,
expectations about how other
nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.

A. SCEPTICISM OF SINGLE- .FACTOR

CAUSATION.

A. SCEPTICISM OF PANACEAS.

S. Identifies value concepts.

S. Considers alternative courses of
action and possible consequences
of these alternatives.
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Have the same pupil3 assume the roles of Soviet leaders and
discuss the boundary problems. They should indicate their
concerns about these areas.

26. A pupil might prepare a series of editorials which might have
appeared in a Chinese newspaper at the time of one of Mao's
rifts with the Soviet leaders. He should try to show how ideology
and other factors were involved in Chinese reactions.

27. Have a group of pupils role-play a meeting of the U. S. National
Security Council. They should discuss the causes of the rift
between China and the U.S.S.R., and try to decide what the U. S.
should do to widen this rift--if it should.

Meblinger, Readings
Floyd, see esp. pp.

Mehnertp Peking and
(paperback ,.1

Barnett, Communist

esp. PP. 3: : -3
Swearer and Longaker

Annals, Sept.,

Pentomy, Red World i
Communist Forei

MgNeal, ed. Int11. R
Communists, pp
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Mehlinger, Readings, pp. 184-190.
Floyd, ,see esp. pp. 194-205.

Mehnert, Peking and Moscow,
(paperback),. 1963.

Barnett, Communist China and Asia,
esp. pp. 368-371.

Swearer andiongaker, Part 10, The
Annals, Sept., 1963, pp. 9:-

Pentomy, Red World in Tumult:
Communist Foreign Policies.

ftNeal, ed. Int'l. Relations Among
Communists, pp. 27-40.



G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, perceptions
of power relationships between countries,
expectations about how other nations
will act, and domestic PrOblems at home.

A. SCEPTICICM CF SINGLE4ACTOR
CAUSATION.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national aelf-interest, perceptions
of power relationships between countries,
expectations about how other nations will
act, and domestic problems at home.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.
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B. A review of Cbinese policy decinuas
of ideology as well as of .:onsiaerat
interests, perceptions of power rela'
tions about how other countries will
ideas about the role of China, and d
at home.

1. Marxian ideology affects the pert
about actions of capitalist count
long-range goals of China.

a. Marxian ideology establishes a
of Communist revolution in oth
leads Chinese leaders to both
olutions in the future and to
them.

b. Marxian ideology leads Chinese
capitalist countries to act in
international affairs.
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B. A review of Chinese policy deciouns ehows the kriipo:tance
of ideology as well as of considerations of prAtional
interests, perceptions of power relationships, expecta-
tions about how other countries will act, historical
ideas about the role of China, and domestic problems
at home.

1. Marxian ideology affects the perceptions of leaders
about actions of capitalist countries, as well as
long-range goals of China.

a. Marxian ideology establishes a long-range goal
of Communist revolution in other countries. It
leads Chinese leaders to both expect such rev-
olutions in the future and to try to stimulate
them.

b. Marxian ideology leads Chinese leaders to expect
capitalist countries to act in certain ways in
international affairs.
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28. Read aloud quotations from Mao ;ihich indicate that he thinks the
Soviets have lost their revolutionary and ideological zeal.

Discuss: How do ideological differences affect Sino-Soviet

relations:* How can you account for these differences?

P.9. Disctlos: In te.7.,8 of at you 3..a.vo ot,)died c43,out Cbie

foreign policy, does ideology uam to piny ia policy
decisions? What 'J1.er factors seem to be important in policy
decisions? Which seem to be most important?

Have pupils check their generalizations against those by
authorities on Chinese foreign policy. Have pupils read
different analyses of the role of ideology and other factors in
shaping Chinese foreign policy.

After pupils have completed their reading, discuss: How important
is ideology in shaping Chinese foreign policy? Is it more or
less important than it is in shaping Soviet foreign policy?
(Have pupils draw upon what they have read about specific policy
decisions, what they studied in the unit on the U.3.S.R., and what
they have just read about policy decisions in general.)

Jacobs and Baerwal
Communism, p

rtn excellent alv,

influ,lices a
policy can b
Communist Ch
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Jacobs and Baervald, eds., Chinese
Communism, pp. 179,.
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influences on Chinese foreign
policy scan be found in Barnett,
Communist China and Asia, Ch. 4.
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G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.

c. Chinese leaders are probably
ideological factors than So
present time.

2. Like the leaders of all nations
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c. Chinese leaders are probably more swayed by
ideological factors than Soviet leaders at the
present time.

2. Like the leaders of all nations, those in China act
in what they believe to be the interests of their
country. However, they attempt to show that these
interests are not in conflict but rather support the
long-range goals of Communism.

3. Like Leaders of all nations, those In Chilts take
into closidc-cation their pereoptiolls of ratloal
4:t,- 0:c and the ,:,tlys in foich other ,.:!.11;-J.:s 1111

Act.

4. 031inte foceign policy is bned in RI; open long-
stanOing historicAl beliefs about ne .roAfince of
China dud the superiority of the Chtn.:Je people as
well as by the rising tide of nationalism in reaction
to Imperialism and what Chinese considered insults
during the 19th century.

5. Like leaders in all nations, Ch'Ilese leaders consider
domestic matters in making foreign policy decisions.
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30. Discuss: Do Chinese leaders seem to pay as much attention to
domestic problems as do Soviet and U. S. leaders as they formulate
foreign policy decisions? (Be sure to discuss reasons fur
students, replies to this questiun.)



S. Uses Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature.

S. Identifies add exJALles basic
assumptions.

S. EvaluateF information in terms
of consistency, completeness of
data, bias, logical arguments,

and compete.
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C. The U. S. has countered Chinese polio
of ways. It has used foreign economi
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up its military strength. It has de
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Communist take-overs, and it ras foil
non-recognition.

D. At the presclit Liwl the U. S.
impovthnt pokey aoetsiolis in ouv u''
Chira. These ,loeiJioas cannot
uithout considettug the polictieal,
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its military strength; its present s
other Communist countries; and its al
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C. The U. S. has countered Chinese policy moves in a number
of ways. It has used foreign economic and military
aid to build up allies and win support in other
countries. It has developed alliances. It has built
up its military strength. It has developed a policy
of containment and military reactions to attempts at
Communist take-overs, and it has followed a policy of
non-recognition.

D. At the present time the U. S. L1e.:3 n .ime-v of
impoetnnt policy Jectsions in our '1 fith 2 ;.d

China. These decioions cannot be :v:'e
Nithout consider tug the volicticall ..011,s. and
social systems of China; its forcicn moti.iaticu;

its military strength; its present dolltiGus with
other Communist countries; and its agi:,2A1 to under-
developed countries of Asia.
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31. Have pupils readbrief descriptions of how the U. S. has tried
to meet Chinese foreign policy decisions.

Have the class list general approaches and examples under each.
(Draw on discussion of specific incidents.)

Discuss: How do ideological factors mix with other factors in
affecting U. S. poly decisions in our relations with Red China?

32. Have pupils list a series of specific issues which exist today
between the U. S. and Red China.

Have pupils read current articles in news magazines, magazines of
opinion and pamphlets or books concerning policies which the U. S.
should follow in its dealings with Red China (in general and on
specific policies). Have pupils examine these articles in terms
of basic assumptions of authors, competency, completeness of data,
bias, and logical arguments.

33. Have pupils listen to or read excerpts from recent speeches by
Congressional or administration leaders on Chinese foreign policy
or on our policy toward China. Have pupils discuss these stands.
They should analyze the speeches in terms of basic assumptions)
consistency, completeness of data, bias, and logical arguments.

In addition to c
see Lewis,
Crisis and

Blum, U. S
China.
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G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interests, percep-
tions of power relationships between
countries, expectations about how
other nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.

A. IS commirrtp TO THE FREE EXAMINATION
OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA. SEARCHES
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW
AND INTERPRETATIONS.

A. SCEPTICISM OF PANACEAS.

S. Considers alternative courses of
action and possible consequences
of these alternatives.

S. Identifies value conflicts.

A. SCEPTICISM OF PANACEAS.
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34. Have several pupils prepare written or oral mock interviews
between (a) an American reporter and Red Chinese leaders,
and (b) between a reporter and the U. S. Secretary of State.
TLese interviews should deal with current issues or policies
related to relations between the two countries.

35. Have a group of pupils present a mock hearing befor. the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee on some policy issue related to
Red China.

36. Have a group of students debate the question: Should the U. S.
recognize Red China?

37. Or have students present R mock meeting of the U. N. General
Assembly in which the debate is focussed upon whether or not
Red China should be admi'tcd to the U. N. Have each pupil be
assign'd to represent a specific country. He should prepare
'ahead of time so that he can argue as that country's representa-
tive would be likely to argue on the issue,

Reader's Gui
anese
Foreign

Barnett, Comm
Ch. 14.

Newman, Reco

Current Histo
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S. Considers alternative courses of
action and possible consequences
of these alternatives.

G. Foreign policy considerations are
affected by ideology, considerations
of national self-interest, percep-
tions of power relationships be-
tween countries, expectations about
how other nations will act, and
domestic problems at borne.

S. Interprets cartoons.

S. Considers alternative covrces of

action and possible consequences
of these alternatives.
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38. Project recent American. cartoons about Red China. Discuss: What
do cartoonists try to get viewers to believe about Red China?. How?
How would such beliafs Affect ideas about foreign policy?

39. Have a panel discussion on "What should be our policy toward Barnett, Communis
Taiwan and the offshore islands?" Ch. 13. .

40. Discuss U. S. policy toward Viet Nam in relationship to what the
Chinese might do in case of each of the alternatives we might
select.

41. Remind pupils that they have already paid some attention to the
rift between China and the U.S.S.R. as they studied the previous
unit. They discussed briefly the question: If you were President,
how would you deal with the Soviet Union in the light of this conflict?
Now ask: Now that you have studied China, have you changed your
minds at all? Why or why not?
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S. Generalizes from data.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Foreign policy considerations
are affected by ideology, con-
siderations of national self-
interest, perceptions of power
relationships between countries,
expectations about how other
nations will act, and domestic
problems at home.
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42. Discuss: Do you think China or the Soviet Union presents the
greater international threat to the U. S.? Why? Do you think
Chinese policies may gradually shift as China becomes more highly
industrialized and as new leaders take over control of China ?.

Why or why not?

43. Come back to the question raised at the beginning of the study
of Chinese foreign relations. .Discuss: Do you think that peace-
ful coexistence with Red China is possible? Why or why not?

'14. Rave pupils list a number of c:dblasituations related to Chinese
foreign policy since 1949. Now have them try to work out a balance
sheet indicating success and failure of Chinese policies in each
of these cases. Remind pupils of the Soviet emphasis upon long-
term goals despite immediate frustrations. Discuss: Do you think
the same thing is true of Red China? Why or why not? Quote Barnett
on the Chinese view of a continuing world struggle. Ask:. In the
light of the general Communist focus upon long-range goals and
Marxian expectations about what will happen to capitalism, have
you changed your mind at all about U. S. foreign policy? Do you
think there is any quick way of ending the U. S. conflict with
Red China? What implications do you see for the U. S. in your con-
clusions?

45. Quote Barnett on the implications of Chinese policies for the U. S.
in terms of trying to promote change or perserve the status quo.
Discuss: Do you agree with Barnett? Why or why not?'

Barnett, Communist C
pp. 70-71.

Barnett, Communist C
pp. 83-84.
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true of Red China? Why or why not? Quote Barnett

ew of a continuing world struggle. Ask: In the
ral Communist focus upon. long -range goals and
ons about what will happen to capitalism, have
mind at all about U. S. foreign policy? Do you
ly quick way of ending the U. S. conflict with
implications do you see for the U. S. in your con-

the implications of Chinese policies for the.U. S.
43 to promote change or perserve the status quo.
agree with Barnett? Why or why not?

Barnett, Communist China and Asia,
pp. 70-71.

Barnett, Communist China and Asia,
pp. 63-84.



Considers alternative courses

of action and possible consequences
of these alternatives.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT CURRENT
PROBLEMS.

S. Generalizes from data.
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46. Now return to the possible alternative courses of broad policy
action suggested by pupils during the introductory stage of this unit

and again at the, beginning of this study of Chinese foreign

relations. Have them list other possibilities. in the light of
what they. have now studied.

Have students examine the goals they set up at the beginning of
the unit. Ask: Have you changed your minds about these goals?

Now have pupils list possible consequences of each alternative
course of action. How sure are they that consequences would
follow? What evidence do they have? Studentb should compare
:111se possible consevences with their goals.

finally, just as in the unit on the Soviet Union, c,Ich student
dhuuld prepare a stat'noeat about bhich courses of action he
would support and :Av. Then discuss their conclusions. If they
differ, why do they differ? (Because of differences in goals and
values or difference in predictions about consequences of different
alternati ?)

47. Ask for volunteers to keep the class informed about new deve]J-2-
ments in China.

48. Give pupils a recent opinion poll about China. Do their attitudes
resemble those cf the American public as a whole? If not, why do
they think they differ? Or give pupils some of the same questions
as at the beginning of the unit. Have pupils' attitudes changed
at all since the beginning of the unit. If they have, why?
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49. Give a test covering all of the work on the unit. Discuss results

in class.

50. Point out the class will be studying India next. What questions

do they now have about India in the light of their study of China?
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COMMUNIST CHINA

John Turner

Although scholars have.not been able to ana-
lyze developments in Communist China with as
much precision or detail as they have examined
Communist Russia, the study of the Communist
system in an Oriental setting is a fascinating ex-
perience for t':o stnclent. In present day China,
the young scEolar is able to stuLly ale impact of
the Maixist-Lenini:3t idea upon-an m-,cistit civili-
zation, the remnants of which had celitinued to
persist despite the inroads of "Westernism" in
the coastal areas and along the main water routes.
As originally conceived, Communist ideology and
organizational forms were supposed to take root
in industrial societies which had developed an
active, "class-conscious" labor force. Contra-
ry to the orthodox predictions of Karl Marx, how-
ever, the Chinese Communist Party rose to power
in a peasant society whose heavy industrial base
was largely confined to Manchuria and whose im-
portant factories had been stripped by the Russians
shortly after the end of World War II.

The success of the Chinese Communists in
this agrarian setting raises important questions
for the inquiring student: How was it possible for
the Communists to seize control of China? 1.-.7hat
features of the old traditional society have the Com-
munist leaders been able to make use of, and what
features constitute barriers to their efforts to re-

construct the social order? What c
old culture have the Communists be
cessfully.to.bring about? And, con
changes in the old culture have the
been forced to make in their idoo3.of
patterns of organization by vietute
the Conunn.ni.st system has been tv,-
Chinese envirenment? In other .g,-;
el,Itent has ox-thcdox COMMUlli;3111 he
and to what eAtent has the "old gill
munized"? Definitive answers to
questions 'may not be forthcoming f
years yet, but it is nevertheless in
keep an eye open for any trends tha
veloping.

Traditional Institutions and Pr

It is essential that the student 1
least a brief glimpse of "tradition
the civilization of China is very old
back for many centuries before the
Christ. Indeed, *many o the: probl
fronting the Communistsfor exan
velopment of agricultureare prob
Chinese dynasties have been wrest
hundreds of years. Moreover, a n
social institutions and behavioral p
were deeply woven into the social f
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ess of the Chinese Communists in
setting raises important questions
mg student: How was it possible for
its to seize control of China? Vihat
e old traditional society have the Corn-
s been able to make use of, and what
titute barriers to their efforts to re-

construct the social order? What changes in the
old culture have the Communists been able suc-
cessfully to bring about? And, conversely, what
changes in the old culture have the Communists
been forced to make in their icloology .and in their
patterns of organization by viisthe of 11;(1 fact that
the Coninnlk-0.1t system has been ti:,-.1scifinted in a
Chinese envi-renment? In other wevils, to what
extent has orthodox Communis)a Nal "Minified"
and to what eAtent has the "old China" been "Com-
munized"? Definitive answers to some of these
questions may not be forthcoming for several
years yet, but it is nevertheless important tc
keep an-eye open for any, trends that may be ide-
veloping.

Traditional Institutions and Problems

It is essential that the student be given at
least a brief glimpse of "traditional." China, for
the ciVilizatibn of China is very old, extending
back for many centuries before the birth-of
Christ. Indeed, many of the problems now con-
fronting the communists- -for example, the de-
velopment of agricultureare problems that
Chinese dynasties have been wrestling with for
hundreds of years. Moreover, a number of the
social institutions and behavioral patterns that
were deeply woven into the social fabric of
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China, providing strong threads of contintaty for
the various imperial regimes, have been severe-
ly attacked by the Communists who seek to im-
pose new methods of social control and to push
the country to higher levels of industrialization
and modernization.

At the local level ordinary citizens, who
eked out an eAstence by-intensively cultivating
their tiny plots of land, T/0100 closely tied to ;Ile
farnily system. The leaders of the family or
class were respensible for the behavior of in-
dividual members, punishing them for their mis-
deeds and taking care of them during times of
need. Similarly, organizations of merchants
(called guilds) established and enforced the
rules of commerce within the towns and cities.
Hence, several important functions (such as
punishment for wrongdoing, welfare activities,
and the reglulation of business transactions) that
in many societies are ordinarily performed by
government were carried out -by other social in-
stitutions, especially the family and the guilds.
Heavy reliance upon these institutions meant
that when their influence became somewhat
eroded by the forced of social change, the gov-
ernment needed to take over, these functions. But,
as we shall see, when these important institutions
were weakened, China entered a long period of
political chaos, and the central government was
never strong enough or stable enough to perform
these functions adequately, and disorder tended

to prevail, with political power eventu
ing into the hands of local "warlords, "
whom were primarily interested in pers
rather than in good governance.

For centuries until 1911, the govern
China was a monarchy under the rule of
peror. Theorotically all-powerful, the
appointed his alvisers to the :!1-,:nle and
EnWlei:j3d a r on !:13

time po.k!c-3 7:.uge
*racy ex..,::::.11ed far 1,10-jiil !AO
tricts and -:;!1:Alh was recra-xl Zro;yrA the
hers of the "17.,;litry" class who !iA
pass the civil service examinations. TI
"scholar-officials" were a prestigious
and to become a government official w
goal of many individuals.

The political system of imperial Chi
reinforced and sanctified by the prevail
ology of the society, important element
were provided by Confucianism. It had
assumed that the emperor governed and
"mandate of heaven"--that the monarch
under the authority of the diety above,
uo long as he enjoyed this mandate, or
citizens were obligated to obey his corn
According to Confucian doctrine, only
individuals with ability were entitled to
ipate in government administration, an
civil service examination was really a t
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to take over these functions. But,
when these Important institutions
China entered a long period of
and the central government was

nough or stable enough to perform
adequately, and disorder tended

to prevail, with political power eventually fall-
ing into the hands of local "warlords, " many of
whom were pi.:_narily interested in personal gain
rather than in good governance.

For centuries until 1911, the government of
China was a monarchy under the rule of an em7
peror. Theoisotically all-po--,- .7e:eful, the? empcror
znpointed his alijsers to the t!- :i:,-to ()Ron

crt To co.k-,iy
a_tt u.,:act
.;racy c..1)e:L.11...;:,d far 7., !o ,113-
L-ficts or.:(1 reer.03.1.;d
bes of the "g:i..try" class ',Nilo !\,,./..1 of,,mged to
pass the civil service examinations. These
"scholar-officials" were a prestigious group,
and to become a government official was the
goal of many individuals.

The political system of imperial China was
reinforced and sanctified by the prevailing ide-
ology of the society, important elements of which
were provided by Confucianism. It had long been
assumed that the emperor governed under the
"mandate of heaven"--that the monarch ruled
under the authority of the diety above, and that
so long as he enjoyed this mandate, ordinary
citizens were obligated to obey his commands.
According to Confucian doctrine, only those
individuals with ability were entitled to partic-
ipate in government administration, and the
civil service examination was really a test of
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knowledge about the Confucian classics. This
meant that the ruling elite had been thoroughly
indoctrinated in the tenets of Confucianism dur-
ing the long period of preparation for the exam-
inations.

In reality, of course, the emperor was
limited in his ability to govern for several rea-
sons: (1) China embraces a huge territory-4
fact that has also created difficulty for the Com-
munistsand it often took many months for im-
perial decrees to be communicated to the remote
provinces. (2) In a society that tended to respect
the past, the monarch was bound to pay heed to
the edicts of his predecessors; indeed, for him
to institute policies making demands upon his
people that drastically violated custom ran the
risk of inciting popular rebellion.. (3) It was as-
sumed that the central government would assist
in the building of important irrigation works and
would provide relief from floods and famines- -
but beyond these responsibilities the central gov-
ernment was not expected to intervene in regula-
ting the lives of ordinary people. (4) Confucian
doctrine stipulated that when a ruler was "mor-.
al, " Chinese citizens would immediately recog-
nize his merit and would voluntarily obey his
will, but when he resorted to the use of force,
this was an' admission that he had suffered a de-
cline in virtue and was governing in an immoral
way. (5) When conditions in the state grew ad-
verse -- wtien, for example, the people were af-

Meted by floods, famine, or excessive
ness -- this was a sign that his mand
wearing thin; under these circumstanc
people were entitled to rebel against If

This built-in right of rebellion was
spicuous feature of governance in tr
China, and over the centuries there ei
a t'attern of dynaf,ties being weakoixed
lax 12.nrest and evelitnally being ov,)xL.
rivals for the th:rone. When tlii3 !:.app
however, the monarchical sy.stera Use
seldom called into question, and the el
resulted merely in the replacelnent of
nasty by another.' Not until the revolu4
1911, which was engineered by Dr. Sun
was the monarchy abolished and-an ent
system in the form of a "republic" est

In the traditional society of China,'
archy of social classes was clearly vi
the top of the social ladder were the e
and his fellow-clansmen, who were kn
the imperial nobility. Below them we
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for example, the people were af-

fitted by floods, famine, or excessive lay; ess-
ness -- this was a sign that his mandate was
wearing thin; under these circumstances, the
people were entitled to rebel against his rule.

This built-in right of rebellion was a con-
spicuous feature of governance in traditional
China, and over the centuries there emerged
a pattern of dynasties being weakoixb,.:1 by popu-
lar ;.uirest and evelitnally being ove:i.Jur.lcd by
rivals for the thxone. When this !-,appenefei,
however, the monarchical system Used via
seldom called into question, aild the changes
resulted merely in the replaceinewt of one dy-
nasty by another. Not until the revolution of
1911, which was engineered by Dr. Sun Yat-Pan,
was the monarchy abolished and an entirely new
system in the form of a "republic" established.

In the traditional society of China, an hier-
archy of social classes was clearly visible. At
the top of the social ladder were the emperor
and his fellow-clansmen, who were known as
the imperial nobility. Below them were the rev-
ered gentry, from the ranks of whom the govern-
ment administrators and advisers were drawl.
Then came the peasants, constituting the bulk
of the population, who were reppected becau;.Je
they contributed to the productivity of the cowl-
try and were the chief taxpayers. Below the
peasants were the artisans and merchants who
were regarded with suspicion because they were
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not visibly productive, pcuring their energies
into the search for.profit through the sale and
exchange of goods. At the bottom of the social
scale were the soldiers who were ranked little .
higher than the castoffs of the society, reflect-
ing the lowly role assigned to the use of force
in t he-system. This social breakdown is im-
portant to recognize for two reasons: (1) The in-
ferior status of the merchants prompted themto
make their fortunes quickly and then to move out
of the u.et-.-;1.).4.nt class if they could -- a flev..)lop-
Mont tet:.1.ed to irthiUt eccaornic clevc11%.nr.ent
in old .(2) In the CAV.Cit.3 en-
sued of..er middle of 1;1..e
there c-,:cale lo be greater J:eliance upon foyce
the :7)ce,.tety, and the specitlists in force (so3..Aexs)
began to rise in the social scale. At the same
time the scholars came to play less of a role in
governing the system.

Despite the existence of clearly differen-
tiated social classes, traditional China was a
relatively fluid society. In other words, it was
possible for particular individuals and families
to rise in the social order.' Sinde "merit" in the
Confucian scheme was nut the monopoly of spe-
cial castes, an individual.who .exhibited talent
and who had Managed to secure enough education
in the classics to pas the government examina-
tion was able.to.enter into gentry status and pos-
sibly to securea. pot iti.the state administration.
Indeed, it was the aim of many merchants to .ac-
cumulate sufficient money in commerce to pur-
chase land and to educate themselves or their

children so that they could enter gove
service, being able thereby to divest
selves of their mercantile roles. and t
in the social scale. In practice, of c
relatively few peasant families were
move out of their social class, but th
and fall of family fortunes in traditio
indicate that it was not entirely a "cl
ciety, as is often the case in traditio
systems.

ThrougL: her long Kist. y,
neight;or3 as

for ,
vanced tor its day. When an alien. (.71j/
seized LLe Chliese throne, to ..led
Chinese ways and to rule tiv.i.oz.01 Chi
stitutions. Smaller. countries .adjace
China recognized her superiority by
her "suzerains" and by offering "trib
the emperor. Under these Circumst
Chinese rulers tended to develop a s
ity complex in their dealinwith oche
They looked upon their country as th
the universe," and such an outloolw.
blind .to the power of Western nation
beginning in the 1840's, imposed'.upo
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that led to important changes in the t
society.

In summary, then, as the traditi
began to disintegrate under the impa
ern" forces, it left a legacy of instit
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s the -aim 'of many merchants to ac-
licient money in commerce to pur-
d to educate themselves or their

children so that they could enter governmcnt
service, being able thereby to divest them-
selves of their mercantile roles and to rise
in the social scale. In practice, of course,
relatively few peasant families were able to
move out of their social class, but the rise
and fall of family fortunes in traditional China
indicate that it was not entirely a "closed" so-
ciety, as is often the case in traditional social
systems.

Thfougi:.c..1 her long histc.,:.y, was
!.7.ar ileignior.3 as ;39.1.:er-

ior civ.)11'.?,31.'.4 ., which 7/N3 Cuxiced o,i-
vanced for .51s day. When all ci.ynasty
seized zhe Ch!-Alose throne, i.i 'lk to adopt
Chinese ways and to rule thi.(.37.01 Chinese in-
stitutions. Smaller countries adjacent to
-China recognized her superiority by becoming
her "suzerains" and by offering "tribute" to
the emperor. Under these circumstances, the
Chinese rulers tended to develop a superior-
ity complex in their dealinwith other nations.
They looked upon their country as the "hub of
the universe; " and such an outlook made them
blind to the power of Western nations, which,
beginning in the 1840's, imposed upon China a
series of "unequal treaties" -- a development
that led to important changes in the traditional
society.

In summary, then, as the traditional society
began to disintegrate under the impact of "mod-
ern" forces, it left a legacy of institutions, at-
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titudes, and expectations that succeeding rulers
would have to recognize and deal with. Among
these were the following:

1. A strong guild system and a strong fam-
ily system, which performed important func-
tions of social control, thereby relieving the
government of some of its burdens. These in-
stitutions also entangled the individual in a
network of reciprocal obligations which often
resulted in nepotism and other forms of kin-
ship behavior.

2. The expectation that the antral govern-
meat would assist in the develcizaent of irriga-
tion facilities and would provide relief for the
victims of natural disasters, but that it would
not make excessive demands upon its citizens
or intervene in their lives contrary to establish-
ed customs. V/hen government policies exceeded
the anticipated limits, the affected individuals
tended to engage in evasions of the law and pas-
sive resistance.

3. The assumption that an effective, legit-
imate government was a moral government and
did not need to rely extensively upon force to
achieve its objectives. Resort to force was be-
lieved to be an indication that a ruler had suf-
fered a loss of moral virtue and was losing his
right to govern.

4. A strong tradition of rebellion against a
regime that was not living up to expectations.

5. Strong feelings of cultural (but n
ical) nationalism a widespread beli
the elite that Chinese institutions were
for to those of other countries and th
resentatives of other states should hu
ognize this superiority.

In addition to the above factors, the
other important components of the'sys
rule in traditional China:

L A recognition of the difference b
the members of the elite who compyin
sprawling state bureaucracy, and the
ordinary citizens who were governcd

2. An official state ideology which
embracing in its outlook and which rei
the existing system of government.

3. A strong emphasis upon the gro
cially the family, and upon the obligati
an individual toward the group.

China in Transition: The Descent into

It is desirable for the young studen
introduced, at least sketchily, to the
that faced China in the century from 1
1945. During this period many of Chi
ditional institutions began to disintegr
monarchy was weakened, and in 1911 it
replaced by a republic, which proved
ineffective and unable to carry out the
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ng tradition of rebellion against a
as not living up to expectations.

5. Strong feelings of cultural (but not polit-
ical) nationalism -- a widespread belief among
the elite that Chinese institutions were super-
ior to those of other countries and that the rep-
resentatives of other states should humbly rec-
ognize this superiority.

In addition to the above factors, there were
other important components of the'system of
rule in traditional China:

1. A recognition of the difference between
the members of the elite who comp-clned the
sprawling state bureaucracy, and the mass of
ordinary citizens who were governed by them,

2. An official state ideology which was all-
embracing in its outlook and which reinforced
the existing system of government.

3. A strong emphasis upon the group, espe-
cially the family, and upon the obligations of
an individual toward the group.

China in Transition: The Descent into Chaos

It is desirable for the young student to be
introduced, at least sketchily, to the problems
that faced China in the century from 1845 to
1945. During this period many of China's tra-
ditional institutions began to disintegrate; the
monarchy was weakened, and in 1911 it was
replaced by a republic, which proved to be
ineffective and unable to carry out the minimal



functions ordinarily expected of the central gov-
ernment; the country became the victim of West-
-ern and Japanese imperialism, which added
further to the internal chaos and stimulated the
forces of Chinese nationalism. it was in such
a milieu that the Chinese Communist Party Was
born, and from the beginning its environment
affected its policieS and tactics, making it some-
what different from its Russian counterpart dur-
ing comparable stages of development.

_Inoicr:.;-:7:-.:od contact with The Want Tc3.3.oweil in
the wake of ne "nnequal trat.1.1.1.q.:s"
rights :1,-..1,11:,1,131cges to ce.itOnIN:-;stn,:otl:o.%,:a.re
and later to ,Tai an. As a resu','.t of nu.;n::,-nic ecni-
cession, foYi;`11:;i!OrS began to 0:.e..::ct!.....,:tri.t..14)5 L-1,01
to engage in a variety of coMn.-Lueln;1...n.livitins.
This meant that nationalists often focnsed their
attention upon foreign-owned enterprises and
stituted boycotts against them. Moreover, some
of the native handicraft industries found it in-
creasingly difficult to compete with the commod-
ities of mass production. In addition, improved
methods of transportation, coupled with the at-
traction of factory employment for people who
now needed jobs, encouraged greater mobility .

among people in certain geographic areas, with
the result that family ties tended to become -

weakened and traditional social institutions be-
came less effective in their function of social
control.

Unfortunately, however, the central govern-
ment was unable to extend its control over the

provinces at a time when important
were taking place in China. The Mai
gime was undergoing serious decline
that was accentuated in the 1850's by
Taiping rebellion. This movement,
fleeted peculiarly foreign religious
and primitive forms of soeialisM, to
establish itself in the southern half o
for more than a decade. Thus, dun
period China bad two governmants,
monarchy, :faced with a milit:lry c.!1A

!lnable to tip
of re''.,..;.=:nna za ;:!outh,

'1. 'J. 1113 !:ed
vnces
;-,:ad the czci!:!avy futwtions
to fall th.a of loci
leaders, reducing further the Lauer
tral government. From this point on
was inclined to become' "regionalize
regimes experienced great difficulty
reunify the country. Indeed, for muc
China had two governments.

During the last quarter of the nin
when it had become clear that China
ful enough to resist the demands of t
ers, some Chinese leaders began to
form in an effort to stem the tide.
fleeted in such developments as the
Reform" of 1898. Important groups i
ever, were by no means agreed upo
and direction of reform. Some pushe
fledged reform, rejecting much of C
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provinces at a time when important changes
were taking place in China. The Manchu re-
gime was undergoing serious decline a trend
that was accentuated in the 1850's by the famous
Taiping rebellion. This movement, which re-
flected.peculiarly foreign religious influence
and primitive forms of socialism, managed to
establish itself in the southern half of China
for more than a decade. Thus, during this
period China had two governments, and the
monarchy, laced :vith a milihry ol?.nllenge to
its n.Ittl,'oilty qnable to t-ip
of rc,-,./0,:ize ;n the ;:euth, woA7

i3 ':Jas kater di.L;t,.:4)
mttics,

the :-)..:d:!.aky* functions of g:_;.:(eii:.o.4.7ctit tended
to fall i the hands of loco.'
leaders, reducing further the 1-41u:-.:.r.f.e of the cen-
tral government. From this polnt onward, China
was inclined to become "regionalized," and later
regimes experienced great difficulty in trying to
reunify the country. Indeed, for much of the period,
China had two governments.

During the last qUarter of the nineteenth century,
when it had become clear that China was not power-
ful enough to resist the demands of the foreign pow-
ers, some Chinese leaders began to agitate for re-
form in an effort to stem the tide. This was re-
flected in such developments as the "Hundred Days
Reform" of 1898. Important groups in China, how-
ever, were by no means agreed upon the nature
and direction of reform. Some pushed for full-
fledged reform, rejecting much of China's tradi-



tional past, -others were interested. in introducing
Western technology and forms into China but re-
jected Western values; and still others tended to
turn their backs upon everything Western, prefer-
ring to hang on to traditional modes and values.

Aftera promising start,, the reforms of 1898.
were resisted by powerful influences at the court,
and there followed an era of reaction, culminat-
ing in the Boxer Rebellion'(1900).- This represent-

. ed the nadir of China's fortunes* in the interna-
tional field, zi'd during the next ,f1,-;-;cre.de the
ehy abrijt ;,:ceolp fo:i t:mes by
refoic 1rti3 ir.n 1905, ':.he

c,ystc.m ato-
lished--the fin :11 blow to a system that hz:td been
in cicalae Ror Sfweral decades, WC alcorted by ihe
purchase*of: difice occasioLed ;3y the emperor's
need for Mdre revenue to replace that of the Jiro-
vinces which had fallen from his control. Some of
the new reforms aimed at greater centralization of
government,. and these were resisted by local lead
ers who had grog* n used to exercising political and
economic power on their own.

The concession granted by the monarchy. mere-
ly whetted*the appetite of certain groups whose learl
ers began to press or a complete change in the forth
of government. Large numbers of young people had
been educated overseas where they had come into
contact with revolutionary leaders, and in their
short training programs they had been introduced
to Western political ideas. Some of these people
developed a fascination,for democratic modes and
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given much thought to how they inig
an Oriental environment. To many
the reform of the monarchy was not
Their taste for Western institutions
with thelack of opportunity for then
their talents at home, Made them a
ligentsia, willing to undertake revo.
tablishnient of a republic.*
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spea:..112:1..d.:11 by Or. Sun nr.d Ye'Y

ciety, the ..ii(xn.;;y1i.-Aitang. At a pev
s ki s g,. i.utr I gve, and dolic::Ite
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in past.centuries by changing the en
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who symbolized the cultural,unity o
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that had supported the revolution we
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was to be established. From 1911 to
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adoption of a constitution, the divisi
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the centralgovernment and the prov
this period, one military leader tri
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'n granted by the monarchy mere-
tite of certain groups whose lead-
for a complete change in the form
ge numbers of young people had

rseas where they had come into
utionary leaders, and in their
grams they had been introduced
al ideas. Some of these people
'ation for democratic modes and

institutions, and they entertained high expectations
for, their introduction into China, without having
given much thought to how they might be adapted to
an Oriental environment. To many of these people
the reform of the monarchy was not drastic enough.
Their taste for Western institutions, combined
with the 'lack of opportunity for them to employ
their talents at home, made them a frustrated intel-
ligentsia, willing to undertake revolution for the es-
tablishment of a republic.

Mtc.;.,ay p-owlncial lea0.evs, 1.;,uve moye anti-
e Alle ;3 s C%tm,)

to he the bl n which was
Or. Sun Q2Itt

cie,ty, the :c;:iitang. Atr a peviod of ihilltary
'3kirmishlygg, tIltrigue, and delic;:tte necz,otiallt-ms,
the monarchy collapsed, and the re'tc,:als set up a
republic. This revolution, then, differed from those
in pastcenturies by changing the entire system of
government. No longer was there to be an emperor
who symbolized the cultural unity of the nation and
served as a benevolent father to his subject-chil-
dren. As was to be expected, many of the groups
that had supported the revolution were not in
agreement with Dr. Sun on the type of regime that
was to be established. From 1911 to 1928, there
was considerable wrangling over the writing and
adoption of a constitution, the division of author-7.
ity betWeen the executive and legislative branches
of government, and the balance of power between
the central-government and the provinces. During
this period, one military leader tried to convert
his office.as president into a new imperial throne,
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and when this proved to be unsuccessful, changing
coalitions of warlords alternatively seized control
of the government at Peking, using their posts as
instruments for personal gain. Early in the power
struggle, Sun and other leaders of the
were forced out of the government, and they re-
turned to the south where they set up an unsteady
government of their own.

It was in the 'midst of this revolutionary fer-
vor and political uncertainty that:the Chinese Com-
munist Party was born 61314.-tlY ;lter the clod of
Viorld 'WI:4x' T. At itsi.ncl:4,t1.Q71 a fltx.le.dexiPti
Ilse t .:that te d pnaru:?..3
of ma/cort,tets, the Party -7.;:3 170:111I;lCd and 1.1'..A7m
Me Mbex6 of 'the middle Cla;;;3 "a 1O rOgarded
analysis of IMperialism '1111 ac'.:1- quate exPla.ili-
.tion of China'S predicament. 'To them China \vas
being exploited by foreigners whose power must
be broken. Thus, to the anti-capitaliSm inherent
in MaiXisrn-Leninism was added:the virulent di-
mension of nationalism, since many capitalists .

in China were Oon-Chinese.

When Sun Yat-sen lost out in his struggle for
control of the republic, he approached several
*Western nations for technical assistance and mili-
tary equipment. Failing in this effort, he turned
to the Soviet Union, which also needed recogni-
tion and which had formulated plans to bring Chi-
na within the orbit of its control. After the USSR
had negotiated with Sun, the international Commu-
nist movement (Comintern) sent advisers and oth-
er forms-of aid to the Kuomintang. These agents

helped to build up a military acaden
direction of a young military leader
of Chiang Ic'ai- Shek), and they set
ganize the Kuomintang along Comm
Individual Chinese Communists wer
become members of Sun's party, an
expected them to forego. Communist
they in fact kept their organization
taking advantage of their new respe
ganize peas:3nts' associations and el
the "rice ,:octs" level, The Ch5,:lo,se
Patty 1:)3rl...:-.::!!111) had at fi-e;37

presspre t!:e
nati eveiktually wore

nate:eat ;lie Part.
orders,

As it tea ened out, the Chinese C
usually suffered serious setbacks w
the instructions of the international
movement. In 1926-1927, for examp
Shek, who had come into.prominenc
death, instituted two purges against
nists, shattering the organization.
years, the native Communist Party
to instigate rebellion in designated*
these activities usually ended in fai
to the organization. The costs of So
interest during this period help to a
present-day opposition of Chinese C
aspects of Soviet foreign policy, wh
ports national bourgeois regimes at
the local Communist parties.
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Yat-sen lost out in his struggle for
republic, he approached several
ns for technical assistance and mill-
fit. Failing in this effort, he turned
Jnion, which also needed recogni-
h had formulated plans to bring Chi-
orbit of its control. After the USSR

with Sun, the international Commu-
t (Comintern) sent advisers and oth-
id to the Kuomintang. These agents

helped to build up a military academy (under the
direction of a young military leader by the name
of Chiang K'ai-Shek)-, and they set. about to ,reor-
ganize the Kuomintang along Communist lines.
Individual Chinese Communists were ordered to
become members of Sun's party, and although Sun
expected them to forego Communist discipline,
they in fact kept their organizational lines intact,
taking advantage of their new respectability-to or-
ganize peasants' associations and ether groups at
the 'Mee ..costs" level, The C11.1,171.ole Communist
.2.a.rty 1. 3a.f1.-:Aci;e41.i.p had at fi.r2t :ver:i..t1.14 joining the

!::1it pressure L'Jwiet UnioR.1
eventually wore d +. ",v:

te:3y 9ate.fed ;..he Party v:,7.cler efTle;lal.
orders,

As it turned out, the Chinr:se Communist Party
usually suffered serious setbacks when it followed
the instructions of the international Communist
movement, In 1926-1927, for example, Chiang ICai-
Shek, who had come into prominence after Sun's
death, instituted two purges against the Commu-
nists, shattering the organization. In the following
years, the native Communist Party was ordered
to instigate rebellion in designated cities, and
these activities usually ended in failure with loss
to the organization. The costs of Soviet self-
interestduring this period help to account for the
present-day opposition of Chinese Communists to
aspects of Soviet foreign policy, which often sup-
ports national bourgeois regimes at the expense of
the local Communist parties. .
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By 1928, China had become nominally united

under the leadership, of Chiang K'ai -shek. In real-
ity, however, warlords still dominated certain
provinces in the country, and the Communists
continued to make sporadic raids on some of the
cities. Despite these difficulties, however, the
Chiang regime set about to improve the welfare
of the Chinese state by introducing important re-
forms and by negotiating changes in the unequal

. treaties. But the new Nationalist government had
little time to devote to wiJecpread reform, for in
1931 Japanese
1.(Ni 17111 er his

1,1

either th.e with al,:ox
chal:LePseTs. dc.7.7c,:;:te
CGS10.i.titi.113 this
fel' the government was hp...cdly in a i.,ositiO to
carry out.the responsibilities expected of it; in-
deed, it oftenTesorted to harsh measures in or
der' to build up its armies and to collect revenue
to finance its military operations.

In considering the rise of Communism in
China, the student, must recognize that while
many Communists were meeting with disaster. by
following the instructions handed down by the Co-
mintern, other Red Chinese leaders,. working
with Mao Tse-Tung, were achieving much great-
er success in organizing the peasants, especial-
ly at harvest time. These organizational accom-
plishments could not long be ignored by the Rus-
sians and their agents in the International move-
ment, and eventually Mao and his colleagues re-

ceived the official blessing of the Co
early 1930's, they managed to establis
Soviet Republic in the southeastern p;
try, and this government posed a dirt
to the Nationalist regime.

Although Chiang had attempted s
root out the Communist enemies, his
suined whirlwind proportions in 1934,
in the Japanese war. The Nationalist
ade avcInd much of the Sovif.,,tized ar.
ti.ne. it ;211.0:1!:-)1

-;73'11.d be fiz..:-ci3rif1.11 ik177:74.tIgirg 1.40.0
;;,3 IcAC:0 .3ut tLe

i;\:;:ough the ...veakoLe f:;ectil
commenced !oxztclit

e v ty abli slang their gl.) 7 01
northca;11, where they were in good
position to extend their controls whe
surrendered and to engage Chiang's
civil war.

In sum, the transitional period i
number of important changes which i
struggle for power in China. Among
following:

1. Increased contact with the W
speeded up the process of modernizo
to promote the disintegration of trail
Lions in parts of China. Handicraft i
to give way to new industrial establi:
greater mobility in some sections of
well as the inroads of new ideas and
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Tung, were achieving much great-
organizing the peasants, especial-
ime. These organizational accom-
ild not long be ignored by the Rus
r agents in the International move-
ntually-Piao and his colleagues re-

ceived the official blessing of the Comintern. In the
early 1930's, they managed to establish a Chinese
Soviet Republic in the southeastern part of the coun-
try, and this government posed a direct challenge
to the Nationalist regime.

Although Chiang had. attempted- sporadically to
root out the Communist enemies, his crusade as-

. sullied whirlwind proportions in 1934, during a lull
in the Japanese war. The Nationalists threw a block -
ado much of the Sovietized area, 9rd tor a
ti.ne as th.(y..;11 the
-,-ton.t.'.d be !,,.x..es;-$fni. .:..'.-1Agir:?;

;:o %hejr .;3nt tLe
1.1;.e.3eakae

coin:mei:Iced ,Fo.I1.0'_iti "
ev;,zA.1.1131.y :.,..:,.;81:ablistking, their Lf;,:)7.,Yen-nt 1.n the
north:Da:A, yihere 'they wove in a.00d
position to extend their controls When the Japanese
surrendered and to engage Chiangts troops in the
civil war.

In sum, the transitional period in China saw a
number of important changes which influenced the
struggle for power in China. Among thee were the
following

1. Increased contact with the Western nal,ions
speeded up the process of modernization an helped
to promote the disintegration of traditional institu-
tions in parts Of China. Handicraft industries began
to give way to new industrial establishments, and
greater mobility in some sections of the country, as
well as the inroads of new ideas and values, precip-



'itated the weakening of kinship relations and the
guild system..

2. The monarchy was crippled by the demands
of foreign nations and by a series of internal dis-
turbances. During this difficult period, power tend-
ed to shift to the provinces, and after the revolu-
tion the newly established government fell prey
to warlords and adventurers. Under these ci rcum-
stances, the central government, often challenged
by the existence of a rival government in its ter-
ritory, was not bong enough !..13 t.:"rj fy the coun-
try and to assume the functione leng-
er be parle.ymed bytraditional t. of otr4.:Ouxes.

3. Accustomed to regarding itself as the tatb
of the untiarse and to assuinii.ag a siaperior atti-
tude in international dealings, China was humil-
iated by the imposition of the unequal treaties.

This development stimulated the growth of polit-
ical nationalism in China and created a desire

to build .a strong nation in order to cast off the
foreign concessions. The question of how this
could best be done, however, generated sharp
divisions among-the intelligentsia, and China
was unable to face its problems with the unity
that generally characterized Japan.

4. The Chinese Communist Party was formed
at the height of this new nationalism, and, in con-
trast with the Russian Communist Party, it tend-
ed to be more nationalist in its outlook, taking
note of the fact that many of its capitalist ene-
mies were foreigners.
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5, After an unsuccessful period of collabora-

tion with the Kuomintang --forced upon them by
Soviet policies-- some Chinese Communist lead-
ers began to work with the peasants, and they suc-
ceeded in establishing a Communist government on
Chinese soil. Thus, in contrast with the Russian
Communists, the Chinese Communists had more
than a decade of experience in governing a limited
territory before they assumed control of all of
China. This. experience tended to give them a sense
of "what was pos8ibleti and to r,,,r.cciirage them to
temper their poli.O.os in the bath of pragma-
tism.

6. The "Lc:1g March" was a ::est of Cormuaist
loyalty kald dedic,atien, for t1 experience was haA-
.ardoup,and the drop-out rate ..vas high. The dis-

tinction_beiveen "Party organizer" and "military
leader" was blurred, and this helps to account for
the facf.that, again in contrast with Russia, the
militarT establishment is more highly represent-
ed today in the top decision-making bodies of the
Chinese communist system. Moreover, the veter-
ans of the Long March have remained a relatively
stable and cohesive (though aging) group, and they
continue to have a dominant voice in the present
Communist government.

The Communist Takeover

In analyzing the successful takeover of a gov-
ernment by a totalitarian party, it is necessary to
observe how a highly disciplined movement is able
to take advantage of the "crisis situation. "What is
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distinctive about the Chinese case, however, is
the tact that the crisis situation extended over a
very long period, though deepening and growing
more serious from time to time and reaching dis-
=talus proportions in the aftermath of World
V/ar

In introducing the student to the complex Chi-
nese puzzle during this period, the instructor
should note the difficult problems freed by the
Nationalists, and, conversely, la
vimtages rxi.zcfl poi by the Cc-.---fnu;:!;-:-1-s.

Even a.c..10i curta, was 4.01y
fled under CMI-rig Waishek, w:-Lo
account of po%iorful local leatt:1".)V :3 f..n Nov-
inces,. his regime was recogriized as being the
government of the country, and for this reason
it was blamed for whatever went wrong. And, be-
cause of wartime and domestic pressures, the
government was hardly in a position to devote its
full attention to agricultural reform, flood control,
and public relief. Indeed, when he was forced to
move his capital farther inland and after the Jap-
anese had taken control of many cities, thus de-
priving his government of ordinary customs reven-
ue, he sought to increase tax levies upon the peas-
sits: and he became more .and more dependent

upon the landlords and the countryside. Moreover,
since Chiang's regime was the government, it
was the agency that was able to make civil serf,-
jee. appointments and thus it tended to attract
the "careerists," while the idealists" and "re-
formers" were inclined to transfer their alle-

giance elsewhere. In addition, Ch
to the nationalist sentiments of th
scions grew less effective, since t
making inroads upon Chinese terr
administration, and he was becom
dependent upon his foreign ally, t
for assistance. Under these condi
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was a policy in harmony with.Sovi
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it to increase tax levies upon the peas-
became more and more dependent

dlords and the countryside. Moreover,
s. regime was the government,, it

icy that was able to make civil serv-
ments and thus it tended to attract
sts," while the idealists" and "re-
re inclined to transfer their alle-

to the nationalist sentiments of the politically con6
sci043 grew less effective, since the Japanese were
making inroads upon Chinese territory during his
administration, and he was becoming increasingly
dependent upon his foreign ally, the United States,
for assistance. Under these conditions, the social
base of Chiang's regime tended to narrow, and af-
ter the war mounting inflation weakened and alien-
ated some of the propertied ela.exms that; ordinarily
;79ported .

The Cemrillnsts, on the t:ter !:and, were not
yet part of kho 1)Mei,9,1 goverm:2.cat 11..nd

conld 1.:o be . irresp.-:f
cies and appeels. While Ching Nwla
closely to the LaDllords, the ConvoaunIst leadevs
sought to appeal to the peasants With programs of
agricultural reform, being careful not to stress
collectivization at this stage and even handling the
Moderately well-off peasants with restraint.
Whereas Chiang's regime tended to attract the peo-
ple interested in personal advancement, some of .

-.the people who were initially attracted to Mao and
his group were somewhat more devoted to the
cause of "reform." Moreover, the Communists ap-
pealed to Chinese nationalism, urging that the Japan
ese be.driven.from. their country. This, of course,
was a policy in harmony with Soviet interests, and
the fact that the Chinese Communists were also al-
lied with a foreign power did not dull the effective-
ness of their nationalist appeals, since such an al-
liance was more hidden from public view thanwas
Chiang's association with the United States.
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Thus, during the two decades of Nationalist

rule, there came to be a polarization of political
forces in China between Chiang and his group on
the one hand and the Chinese Communists on the
other. Unfortunately for China, the parties that
existed in the middle were small, disunited,
and weak, lacking an adequate mass base.

The student should spend a little time exam-
ining the actual takeover by the Communists, be-
ginning with the Japanese surrender. Here he
should note such co:asidarations as: (1) tho geo-
graphiaol position of Ile Communists and
Chiang's troops; (2) the assistance given to the
Com/realists by the Russians and the -role of the
United states in aiding Chiang to get his troops
Up north; (3) Chiang's understandable desire to
occupy North China and to seize Manchuria si-
multaneously --a policy that American military
advisers tended to oppose, since it was likely
to spread Chiang's troops thinly over a. wide front;
(4) the rapidity with which the Communists as a
disciplined force were able to hit Chiang's lines
at their weakest points and to make spectacular
military gains; and (5) the apathetic attitude of
the Chinese people when the Communists marched
into the cities.

It should be emphasized that China had been
virtually in a state of war since 1931, and that the
burden of carrying on the wartime struggles .was
the most strategic variable in 'accounting for
Chiang's decline, an observation that Chiang him-
self made in 1965.

The Communist System

By this time the student should h
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The Communist System

By this time the student should have some no-
tion of the problems that have confronted China for
decades or even centuries, and how such problems
as "decentralization, " the traditional passivity of
the masses, and popular resentment against unwar-
ranted intervention by the central government might
present some difficulties for the Chinese .C,--mmu-
nists. He should also be aware of the possilAlity
that ce.xtain features of old China will not serve as
obstzeles to the Chinese Communists. China, for
exanTle, has long been used to government by an
elite) and although the nature of the traditional
elite. iliinred markedly from that of the Commu-
nist system, it was nevertinless an elite. And
whereas. the old elite memorized the Confucian
classics, the present-day administrators are
schooled in the classics of Marxism-Leninism.
Then, too, the official ideology of Confucianism

g's troops thinly over a wide front; was an all-embrac .ng philosophy directly tied to
with which the Communists as a the institutions of statecraft --and today the offi-

ce were able to hit Chiang's lines cial ideology of Communism is fitted into this
t points and to make spectacular role. It should also be observed that the individ-
and (5) the apathetic attitude of ual in China was for ages subordinated to the

o le when the Communists marched group, so that China did not develop strong no-
tions of individualism in the Western sense of the
term. Today in China the role of the individual is
also deemphasized; presumably he realizes his
freedom by absorbing himself in the group, through
his membership in the working class generally and
in his small study group or work brigade specific-
ally.

)e emphasized that China had been
tate of war since 1931, and that the
ying on the wartime struggles W213
egic variable in 'accounting for
ne, an observation that Chiang him-
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It is assumed, of course, that the student

will do some general reading about the formal
structures of the Party, the government, the econ-
omy, the trade unions, etc. He must have a .

working knowledge, easily obtainable, of these
structures if he is to advance to an understand-
ing of the more sophisticated inner workings of
the Communist system.

In turning more specifically to the Chinese
Communist system, the student should begin by
an znalysis of the C.I.onnuunist Pa 'ty, which is
the central Inc chaztis m -of :he dictatorship mesh-
ing with all the gears .hat control-the opezation
of the important social formations. Formal Par-
ty structure aside, the student should note how
the Party has rapidly increased in size since 191.:5.
Although still an elitist organization embracing
only about 2 percent of the population, it is the
largest Communist Party in the world, and its
rapid growth may be explained in part by the
need for cadres to direct political, social, and
economic activities. Such rapid expansion, of
course, creates problems for the new regime, .
for it is now responsible for assigning person-
nel to administrative posts in the Party, the gov-
ernment, the economy and other areas of life,
and is thus likely to attract the "careerists" as
well. as "idealists." The problem is not only one
of seeking administrators who will be loyal, but
also of securing people who are .competent to per-
form in their roles. Here the low educational
level of the population --a legacy of the past- -
presents obvious difficulties.

After the student has glanced
ship of the Party --its size and co
the problems involved-- and he to
sis of the Communist elite, he wt
distinct groups: (1) the older group
of the Long March who have been
ty from the beginning and who occ
posts in the organization; and (2) a
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in the central organs of the Party
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Mao's death is likely to result in a
er to a colleague in this group. Be
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wholesale purge in the meantime.
ership, though somewhat limited i
cieties, have important value in a
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state rest in the hands of a very s
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After completing an analysis
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ent should focus upon the crucial s
chanisms and techniques of Comm
For the purpose of convenience in
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ministrators who will be loyal, but
ing people who are .competent to per-
roles. Mere the low educational

population --a legacy of the past--
nous difficulties.

After the student has glanced at the member-
ship of the Party --its size and composition and
the problems involved-- and he turns to an analy-
sis of the Communist elite, he will recognize two
distinct groups: (1) the older group, chiefly veterans
of the Long March who have been active in the Par-
ty from the beginning and who occupy strategic
posts in the organization; and (2) a younger group
the members of which were elevated to positions
in the central organs of the Party in the 1950's.
Here one can detect personal and regional ties,
as well as marked differences in background and
training. The members of the first group are get-
ting older (many of them are in their late sixties,
and some in their early seventies), but, even so,
Mao's death is likely to result in a transfer of pow-
er to a colleague in this group. Because of the high
age-bracket of this category, however, Mao's suc-
cessor will probably not be able to rule for very long,
and his successor will very likely have to come from
the ranks of the second group unless there has been a
wholesale purge in the meantime. Studies of lead-
ership, though somewhat limited in pluralistic so-
cieties, have important value in a totalitarian sys-
tem, since major decisions affecting the entire
state rest in the hands of a very small group. (In
pluralistic societies there are many more elite
groups to study. )

After completing an analysis of the Party struc-
ture, its membership, and its leadership, the stud-
ent should focus upon the crucial study of the me-
chanisms and techniques of Communist control.
For the purpose of convenience in analysis, these
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may be grouped together in the following-gate
gories:

1. Structural Controls. The Party, the
government, and other structures in the system
are organized under the principles of democratic
centralism. For all- practical purposes, this
means that once a decision has been reached,
the minority must give way to the will of the
majority, and that the decisiops faf an organ
higher ).i% tte fc'.orarchical cf:10,_e f...-re binding !Ton
Tower agencies. .i.pax-t frc:m derr4eratic ci::n.-
tralis.tn, Mt .:lhould also be notA the
tures of tte g.:,veromeat, the :.,:ade vaions,

so-..-qc-ties, and other sociul
,-parallel that of the Party and g;:ar into the
;Party structure at each echelon. The experi-
ence of this writer in teaching about totalitarian
goverdmen suggests that the student will tend
to become c,,..fused by the Party structure and
the structures of government since the Party is
the motive force behind the government and
will appear to him to make all of the decisions
anyway. It is well to Separate these two struc-
tures for analytical.purposes, indicating to the
student that policy decisions are made by top
organs of the Party, but that certain decisions
are then legitimized by being transformed into
laW through the government machinery.

2. Personal Controls. The Communists
have developed a system of duplicating. person-

nel, under which the top leaders of the
occupy the leading offices in the_govern
structure. This is especially true of tt
echelons of organization, although at th
levels the duplication appears not to be
nounced as it is in the Russian system.
Lion, tl-e Communist Party is .responsi
assigning people to administrative post
out the entire system..

3. Contvol tNseugh
Every otai.tarian 1.egime has at its co:
minter of that aVe
c rued .te.i'etil-Ag out and punish:1.21g
uals who vt.c.,:;..:te the official norms Lf t
monist order. These include the.polio,
judicial officials, and designated age1-5,
the Party.organization. One should-Pr'
include an,the institution of the purge' and

. tern of forced, labor- in this category.
the purge has been used inChina,- it ha
been employed as much as it has in Ru

4. Control through Persuasion. N
can re V entirely upon the use of physi
for thi0 strains social. bonds and is lik
endanger the existence of the social or
governtnent, even in a totalitarian sys
seeks to win popular acceptance and to,
a higher level of consensus so that res
physical coercion will beconie,lesS n_ ec
The'CWaidge CommuniSts have gone to
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nal Controls. The Communists
d a system of duplicating Person-

nel, under which the top leaders of the Party also
occupy the leading offices-in the government
structure. This is especially true of the higher
echelons of organization, although at the lower
levels the duplication appears not to be so pro-
nounced as it is in the RusSian system. .In addi-
tion, the Communist Party is responsible for
assigning people to administrative posts through-
out the entire system.

3. 'or.' rot
Z-ve.tv ":;,..)taLtarian. xegime Ilas at its co:Aroand a
au:wiper of hie:t.'!.:chies that are pilmarkly c.ca-
earned Milt 7e:e.vettng out. a nd punish-13.1g individ-
uals who the official norins of the Coin-
tin iS t e.cder. These include the police, the array,
judicial officials, and designated agencies within
the.party organization. One shou14-piobably also
include the institution of the purge and the sys-
tem of forced labor in this category. Although
the purge has been used in China, it has not yet
been employed as much as it has in Russia.

4. Control through Persuasion. No regime
can rely entirely upon the use of physical force,
for this strains social bonds and is likely to
endanger the existence of the social order. A
government, even in a totalitarian system,
seeks to win popular acceptance and to generate
a higher level of consensus so that resort to
physical coercion will become less necessary.
The Chinese Communists have gone to great
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lengths in introducing programs of intensive in-
doctrination in the schoolS, factories, and other
institutions, and they have made a' special effort
to extend their control over the arts, The stu-
dents' attention should be called to the use of the
"study group" and other small ujg_s_.t as..instru-
ments of social control, for it these institutions
the individual is subjected to the controlled pres-
sure exerted by his peers, a very efficient meth-
od of encour:Ting him to conform, In er.,;a:rast
with the popular apathy that characteAxed old
C;iin.a, the .C.ol..o.murLiss ernphasige .71.1:1:33E.1:1'tiel-
NPA:;11 in FrAly groups, i3elf-dtit4cism .'sessions,
and ti.,ige demonstrations, the a6slanption that
those who ito not enthusiastically- and actively
support the regime are its potential enemies.
This mass fervor, of course, presents the im-
age of an energetic society moving rapidly to-
ward its objectives, and when his neighbors ap-
pear to be enthusiastic supporters of the system,
an individual who harbors dOubts is understand-
ably inclined to keep them to himself. The
Chinese Communists have also embarked upon
campaigns to .stamp out illiteracy, but even this
can be a technique of control, since people who
learn the rudiments of reading become more
vulnerable to the regiine's propaganda effort.
Also of importance in encouraging people to do
'what is expected of them is the incentive sys-
tern, under which an individual is rewarded in
accordance with his performance on the job.

.5. Sociological Controls. Sins
munist Party makes job assignmen
penses patronage, membership in
tion becomes the main avenue to p
cess in the system. This means tl
tends to attract the most creative,
and energetic individuals in the'so
crniting such elements, the Party' (
near 'monopoly of the best taleptav
is -able to piNt

behall of the T e gime. By t
11741j1) 3 it PM grcrips dep

natw::,).1 leadership tie '.rind of le
peed in ordee -1-0 make th:21,..
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nich an individual is rewarded in
1th his performance on the job.

.5. Sociological Controls. Since the Com-
munist Party makes job assignments and dis-
penses patronage, membership in the organiza-
tion becomes the main avenue to personal suc-
cess in the system. This means that the Party
tends to attract the most creative, ambitious,
and energetic individuals in the society. By re-
cruiting such elements the Party develops a
near monopoly of the hat taleAay.,:li11.-:"-.0.:, 9.nd
is able to p,:it Va{; 3 0' t 'III: skill ; to

the..fceelne. By the same token,
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Time will probably not permit a detailed
analysis of the social and economic policies of
the Chinese Communists, but, in addition to

-those that have already been mentidned periph-
erally, three policies deserve special. mention.
Some of these policies, it should be noted, have
been characterized by a high degree of pragma-
tism.

L When the Communists first came to
power, tney emphasized the "New Democracy"
stage of development. In contrast with the
Russian scene, the government during this
stage was to be a "coalition" of the Communists
and the "progressive" classes. The latter



group consisted of bourgeois, peasant, and other
social elements which professed loyalty to the
Communist cause and accepted without question
the leadership of the Party. This policy of
coalition was designed to win popular support
and to present an image of the Communists as
a relatively moderate regime. The period of the

'New Democracy" proved to be much shorter than
had originally been anticipated, and although
coalition parties. still exist, they have no inde-
pendent influence, serving mainly as '.vindow
de..,ssing and as the regime's n&nis reaching

seve..7rt5 of the popubtkm.

2. The (MsIrme ComulvpUs onty
limited success, t!itempted to ,!to family
systeni. They are interested in reciA tg out this
remnant of the past for several.reasons: fam-
ily loyalties tend to involve an individual in a
network of social obligations, often resulting in
nepotistic behavior, which are rarely conducive
to efficiency in administration; in old China the
family was one of the main institutions of so-
cialization, passing on ancient traditions and
values (including religion) from one generation
to the nest -- a situation that is not attractive
to the Communists who are ;nterested in break-
ing with the past; the family has traditionally
been a social welfare institution, and the Com-
munists desire to have the state perform this
function; and finally, the bonds of family loyalty
have ordinarily been very strong, and the Com-
munists prefer not to have an age-old instant:ion
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compete with them for the loyalty of in
The regime, however, has experience
difficulty in seeking to destroy a famil
that is so deeply rooted in the culture.
establishment of the communes made s
tacks upon the Chinese family, but eve
the Communists had to make some con

3. The student will probably want
some attention to the economic policie
CNnese Communists, who are ilE:spers
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in order to secure a surplus -- or the
do both of these things. Although the
Communists looked at-first to the Sovi:
for assistance, the aid they received
sufficient, and as a result of the recen
between the two Communist powers ev:
aid has stopped. In their attempts to
agriculture and to drain a surplus fron
peasants, the regime has moved throu
of stages, each of which was accompli
ly after it was begun. These stages h
eluded: mutual aid teams; cooperativi
Iectivization; and finally, the commune
addition to other objectives, the comn
designed to provide a reservoir of lab
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compete with them for the loyalty of individuals.
The regime, however, has experienced great
difficulty in seeking to destroy a family system
that is so deeply rooted in the culture. The
establishment of the communes made sharp at-
tacks upon the Chinese family, but eventually
the Communists had to make some concessions.

3. The student will probably want to devote
some attention to the economic policies of the
C;-.,.jztese Communists, who are ik5petately

tonuke th.c,,ir country Ail 1;1,11.vAkil.11 pow-
Given Ulf) level of ivIc!".r.lro.
.1.1 the wc;.,.:+i, 1::le Chinese 9.o. e
:t.bunc.1).4it :?atIkral .resources. 1.1:::m to

ti,et the neces,3-1t-y 01;1.c:clients !o..; I:west:went,
they must either pt help from sow.e external
source, or the, must develop their agriculture
in order to secure a surplus -- or they must
do both of these things. Although the Chinese
Communists looked at first to the Soviet Union
for assistance, the aid they received was never
sufficient, and as a result of the recent split
between the two Communist powers even this
aid has stopped. In their attempts to control
agriculture and to drain a surplus from the
peasants, the regime has moved through a series
of stages, each of which was accomplished quick-
ly after it was begun. These stages have in-
cluded: mutual aid teams; cooperativization; col-
lectivization; and finally, the communes. In
addition to other objectives, the' communes were
designed to provide a reservoir of labor when it



was normally not being used during the non-har-
vest season. It it interesting to note that the
Communists, despite their program of large-
scale organization, have emphasized (as in
traditional China) the intensive cultivation of
the land with the use of manual labor. This
policy stems, of course, from the abundant la-
bor supply and the shortage of farm machinery.

n :'.c.T:Aing his tufly of CommuMf.:t
the :-,ty,;:ltit be inte.1.-e.:3ol in. glanciqt.; At a
few c.f ir/i.portant incing th.e
some .;ihich will have eadier 5.a !.h.e

7.c:ctchily -.1,71.1 ,D1.1t ;11 C Z-3e

the foll.bwkag:.

1. The paucity of natural resources and
heavy dependence upon agriculture - -a problem
that is exacerbated by the high birth rate in the
rural areas. Will it be possible for the Com-
munists to mobilize their resources adequately
in order to industrialize their country and still
keep the economy in balance?

2. Will the Communists be able to strike
a balance between the responsibilities of the
central government and the needs of people and
the imperatives of administration in the prov-
inces ? Will they be able relatively soon to
develop an efficient administrative m-chanism
capable of governing a large territory, and to
staff it with properly trained people who are
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able to resist the personal obligation
upon them by the traditional culture?

3. Will they be axle to cope effec
the passive resistance they are likely
ter, especially in the rural areas wh
peasants have had long experience in
edicts of the central authorities?

4, As a Society begins 1:43
poa9ilt 'F..-Yeces for change aze ;.:et
simply the goveviiint h,1.-cps
Conv:(1.-,i11.13t floes not mean 1' : t 1.11e
vulnerl.'.31..e to changes that ;3 1,i; ;-

other 'iaclustrial countries. P; 1:ile
tures, tasks grow more corni).t)x and
a need develops for highly tr
cialists, many of whom require a me
autonomy in order to perform adequ.a
roles.. This, of course, raises probi
totalitarian system where leading P
are torn between a desire to hang on
political authority and the need to em
skills of specialists in the making of
decisions, especially in the economic
tary areas.

5. A totalitarian system usually
develop formal institutions for the pe.
fer of authority from one regime to th
This means that a power struggle usu
a struggle that can be very costly for
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able to resist the personal obligations imposed
upon them by the traditional culture?

3. Will they be able to cope effectively with
the passive resistance they are likely to encoun-
ter, especially in the rural areas where the
peasants have had long experience in evading the
edicts of the central authorities?

4. As a society begins to
po,A9111-. f-)rces for change s.-re set in in.otk-si, and
simply 1.*:e.P.:tisc) the goveval).7ant h.,..;-,,psns .11,)

Corol.n,.-Alst 'ices not mean ±.11,:.t 31) e, ty -
vulne :e e Lo changes that ;.n
otheradustvial countries. As :An system 1
tures, tasks grow more comi).ex and r

need . deVelops for highly trained spe-
cialists, many of whom require a measure of
autonomy in order to perform adequately in their
roles. This, of course, raises problems for a
totalitarian system where leading Party officials
are torn between a desire to hark on to their
political authority and the need to employ the
skills of specialists in the making of complex
decisions, especially in the economic and mili-
tary areas.

5. A totalitarian system usually does not
develop formal institutions for the peaceful trans-
fer of authority from one regime to the next.
This means that a power struggle usually ensues- -
a struggle that can be very costly for the system.
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In China there has not yet arisen the need to
transfer power, but the problem is likely to a-
rise once, and possibly even twice, within
the foreseeable future. Whether China will
be able to handle the problem more effectively
than the Soviet Union has done is a question
that remains for the future. It should be ob-
served, however, that the military establish-
ment.occupies a more prominent place in the
Chinese Party than it does in the Russian, and
this fact may complicate any struggle for
power.
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